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Executive summary 

The Danish restaurant chain GRØD has developed into a strong brand on the Danish market and 

experienced great success over the years. The overall mission of GRØD is to redefine porridge and 

prove to consumers that porridge is much more than oatmeal. Due to the great success on the 

Danish market, GRØD is a prime candidate for expansion, and secondary sources suggest England 

as a potential market for GRØD to expand to. As such, the purpose of this thesis is to investigate 

how GRØD should adapt its marketing strategy to the English consumer culture. Before answering 

the question, several other research questions arise, such as: what are the components of a strong 

brand?  What is the brand perception of GRØD? What are the characteristics of the English food 

products consumer  - and what would make them buy GRØD? 

 

In order to answer the problem statement and the research questions of the thesis, method 

triangulation has been used, both in the terms of the choice of paradigms and data collection. The 

positivistic approach has been used in terms of collecting quantitative data on perceptions of 

GRØD, through a questionnaire, and the hermeneutic approach has been used collecting data on 

consumers through interviews. As the thesis deals with brand perception to a great extent, we see 

the hermeneutic approach as being more steering for our project as it deals with interpretation. We 

have also used secondary data such as articles and interviews to broaden our understanding of the 

organization. 

 

The first part of the thesis is concerned with the branding of GRØD and uses theories and empirical 

data to establish the brand equity and brand identity of GRØD. It is concluded that GRØD has 

extremely strong brand equity and a clear brand identity. Then, the theory and the collected 

empirical data show a tendency for GRØD consumers to use GRØD to extend themselves and to be 

part of a tribe. The next part investigates the cultural differences and similarities of the Danish and 

the English cultures, including the macro and the micro-culture. Along with external analyses, it is 

determined that the English market is appropriate for GRØD. Secondary sources as well as our 

interview show that the English consumers have positive associations in relation to Denmark, and it 

is established that GRØD should leverage this in their marketing. More direct guidelines are 

provided to help GRØD enter the new market successfully. GRØD should apply a concentrated 

marketing strategy to reach their target segment, and they should close the gap between what 

GRØD offers and what the target segment wants, by adapting their products. We suggest that 

GRØD can reach their target market by using country-of-origin strategies in their branding. 
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Moreover, it is suggested that GRØD use a pull/push marketing strategy, a perceived pricing 

strategy and use image applications. In the thesis it has been proved that GRØD is an extremely 

strong Danish brand. Future research could investigate GRØD’s opportunity of engaging in joint 

enterprises on a global level for a successful expansion. 

Following the recommendations, we believe that GRØD would benefit from their opportunities and 

maintain a sustainable competitive advantage on the new market. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

Chapter 1 aims at introducing the reader to the topic of the thesis and its relevance. It will also 

provide the reader with an overview of the areas touched upon in this thesis. Furthermore, the 

chapter will discuss the delimitations of the thesis. 

 

1.1 Problem area 

When walking down Jægersborggade on a warm summer day, it is hard not to notice all the cool 

people gathered around the GRØD restaurant, sitting on wooden benches with their bowls and 

coffees. Their bowls look delicious with porridge and risotto with different toppings. When looking 

inside the restaurant, the interior is simple yet charming and pleasant music is coming out of the 

speakers. The founder Lasse is talking fondly to some customers he seems to know. 

 

The restaurant chain GRØD has become very popular in the Danish restaurant business and is about 

to open its sixth restaurant in just six years.  

In continuation of the popularity, a natural progression is to investigate new markets. But, as 

porridge is such a Danish dish - just think of the saying “rød grød med fløde” - is it possible to sell 

the concept of porridge to any other nationalities than the Danes? Has the “Nordic wave” created a 

global interest that could facilitate GRØD in entering a new market? As we have a profound interest 

in intercultural marketing, this is what we aim to explore.   

 

Before any market expansion, a thorough understanding of the new market is crucial. GRØD’s 

current presence in Denmark is limited to metropolises, and as the founder of GRØD has mentioned 

London as an expansion possibility, London has been appointed as the market for further 

investigation in this thesis. If GRØD is aware of favorable as well as unfavorable internal and 

external factors an appropriate strategic marketing strategy to the English market can be developed.  

 

The purpose of the thesis is to determine how GRØD should adapt their marketing strategy to the 

new market, and as such the problem statement of the thesis is: 

“How should GRØD adapt their marketing strategy to the English consumer culture”? 

 

To answer the problem statement, we need to gather knowledge on what the components of the 

GRØD brand are and how the consumers perceive the brand. Furthermore, we need to understand 

the consumer culture of GRØD. Subsequently, we must examine the characteristics of the English 
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consumers and investigate what would make them buy a GRØD meal. Essentially, answering these 

research questions will help answer how GRØD should adapt their marketing strategy to the 

English consumer culture. 

 

The empirical data used in the thesis entails a questionnaire of 215 respondents, as well as semi-

structured interviews and observations. Furthermore, secondary sources have been used, such as 

articles and interviews. Through a quantitative online questionnaire, a section of the Danish 

population are asked about their opinions, feelings and knowledge about GRØD. The questionnaire 

is carried out to form basis for qualitative semi-structured interviews with consumers in order to get 

an in-depth understanding of the average GRØD consumer and his/her reasoning for choosing the 

specific brand. An interview with a UK-expert as well as an English consumer investigates the 

English consumer culture. 

 

The mental processes the consumers go through and their reasoning for choosing GRØD is of great 

interest as these factors can form basis for the adaption to the English market. Culture has a great 

influence on the choices that consumers make and no countries share the exact same culture. The 

characteristics of the English consumers provide insight into the new market and constitute a basis 

for the strategic marketing plan. 

 

The problem statement does not only answer questions in relation to GRØD, but it also answers 

overall questions about the adaption of a brand to a new market. If cultural considerations are 

ignored and the strategic marketing plan is not adapted to the new market, the company might 

experience issues when entering a foreign market, which eventually will affect the bottom line 

profit. 
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1.2 Problem statement 

The problem statement of the thesis is as follows: 

How should GRØD adapt its marketing strategy to the English consumer culture? 

To answer the overall problem statement we have prepared the following theme-related research 

questions: 

1. What are the components of the brand “GRØD”? And how do the consumers perceive the 

brand? 

2. Who are the consumers of GRØD? And what makes them buy GRØD products? 

3. What are the characteristics of the English food products consumers? 

4. What would make the English consumers buy GRØD?  

5. Which strategies should GRØD apply to attract the English consumers? 

 

Lastly, when we have answered these questions, we have the knowledge to answer, which strategies 

GRØD should use to attract the English consumers and an overall strategy on how to adapt a brand 

to a new market, based on culture. 

The research design of the thesis outlines the questions that needs to be answered, the theory and 

data collected which will help gain the knowledge and the professional objective of each research 

question. 
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1.2.1 The research design  

Question Empirical data Theory Professional objective 

What are the 
components of the 
brand GRØD? 
 
How do the consumers 
perceive the brand 
GRØD? 

Quantitative online 
questionnaire 
Qualitative semi-
structured interview 
with GRØD 
consumer 

Branding theory: 
Brand identity and 
brand equity 

Understand the 
components of a strong 
brand 

Who are GRØD’s 
consumers? 
- What makes them buy 
GRØD products? 

Quantitative online 
questionnaire 
Qualitative semi-
structured interview 
with GRØD 
consumer 

Consumer culture 
theory: 
Extended self-theory 
- and theory on tribes 
 

Understanding of the 
consumer and their 
reasoning for choosing a 
brand 

What are the 
characteristics of the 
English food products 
consumer? 

Qualitative semi-
structured interview 
with English 
consumers 
Qualitative semi-
structured interview 
with UK-expert 

National culture 
theory: 
Hofstede and 
Gullestrup 
Food consumer 
theory 

Understanding of 
cultural differences of 
Denmark and the UK 

What would make the 
English consumers buy 
GRØD?  

Qualitative semi-
structured interview 
with English 
consumers 
Qualitative semi-
structured interview 
with UK-expert 

Theory on Country of 
Origin (COO) 
Branding theory  

Understanding of the 
consumer and their 
reasoning for choosing a 
brand 

Which strategies should 
GRØD apply to attract 
the English consumers? 

All of our collected 
knowledge about 
GRØD and the 
consumers 

All of the theories in 
the thesis 
PEST-analysis, 
competitor-analysis, 
SWOT/TOWS etc. 

How to adapt a brand to 
a new market (based on 
culture) 

Table 1: Research design of the thesis (own construction) 
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1.3 Delimitations  

This thesis will focus on the Danish restaurant chain GRØD. As brands are becoming more and 

more significant for businesses, the thesis will have a specific focus on branding. This thesis deals 

with consumer behavior, branding and culture at a theoretical level. In order for the thesis not to be 

left alone as a theoretical discussion, a questionnaire, interviews and observations are included to 

help support the theory and demonstrate how brands and culture seem to work in practice. 

After establishing the cores of a brand, the thesis aim is to help GRØD in planning the entry into the 

English market, more specifically London. As GRØD’s current presence in Denmark is limited to 

metropolises, and as the founder of GRØD has mentioned London as an expansion possibility, 

London has been appointed as an opportune market. As we do not believe that the Brexit will have 

a great influence on smaller companies like GRØD, the political situation of Brexit will not be 

commented on to a large extent.  

Furthermore, as the thesis will focus on developing a strategic marketing plan to GRØD, it will not 

focus on the financial considerations, such as corporate finance, annual reports, or external financial 

reporting. 

The focus of this thesis will be limited to how to enter a market and how to transfer a brand and 

obtain a sustainable competitive advantage. As markets are constantly changing, we cannot predict 

how the market will look much later on, and the thesis will therefore only hold a strategic marketing 

plan on how to enter the present market. As theories on marketing hold a number of different 

measures to incorporate, we do acknowledge that the strategies we recommend are not the only 

ones that could be applicable for GRØD, though they are the ones that we see as most important. 

 

The empirical foundation of the project is the qualitative method and the approach is hermeneutic. 

The quantitative method and positivistic approach also come into play, but we see the hermeneutic 

approach to be more steering for our project as it deals with interpretation. 
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Chapter 2 - Case description: GRØD 

To get a better understanding of GRØD, an introduction to the business and its history is 

necessary. Chapter 2 gives an introduction to history of GRØD, the founder of GRØD, Lasse 

Andersen and his history, the products of GRØD and the current strategy of GRØD. 

 

GRØD was founded by Lasse Skjønning Andersen and Martin Daniali, however the latter later on 

sold his part of the business. The first GRØD restaurant was opened on September 24, 2011. Today 

GRØD has 6 restaurants in Denmark, 5 located in Copenhagen and 1 restaurant located in Århus. 

All of the GRØD restaurants are located in trendy neighborhoods, such as in Vesterbro, 

Torvehallerne, Jægersborggade in Copenhagen Nørrebro, and Aarhus Central Food Market. 

According to Lasse Andersen: the shops are the experience, and the experience is key to the brand 

(Davis, 2015).  

The GRØD adventure started with the founder, Lasse, being a slightly overweight young man, on 

the wrong side of the law, wanting to lose weight and get back on the “right track” (Dahlager, 

2016). He forced himself to eat porridge every day, because he saw the meal as a possibility to 

loose some pounds while experimenting with the food: “The transformation from being a slightly 

troublesome, overweight teenager to a focused and determined teenager, was the beginning of a 

long love affair with porridge…. A combination of my OCD-ish addiction to everyday rituals and a 

profound love of food, meant that the porridge on a daily basis was exposed to new and weird 

preparation techniques” (Andersen, 2015). The story is the foundation of the company, and has 

been used in the marketing of the company. The interview with the GRØD consumer shows how 

GRØD consistently and successfully has communicated the story behind the brand to the 

consumers: “I think it was something about him (Lasse Andersen) being slightly chubby, and then 

he wanted to lose some weight, but that was difficult and expensive. Then he started to eat porridge, 

which he became found of. Afterwards, he wanted to show Denmark that porridge is delicious. I 

remember him being on “Go’morgen Danmark” to make porridge and everyone was like “wow, 

porridge is back!”. In a way, it was because of Lasse that porridge was reintroduced to the Danes” 

(appendix 5).  

 

Later on, while studying in London, Lasse discovered that many shops offered instant porridge to 

have on the go, but it was always just oatmeal (Dahlager, 2016). This experience inspired him to 

open up his own business back in Copenhagen. According to Lasse Andersen, porridge is already 

part of the Danes’ self-image and culinary heritage. “In Denmark, we have grain based porridge, 
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such as oatmeal, rye-bread-and-beer porridge or rice porridge, but also many various kinds of sweet 

fruit- and rice puddings, where red fruit jelly with cream, stewed apples and ris ala mande are some 

of the most popular variations. In short, we have expanded our perception of the word “porridge” 

and thus have a greater arsenal of porridge dishes in our culinary heritage” (Andersen, 2015). As 

porridge has been eaten for decades in Denmark, the Danes would very likely be positive towards 

GRØD. 

 

However, according to Lasse, porridge may, in some segments, be perceived as something boring 

due to what he describes as the “trauma of porridge”:  

“Especially the older generation remember porridge-days, barley water porridge, scarce resources, 

and in general, porridge is remembered as something boring and sticky, one was forced to eat 

before the steak was putted on the table. Porridge has been tasteless survival-food which has 

caused serious “porridge traumas”” (Andersen, 2015). Lasse Andersen wants to break away from 

this traditional perception of porridge and expand the way people think about the meal. He 

discovered that porridge is not just oatmeal but a method of preparing, and as such he begun his 

mission of redefining porridge and convincing people that porridge can be a delicious meal (see 

appendix 12 for a picture of GRØD’s meals). According to Lasse Andersen, making a delicious 

porridge involves combining the right ingredients and considering the taste components in order to 

satisfy the gustatory cortex. The overall mission and vision of GRØD is mainly to share a new 

interpretation of porridge and to explore the potential of the concept (i.e. porridge). Moreover, 

Lasse Andersen’s mission is to be recognized, to earn money and to take something that is so 

traditional and interpret, innovate and redefine it. “To make an identity that contains cosines, 

authenticity and modernity in the simple and retrospective way” (Nørager, Frimand-Meier & 

Laursen, 2013). That is why at GRØD porridge is much more than oatmeal: “On the menu is also 

make-your-own porridge with various grains, a chia-acai-almond milk-porridge to the super food 

enthusiasts, a risotto, a barley-otto, an indian daal-lentil soup (which is here called lentil porridge), 

an Asian rice porridge with eco-chicken and much more” (Dahlager, 2016). This is just some of the 

offerings, but it shows the great diversity of the menu at GRØD, where the price of a medium or 

large meal never exceeds DKK 100, -.   

 

GRØD is experiencing great success in Denmark. The latest available account from GRØD ApS 

show a profit of 400.000 DKK in 2015. During the same period, turnover was more than 4.5 million 

DKK which was an increase of 55% (Mortensen, 2016). However, the success of GRØD is not only 
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due to the 6 restaurants, as the business also includes a web shop selling instant porridge, granola, 

tableware, etc. Furthermore, instant porridge is also available in 7-Eleven stores in Denmark and is 

sold in more than 600 supermarket stores in the Netherlands (Mortensen, 2016). 

 

GRØD has a non-existent marketing budget. When asked about his way of using marketing, Lasse 

Andersen explains: “I’ve spent nothing on marketing or advertising since I opened,” he says. “All 

our attention has been viral, word-of-mouth” (Davis, 2015). Thus, GRØD is very active on social 

media. The GRØD Facebook page has 20.050 likes and the Instagram account has 32.200 followers 

(Facebook, 2017). On Facebook, GRØD interact with the customers and every comment is 

answered often by Lasse Andersen himself. If a customer writes about a negative experience in one 

of the shops regarding food, service or the like, the customer is given a reply and often asked to 

elaborate by e-mail. Furthermore, if customers complain about the food, they are often compensated 

with a new meal.  

GRØD will not attract customers by lowering prices, offering giveaways, discounts or deals. 

According to Lasse Andersen, such methods could cheapen the brand in customers’ eyes. 

Furthermore, he describes how he does not look for ways to increase margins by using cheaper 

ingredients. Instead, Lasse Andersen wants to make the porridge more delicious and desirable 

(Davis, 2015). At GRØD, porridge is more than just a meal, but an entire experience. Thus GRØD 

uses a differentiation strategy in order to create a competitive advantage.  

 

Lasse Andersen has high hopes for the future of GRØD, and the long term dream is to open up a 

store in New York City: ““The way I see it, New York has the most people from everywhere 

passing through. If I can make porridge work there, starting with a small shop with a lot of 

nerdiness in a cool locals’ neighborhood, I can create a great brand and ideology that will be spread 

around the world.”” (Davis, 2015).   

 

Lasse Andersen’s project of redefining porridge is far from finished, but the young entrepreneur 

will not stop before the aversion towards porridge is dead and buried (Mortensen, 2016). Some may 

believe that GRØD is a trend and that porridge is not a sustainable product to offer. However, with 

a significant turnover, many loyal customers, and great aspirations for the future, it is safe to say 

that GRØD is a successful and compelling business in the Danish gastronomy.  
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Chapter 3 - Methodological framework 

Chapter 3 will explain the scientific approaches used in the thesis and the reason for why the 

chosen paradigms and methodologies have been chosen. The methodological framework will be 

steering for the way we will handle and solve the problem statement and for the final results of the 

thesis. 

 

3.1 Theory of Science 

It is necessary to be explicit about the choice of paradigms, as it will have consequences for the 

results and the final research findings of the thesis. This Master’s thesis is based on the 

philosophical orientation of hermeneutics and positivism. As we make use of both quantitative and 

qualitative methods, i.e. method triangulation, two different paradigms have been used. It should be 

emphasized that the thesis is foremost based on the paradigm of hermeneutics, as we make use of 

mainly qualitative methods. However, the thesis has elements of positivism included, as a 

quantitative method is used when conducting the questionnaire.  

3.1.1 Hermeneutics 

The main purpose of hermeneutics is to understand human beings (Nygaard, 2012). According to 

Nygaard (2012), hermeneutics want to clarify two questions: “(1) What is a human being or a social 

player?  And (2) how can we, as researchers, study human beings and societies in a hermeneutical 

responsible way?” (Nygaard, 2012:32). 

In hermeneutics, an assumption is that everyone has a pre-understanding of the world and every 

phenomenon in it. A fundamental concept is the hermeneutic circle, which explains that we are only 

able to understand the purpose with single parts by looking at them in connection with their whole - 

and only able to understand the whole from the single parts, which creates the whole (Nygaard, 

2012: 77). However, every time we seek to understand a phenomena, our pre-understanding will be 

present influencing our understanding of the specific phenomena. Pre-understanding should not be 

considered as a negative concept, but as an ever-present necessary part of obtaining an 

understanding of phenomena (Nygaard, 2012). Without having a pre-understanding, we would not 

be able to ask questions. The understanding of phenomena should be seen as an ongoing process, 

meaning that our pre-understanding continuously enlarges, as we understand the phenomena more 

thoroughly and vice versa (Nygaard, 2012).  
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When we have a larger pre-understanding, we are able to obtain a more varied understanding of the 

phenomena. According to Gadamer (in Nygaard, 2012), our pre-understanding is based on the 

situation, which is the context, we as human beings are embedded in. Human beings are born into a 

specific context and into an already existing tradition. As such, the situation makes up an standpoint 

for our understanding, which is influenced by history. The situation somehow limits our view, yet 

the concept of horizon defines the width of our view (Nygaard, 2012). We can enlarge our horizon, 

by consciously enlarging our pre-understanding. We need to be aware of as much as possible of our 

own pre-understanding. This can e.g. be done by being explicit about our own pre-understanding, 

making other people interview us about our pre-understanding, or presenting our pre-understanding 

and getting feedback from other people (Nygaard, 2012).  

 

However, to understand other human beings, the researcher should use reflection to set aside his or 

her pre-understanding and try to see the world from the other person’s point of view (Nygard, 

2012). Ontology tries to answer questions such as “what is reality?” and “what entities exist?” 

(Nygaard, 2012). In hermeneutics, our view on reality is based on our personal understanding of it. 

Epistemology deals with questions such as “what is possible to know about reality, and how can 

this knowledge be obtained?” (Nygaard, 2012). The epistemology of hermeneutics is very much 

subjective, as knowledge about reality is based on our personal understanding of it. 

Because of this, the methodology of the hermeneutic paradigm is qualitative, as we use interviews 

and/or observations to get an insight of the world of other human beings. When we see the world 

from the respondent’s point of view and thereby understand new aspects, a fusion of horizons takes 

place. According to Nygaard (2012), this fusion of horizons is the purpose of hermeneutical 

research: “A mutual understanding like this is the goal of hermeneutical research, as you in that 

case understand what makes certain acts meaningful within the societal practice that you study” 

(Nygaard, 2012:33). If a fusion of horizons takes place, our pre-understanding as well as our 

understanding has become more throughout due to a continuous alternation of the single parts and 

the whole, which is the fundamental principle of the hermeneutic circle. 

 

Hermeneutics in the thesis 

As stated above, this thesis is based foremost on the philosophical orientation of hermeneutics. In 

every aspect of life, human beings are influenced by their pre-understanding and for that very 

reason we also had a pre-understanding of GRØD and their customers. In order to increase the 

awareness of our own pre-understanding as much as possible, thereby enlarging our horizon, we 
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presented our pre-understanding to our network through informal conversations. Throughout the 

thesis it will become evident how our understanding of GRØD enlarges as we investigate single 

parts in connection with their whole and vice versa. Through the thesis we expand our 

understanding of GRØD and the GRØD consumers. By conducting interviews with the UK-expert, 

the GRØD user and the English consumer, we try to see the world from their point of view. A 

fusion of horizons takes place as we reassess our pre-understanding and obtain a new understanding 

of the phenomena.  

However, it should be noticed that it is impossible to set aside one’s pre-understanding completely 

(Nygaard, 2012:80). We can never be completely sure whether we understand the respondent 

accurately or not. When interviewing people from a culture different from our own, the 

understanding becomes even more challenged. The English consumer we are interviewing is born 

into the English culture and embedded in another context and that has influenced her. We are 

influenced by a Danish history and tradition, hence our standpoint for understanding is different 

from the English consumer’s. Culture influences our thinking and behavior, and as such we can 

never be completely sure that we obtain a precise understanding of each other. In order to obtain the 

most throughout understanding of the consumer, we have to take the culture into consideration. We 

need to understand the single parts (the consumer) in connection with the whole (the culture) and 

vice versa.  

3.1.2 Positivism 

According to Pedersen & Toft (in Fuglsang, Olsen & Rasborg, 2013), the basic idea within 

positivism is that all scientific theory should be able to be translated into observation sentences, 

which represent a sense of the world and are able to be verified conclusively. Reality exists 

independently from the researcher and it is possible to gain exact knowledge about reality if exact 

research is conducted (Nygaard, 2012). The epistemology stresses the need for an introduction to 

the concepts of validity and reliability. Validity addresses whether the researcher investigates what 

he or she claims to, whereas reliability addresses whether it is possible for two researchers, studying 

the same phenomena, to get the same results independently (Nygaard, 2012). In order to make exact 

research, both concepts should be stressed. The methodology of positivism is quantitative as only 

quantitative methods can uncover the facts (Nygaard, 2012). 

According to Fuglsang, Olsen & Rasborg (2013), positivism is weakly represented in social 

science, yet positivistic methods and research techniques are used in sector research. Fuglsang, 
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Olsen & Rasborg (2013) furthermore mentions how market research companies use these types of 

positivistic methods.   

 

Positivism in the thesis 

The thesis is based on elements of positivism as we make use of quantitative questionnaire results. 

A general insight into consumer behavior related to GRØD was wanted and questions such as 

“Have you heard about the GRØD brand” and “Have you noticed GRØD’s restaurants on the 

streets?” were asked in the questionnaire. Furthermore, demographic questions were asked and 

combined with the questionnaire questions in order to investigate GRØD’s popularity in different 

segments. An inductive research method was applied as the conclusions are based on the collected 

data. Even though we have a quite limited amount of questionnaire result, generalizations about 

GRØD consumers are made. The questionnaire results were quantified and statistically analyzed in 

order to see tendencies among the GRØD consumers.   

A positivistic approach to the questionnaire results was used. However, it should be noticed that 

elements of social constructivism are present in the formation of certain questionnaire questions. A 

question such as “Which words will you use to describe GRØD?” has several answer categories and 

shows clear tendencies. Even though the question allows respondents to type in their own answers 

(yet only 10 respondents choose to), it needs to be stressed that we have chosen the general answer 

categories. Due to the aforementioned reason, we influence the terminology of the GRØD 

descriptions, which is why social constructivism is present in the formation of certain questionnaire 

questions. 

3.1.3 The explanatory and the interpretive paradigm 

In the philosophy of science there are two main traditions - the scientific model and the hermeneutic 

approach. The two main traditions are put into practice in two methodological main paradigms 

which each entails methodological guidelines for the scientific approach. The two approaches are 

the explanatory paradigm and the interpretive paradigm (Thisted, 2009). 

 

The explanatory paradigm  

The explanatory paradigm arises from the scientific traditions understanding of what the goal and 

main task of the science is. The explanatory paradigm seeks to give an explanation on the 

phenomena that needs to be explained which in the case of the explanatory paradigm means a 

causal explanation. A causal explanation can be reached by uncovering the causality, i.e. if there is 

a connection between the phenomena and the circumstance or the preceding event that caused it. 
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The explanatory science seeks to provide the empirical data and results that must be provided to 

document the presence of phenomena (Thisted, 2009). 

 

The interpretive paradigm 

The interpretive paradigm arises from the human science tradition’s understanding of what the main 

task of the science is, to obtain an understanding through an interpretation of the connections, which 

there is a wish to get an understanding of. The interpretive science is aimed at connections that are 

meaningful because they are caused by a human interaction. The interpretive paradigm is also part 

of the tradition of social science to the extent of a basic assumption that it is the human activity and 

actions that makes a background for the societal and social reality (Thisted, 2009:81). 

 

The overall task of the research lays ground for the scientific approach and the two paradigms 

separate on their different view on the world. As we make use of both a hermeneutic and a 

positivistic approach we are using both the explanatory and the interpretive paradigm. But as the 

overall task of the thesis is to investigate the brand of GRØD and the consumers, and as we are of 

the conviction that we cannot be free of our pre-understanding, the overall paradigm of the thesis is 

the interpretive paradigm. 

3.2 Research methods 

This section covers the research methods used in the thesis i.e. the collection of primary data such 

as the web-based questionnaire, the expert-interview and the interviews with the consumers, as well 

as the secondary data, and justifies the chosen methods.  

3.2.1The quantitative research method 

Research design falls into two basic types, quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative designs rely 

primarily on describing or measuring phenomena in quantity, generally thought of as a numerical 

quantity. Quantitative designs employ statistics to describe large populations with survey data or to 

use theoretical generalizations gleaned from experiments (Abbott and McKinney, 2013). 

Quantitative designs are also used with aggregate-level measures (comparative measures) to 

generalize statistically to larger geographic or social units (units generally composed of multitudes 

of individual people or things). The quantitative data research method of surveys collects 

information from people using interviews or questionnaires composed of written questions (Abbott 

and McKinney, 2013).  
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3.2.2 Use of surveys  

What is unique about surveys is their ability to ask a variety of questions to a large sample of 

people, and it is the most used tool for social scientists and market researchers etc. who are looking 

for information regarding people’s attitudes, behaviors and experiences (Abbott and McKinney, 

2013). Surveys are useful for studying the world as it is, not as we think it is, not as we think it 

should be, but how it actually is. Our ideas about the world are influenced by our culture and social 

locations, and surveys should ask unbiased, valid, and reliable questions that tell us about actual 

patterns of people’s thinking and behavior (Abbott and McKinney, 2013).  

 

Quantitative research method in form of a questionnaire was used as a basis to segment the GRØD 

consumers and understand their reasoning for choosing this specific brand. Due to the quantitative 

nature of a questionnaire, the collected data is categorical and will show tendencies, which can be 

investigated further. As the participants’ real opinions and perceptions of the brand GRØD is the 

main point of interest, the quantitative research method was applied. A questionnaire was produced 

containing 25 questions about GRØD. Before the questionnaire was published, a pretest with three 

respondents was conducted to discover potential difficulties or sources of misunderstanding.  

 

The questionnaire was designed in the online program SurveyXact, resulting in a user-friendly 

questionnaire with one question at a time, easy for the respondent to answer.  

Answers from a large amount of respondents are necessary in order to make any assumptions about 

consumer behavior. Consequently, the questionnaire was chosen and distributed online to the 

researchers’ networks, resulting in a great amount of primary data in form of 215 answers 

(appendix 3). The questionnaire was published on the Internet and distributed via Facebook, which 

is both an advantage and a disadvantage. The advantage is that most people do have Internet access 

and the reach of respondents will therefore be large and the costs are very low. The disadvantage is 

that not all people use Facebook and there might be some segments that we do not reach. 

Furthermore, having an online questionnaire gives a higher number of uncompleted answers. 

 

Furthermore, members of our networks were asked to share the questionnaire to reach more 

respondents. As described above, the online distribution of the questionnaire was chosen to reach a 

great amount of respondents yet in short time. Furthermore, both researchers are based in 

Copenhagen as well as much of the network. We have an assumption that a degree of knowledge of 

GRØD exists among our network. Nevertheless, respondents who currently do not have any interest 
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in GRØD’s offerings were asked to complete the questionnaire as well. The factors behind their 

missing interest constitute growth potential. GRØD obviously needs to concentrate on the most 

profitable segment and not every potential customer. However, an understanding of why some 

respondents have no interest or lack knowledge could be a sign of unused profitable marketing 

channels and should be investigated.  

 

Demographic questions regarding respondents’ age, gender, occupation, residence and income were 

included in the beginning of the questionnaire to find out who the respondents are. Furthermore, the 

demographic questions were included to investigate which segments GRØD has most potential in. 

Most questions were constructed as closed ones with a high degree of standardization, making 

statistical analysis possible. However, as respondents were asked about their opinions and reasons 

for choosing GRØD, they had the opportunity to answer in their own words, using the “other”-

function if none of the listed possibilities applied to them.  

The sequence of the questions is very important in order to make the respondents feel comfortable 

enough to answer honestly. “To avoid suspiciousness, you can place personal, sensitive or more 

provocative questions in the end, where a degree of trust will be developed” (Harboe, 

2010:91).  Questions regarding health, weight, dietary preferences and training routines were 

included in the questionnaire to get an understanding of the respondents. Some respondents may 

perceive such questions rather personal as well as sensitive. As a result, these types of questions 

were placed after the questions regarding perceptions of GRØD. Furthermore, respondents are 

assumed to become inattentive, suspicious or tired as they go through a questionnaire (Harboe, 

2010). As the main focus was perceptions of GRØD, questions regarding the restaurant and the 

brand were placed in the beginning of the questionnaire.  

 

The questionnaire was conducted in order to understand consumer behavior in regards to GRØD 

and the current prevalence of the phenomenon in the Danish population is investigated. However, 

issues arise when operationalizing the variable of “consumer behavior”, as the variable has several 

different dimensions. According to Andersen (2008), the dimensions of the variable, which need to 

be operationalized, depends on the problem statement. As this thesis investigates the marketing 

strategies GRØD should apply to attract English consumers, it is of high value to understand how 

the GRØD brand is perceived among consumers. Due to this purpose, questions regarding brand 

perception are asked. In order to give a satisfying answer to the problem statement, it is crucial to 

have a throughout understanding of GRØD’s consumer segment. When asking respondents a 
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question such as “Why do you buy GRØD products?” a tendency will show. This tendency calls for 

more throughout investigation, which a semi-structured interview will provide.   

3.2.3 The qualitative research method 

According to Brinkmann and Tanggaard (2015), in qualitative research the focus is put on how 

something is done, said, experienced, appears or develops. The purpose of qualitative research 

methods is to describe, understand, interpret or deconstruct human experiences. Qualitative 

methods seek to explain how human beings experience the world surrounding them and how they 

act to their surroundings. Through the usage of qualitative research methods, it is possible to 

investigate how human phenomena appears and develops in complex contexts. The main methods 

of collecting qualitative data are interviews, focus groups and observations (Brinkmann and 

Tanggaard, 2015).  

 

Semi-structured interviews 

Semi-structured interviews are used when we want a deeper understanding of a person's behavior, 

motives and personality (Andersen, 2008). In this case a deeper understanding of consumers and 

their culture was needed. This information could also have been collected using secondary sources, 

such as journal articles and the Internet. However, having a first hand source in the field gives the 

possibility of asking specific questions and the possibility of gaining more knowledge was seen as 

an advantage. The semi-structured interview approaches an everyday conversation, but has as a 

professional interview a purpose and entails a certain approach and technique. It is semi-structured 

i.e. it is not an open everyday conversation but neither a closed questionnaire. It is carried out in 

accordance with an interview-guide that focuses on certain topics but still has room for proposals 

for new questions (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). 

The method of a semi-structured interview was chosen as it was found important to be open to new 

knowledge and the possibility of getting new information and information that we did not know we 

wanted. Before doing the interview, an interview guide was conducted which contained the 

important topics that needed to be addressed. However, the interview guide was not fixed allowing 

the interviewer to ask additional questions corresponding to the respondent’s answers allowing 

openness (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009).  

 

An interview with a Danish GRØD consumer was conducted in order to get a profound insight and 

understand the respondent’s reasons for choosing the brand. The respondent was deemed relevant, 

as she is a 25-year-old student living in Copenhagen and as such part of GRØD’s target segment. 
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Furthermore, she has visited GRØD more than 20 times. For this reason we see her as a loyal 

GRØD customer and her insight as very valuable to the research. Furthermore, an interview with an 

English consumer in GRØD’s target segment was carried out in order to investigate English 

consumer habits. The respondent was deemed relevant, as she is a 24-year-old female living in an 

English metropolis.  

 

The informant interview  

As the thesis wants to explore if GRØD could be successful on the English market, more specified 

in London, a semi-structured interview with an UK-expert was conducted. The respondent was 

deemed relevant because of her credentials as Associate Professor in British Identities and British 

Business and Politics at Copenhagen Business School. 

The interview was carried out as “informant interview”. According to Andersen (2008) the 

informant interview is relevant when we are interested in phenomena that have taken place, when it 

is a very private matter or when we do not have the possibility to observe it ourselves. In such cases 

we need a “substitution observer” i.e. an informant who has first-hand knowledge to the phenomena 

and social systems we are interested in studying (Anderson, 2008:168). The informant interview is 

also useful in the beginning of a project, if the researchers are a little bit uncertain of which 

questions to ask. Because of that the informant interview is often relatively unstructured and open 

because the researchers are in the preliminary phase of their research. During the interview it is to a 

high degree the information that steers the interview with his/her answers and the answers are 

hereinafter starting point for further questions (Anderson, 2008).   

 

Observations        

Ethnography and observations     

To investigate the consumer culture of GRØD customers, the method of ethnographic participatory 

observation was used. Ethnography entails the study of behavior in natural settings. In participant 

observations you are directly involved in community life, observing and talking with people as you 

learn from them their view of reality (Elliott and Jankel- Elliott, 2003). 

      

Elliott and Jankel-Elliott (2003) point of the two key issues in the study of human behavior: the 

extent to which people are able to report fully and accurately on their behavior: the limitations of 

asking and the problem that people don't always do what they say. This is why it was crucial for us 

to go to GRØD restaurants to observe the communities. Elliott and Jankel-Elliott (2003) argue, that 
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it would not be sufficient to just ask some of the customers on the consumer culture, as “people 

don’t always do what they say they do” (Elliot and Jankel-Elliot, 2003:215).  

As we wanted to explore the socio-cultural context we did decided to do participatory observations. 

Andersen (2008) distinguishes between different kinds of observation techniques: open or 

concealed, participatory or non-participatory, structured or unstructured and direct or indirect 

(Andersen, 2008). We are part of the target segment of GRØD and we were able to keep the 

observations concealed and indirect. To blend in with the GRØD consumers, we bought a meal and 

took notes on our computers. The observations were unstructured, as we did not limit the 

observations to a specific focus in order to get a broader perspective. This made us able as 

researchers to observe the customers without influencing their behavior in any way.  

      

Malinowski (in Elliott and Jankel-Elliott, 2003) gives a famous advice on ethnographic methods: 

”The fieldworker must spend at least a year in the field, use the local vernacular, live apart from 

his own kind, and above all, make the psychological transference whereby ”they” becomes ”we”” 

(Elliott and Jankel-Elliott, 2003:216). The best possibly way to do observations would therefore be 

to live in the field, which is being investigated for a year. To investigate the culture of the 

customers at GRØD; their behavior, their appearance, their buying-patterns etc. we spend 6 hours at 

different GRØD stores observing the customers there. To be absolutely sure that the observations 

were not just coincidences but true patterns of the consumers of GRØD, we would have had to 

spend more than 6 hours in the field. As mentioned, it is necessary to spend an entire year in a field 

according to Malinowski (in Elliott and Elliott-Jankel, 2013), but for obvious reasons that was not 

possible to do in this research, though the notion is relevant for further study.  

 

Secondary data 

Other than primary sources; the interviews, the questionnaire, and the observations, secondary 

sources were also collected. This was among other things to help determine which kind of image 

GRØD wants to project. The secondary sources are sources such as interviews with Lasse Andersen 

(founder of GRØD), newspaper articles and Internet websites (e.g. GRØD’s own website and 

Facebook). 
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3.3 Critique of methods 

The data collected through the questionnaires only show tendencies, however triangulation will 

counterbalance this weakness. The concepts of Validity and Reliability are also points to be 

considered when discussing the collected data. 

 

Method triangulation 

In this thesis, method triangulation was found to be beneficial. According to Brier (2012) typical 

ways of combining quantitative and qualitative methods are to conduct a qualitative exploratory 

pilot study, which is then followed by a quantitative main study. Or reversed, to conduct a 

quantitative pilot study, typically a survey, followed by a more thorough and individualized 

interview method (in-depth interview) (Brier, 2012:95).  

After having gathered data and insight in the participants’ thoughts on GRØD, we can then begin to 

compose the questions for the semi-structured interviews and the method therefore becomes method 

triangulation. As our understanding of the GRØD consumers has expanded, we are more capable of 

creating useful interview questions. As described above, method triangulation means that as an 

investigator you apply more than one method or more than one type of data in the study of a social 

phenomena. It is thus important to choose different data collection techniques that supplement each 

other. The method of triangulation is especially relevant in relation to data collection techniques. A 

lot of the weaknesses relating to the quantitative methods are counterbalanced by the strong points 

of qualitative data and most projects relating to social studies are therefore better off by using both 

types of data (Andersen, 2008). 

3.3.1 Validity & Reliability 

In regards to reliability of the questionnaire, it is problematic that the authors and the respondent 

may not understand the questions and the wording exactly the same. However, the reliability of the 

investigation is increased significantly during the semi-structured interviews allowing interaction 

between the two parts.   

 

The validity of the questionnaire needs to be addressed, as it was distributed online to the networks 

of the researchers. This gives rise to the question of statistical inference: Are the respondents of the 

questionnaire representative for the segment in general? In total, 215 respondents answered the 

questionnaire in which 73% are female and 27% are men. In terms of the demographics, most 

respondents are 18-25 years old or 26-35 years old and the vast majority of the respondents are 
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residing in the Capital Region (appendix 3). GRØD’s target segment is women between the age of 

18 and 35, and the majority of the restaurants are located in Copenhagen. As we as researchers are 

in this segment, as well as much of our network, online Facebook distribution of the questionnaire 

was deemed an appropriate channel. However, other respondents were reached as well resulting in a 

more throughout picture of the market.  

In relation to the validity of the questionnaire, the pre-understanding of the researchers must be 

considered, as it influences the formulation of questions in the questionnaire. To increase the 

validity of the investigation, secondary sources in form of articles were examined, a UK-expert was 

interviewed and we had informal conversations with our network. The precautions were conducted 

to challenge our pre-understanding of GRØD. 

3.4 Clarification of concepts 

Before beginning to read this thesis, a clarification of the underlying concepts of the thesis is 

necessary. This section only offers an introduction to the concepts, as they will be explained and 

elaborated on in depth in the thesis. Whenever the term porridge is used in the thesis, it is the dish 

in general that is being referred to. The term GRØD is referring to the Danish restaurant and the 

brand of GRØD. The loyal GRØD customer is referring to the Danish interview respondent 

Amanda (appendix 5). When the English consumer is mentioned, we are referring to the interview 

conducted with the English respondent (appendix 6). The questionnaire results are referring to the 

results of the questionnaire conducted with 215 respondents (appendix 3). When the term COO is 

used, it refers to theories on Country of Origin. When referring to the term micro-culture, we are 

referring to other cultures that people might share, than the national culture, such as the culture that 

young people living in Copenhagen share.  
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Chapter 4 - Theoretical Framework 

Chapter 4 introduces and justifies the theoretical framework of the thesis, i.e. the theories that have 

been chosen significant for the purpose of this thesis. 

4.1 Branding 

This section defines the assets of a strong brand using two prominent theorists on branding, i.e. 

David Aaker (2002) and Jean Nöel Kapferer (2004). Before determining the branding strategy of 

GRØD, a clear definition and an explanation of the different theories on branding is needed. As 

there are many different theories on branding, focus will solely be put on the theories that have been 

chosen as most applicable for GRØD. As the identity of GRØD is found to be extremely important 

for the consumers, focus will be put on Aaker’s (2002) theory on brand equity and Kapferer’s 

(2004) theory on brand identity. These theories will later be put in context in relation to GRØD. 

 

Brands have become a major player in modern society as they influence our everyday life: they 

penetrate all spheres of our life - the economic, cultural, sporting and even the religious sphere 

(Kapferer, 2004). Brands influence why people choose to purchase a specific product, even if the 

product can be found elsewhere to a cheaper price, as the right branding adds value to a product. 

Consumers have so many different choices and tend to be overloaded with information that they 

tend to rely on strong brands with clear and positive associations to help them make their choice. 

Brands are the basis for sustainable advantage for most organizations, however strong brands do not 

just happen. Strong brands emerge from well considered and deliberate brand strategies and choices 

executed from committed organizations. A key to strong brands is to have consistency, which can 

be maintained by creating a brand identity and position that will resist changes in the society 

(Aaker, 2002).  

 

But what is a brand? A brand is “a name, term, design, symbol or any other feature that identifies 

one seller’s good or service as distinct from those of other sellers” (Levy, Weitz and Grewal, 

2014:431). Brands provide value to both customers and information in advance about the shopping 

experience that they are likely to face and brands affect customer’s confidence in their buying-

decision. The value that a brand image provides is referred to as brand equity. A brand with good 

equity, also known as a strong brand name, influences customers’ decision processes, often by 

encouraging their repeat visits, which in turn leads to greater customer loyalty (Levy et al., 2014). 
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4.1.2 Aaker on Brand Identity and Equity 

David A. Aaker is professor of marketing strategy at the Haas School of Business, University of 

California at Berkeley (Aaker, 2002). He is the author and co-author of several books, theories and 

article journals on branding. According to Aaker (2002) an essential factor, when building a strong 

brand is the brand identity. A brand identity provides direction, purpose and meaning for the brand 

and is central to the brand’s strategic vision. What are the business’ core values, what does the 

business stand for and how does the business want to be perceived? (Aaker, 2002). He also 

formulates it this way: 

“Brand identity is a unique set of brand associations that the brand strategist aspires to create or 

maintain. These associations represent what the brand stands for and imply a promise to customers 

from the organization members” (Aaker, 2002:68) 

 

David Aaker is also founder of the theory of brand equity and this next part will be on this theory. 

In 1991 in his book “Managing Brand Equity – Capitalizing on the Value of a Brand” he introduces 

the term brand equity and how it generates value (Aaker, 2002). Brand equity is a set of assets (and 

liabilities) linked to a brand’s name and symbol that adds to (or subtracts from) the value by a 

product or service to a firm and/or that firm’s customers (Aaker, 2002:7).   

        

Aaker (2002) states that dimensions that create brand equity can be created by having a clear 

identity, a corporate brand, using consistent communication, having strong customer relationships 

and using symbols and slogans (Aaker, 1992b:58). If the brand ranks high in the aforementioned 

dimensions, brand equity will be high as well. A corporate identity is often defined as the way the 

company present themselves to the public through symbolism, communication and behavior 

(Cornelissen, 2011). Through these attributes, the company projects an image of themselves to 

stakeholders. The corporate identity should be aligned with the corporate brand in order to establish 

a favorable reputation to the organization’s stakeholders.  

According to Aaker (2002) a strong brand has five dimensions, which create the value (the brand 

equity). 

1. Brand awareness 

2. Brand associations 

3. Perceived quality  

4. Brand loyalty 

5. Other proprietary brand assets 
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Aaker later on developed the “the brand equity model”, which is a model on how brand equity 

creates value where the five dimensions come into play (Aaker, 1992b). The five dimensions will 

be explained further below. 

 

Brand awareness 

Brand awareness refers to a potential customer’s ability to recognize or recall that the brand name is 

a particular type of retailer or product/service. That makes brand awareness the strength of the link 

between the brand name and the type of merchandise or service in the mind of customers (Levy et 

al., 2014). Brands can create different types of awareness e.g. top-of-mind awareness (i.e. when the 

brand is the first brand, that comes to the mind when the customer decide to purchase a 

product/service) by having memorable names, repeatedly exposing their names to customers 

through advertising, locations and using memorable symbols (Levy et al., 2014). 

 

Brand associations 

Brand associations are anything linked to or connected with the brand name in a consumer’s 

memory. Some common associations that retailers seek to develop with their brand names are 

price/quality, the category of merchandise/service or a specific lifestyle or activity (Levy et al.,, 

2014). Brand associations or brand image is perhaps the most accepted aspect of brand equity 

(Aaker, 1992b).  

 

Perceived quality 

Perceived quality of the brand is about the consumer’s perception of overall components of the 

product - both the tangible and intangible characteristics. Among all brand associations, only 

perceived quality has been shown to drive financial performance (Aaker, 2002).  

 

Brand loyalty 

Brand loyalty is about how loyal the customers are to the specific brand. It is a key consideration 

when placing a value on a brand because loyalty translates into a profit stream. A loyal customer 

base, for example, can be expected to generate predictable sales and profit stream. In addition, 

focusing on brand loyalty is often an effective way to manage equity. Customer satisfaction and 

repeat buying patterns are often indicators of a healthy brand, and programs to enhance them will 

build brand strength (Aaker, 1992a). Other proprietary brand assets can be patents, trademarks, 

channel relationships etc. (Aaker, 2002). 
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Figure 1: The Brand Equity Model 
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Having strong brand equity enhances the customer’s ability to interpret and process information, 

improves confidence in the purchase decision and affects the quality of the user experience. When a 

product category has entered the decline stage of the Product Life Cycle, strong brand equity can 

help a brand survive longer than its competitors. Likewise, in periods of economic downturn, brand 

equity provides a platform that keeps the brand afloat at a profit long after competing products 

without strong brand identification begin to flounder. The power of brand equity is especially 

important in international marketing. Global brands have international presence and visibility, and 

this ”equity” makes it easier for them to expand. Brand equity is also what enables branded 

products or services to charge premium prices (Aaker, 2002) 

4.1.3 Kapferer on Brand Identity  

Expert on brand management Jean-Nöel Kapferer also addresses the concept of “brand identity” 

and agrees on Aaker’s (2002) stance on the importance of the brand identity for the sustainability 

and long-term survival of the organization behind the brand. According to Kapferer (2004) brands 

need to be true to their identity in order to become, or to stay strong and the notion of brand image 

focuses too much on brand appearance and not enough on brand essence (Kapferer, 2004). 

 

According to Kapferer (2004) brand identity has six aspects, which are represented in a hexagonal 

prism, hence the name Brand Identity Prism. The brand identity prism consists of the following 6 

facets: 

1. First of all a brand has physical specificities and qualities i.e. the material benefits of the 

brand. Physical appearance compromises the brand’s prototype: the flagship product that is 

representative of the brand’s qualities. Physical appearance is important but is not 

everything. 

2. The second aspect is brand personality. Brand personality is described and measured by 

tangible and intangible human personality traits e.g. creative, innovative, natural, hard, cold 

etc.  

3. A brand is also a culture and has its own culture, which every product derives.  Culture is 

the set of values feeding the brand’s inspiration. The cultural facet refers to the basic 

principles in its outward sign i.e. products and communication, and is key to understanding 

the difference between brands. Culture is what links the brand to the name, especially when 

the two bear the same name and countries of origin, which is also a great reservoir for 

brands. Kapferer (2004) mentions the brand Coca-Cola, which stands for The U.S and the 
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Japanese brand Toyota, as examples of brands who really embrace their culture and country 

of origin. 

4. The brand relationship defines the mode of conduct that most identifies with the brand, i.e. 

the way the brand acts, delivers services and relates to its customers. 

5. A brand is also a customer reflection, as it will always tend to build a reflection or an image 

of the buyer or user. The customer reflection can be disclosed by asking the consumer’s 

about their perception of the users of the brand. They will typically segment the group of 

users and answer, “that brand is for younger people”, “that product is for the house-wife”, 

“for the sporty type” etc. In other words the customer reflection is the target’s outward 

mirror. 

6. Self-image is the last aspect. Through attitudes towards certain brands, certain types of inner 

relationships are developed and the self-image becomes the target’s own internal mirror. 

The self-image is about the consumers feeling of identity: I feel, I am (...) (Kapferer, 

2004:107-112). 

 
Figure 2: The Brand identity Prism 

 

The Brand Identity Prism by Kapferer (2004) show how the interaction of the six components 

create the brand identity and will later on in the thesis help contribute to an analysis of the GRØD 

brand. 
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The two theories: Brand Equity by Aaker (2002) and Brand Identity theory by Kapferer (2004) each 

help identity the different aspects that create value for the customer and create the brand identity in 

the end. The theory on brand equity is relevant as it explores how the different elements provide 

value to the customer and the company. For the customer, the value is created by enhancing the 

customer’s interpretation of information, confidence in the purchase decision and use satisfaction. 

For the company, the elements provide value by enhancing efficiency and effectiveness of 

marketing programs, brand loyalty, price, brand extension, trade leverage and the competitive 

advantage (Aaker, 2002). 

 

The brand identity prism points out the unique elements that make up the overall perception and 

image of the brand. If the communication is clear and consistent, the brand identity will also be well 

defined. A combination of the two theories offers some key points and aspects for a brand to 

acknowledge in order to be successful. If a brand has a good brand equity and brand identity in 

order, it is very likely that the brand will experience great success. The aspect of “self-image” in the 

brand identity prism is also present in consumer culture theory and points out the importance of the 

extension-part of branding. This will be explored further in the next section. 

4.1.4 Visual identity 

A good brand name can create good brand equity and is therefore a crucial part of the marketing 

strategy. Furthermore, a brand name can create differentiation. Having a proper brand name can 

enhance brand awareness and assist in creating a favorable brand image for a newly introduced 

product (Keller, Heckler & Houston, 1998). When developing a marketing strategy it is a crucial 

part to create a good brand name and brand logo, as the combination is the business’ visual 

representation to the public.  

 

But what is a good brand name? According to Keller, Heckler & Houston (1998), the answer to the 

aforementioned question depends on the company’s strategy. A common method used when 

creating a brand name is to choose a name with an inherent meaning so that the name conveys 

relevant product information. The inherent meaning can be expressed in several ways. Keller, 

Heckler & Houston (1998), mention how a brand name can semantically reinforce the 

corresponding product category (e.g. Kentucky Fried Chicken), or how a specific attribute can be 

highlighted and emphasized as the main selling point (e.g. Duracell). A suggestive brand name has 

well-defined associations or meanings, which are relevant in the specific product setting. Without 
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any marketing efforts, a suggestive brand name conveys an relevant attribute or benefit allowing the 

company to suggest something specific about the offered products.  

 

Keller, Heckler & Houston (1998) explain how a company would benefit from choosing a 

suggestive brand name when launching a product as it facilitates the positioning. By having a 

suggestive brand name, a company can offer line extensions if the company continues to work with 

the initial offered product category. However, by having a suggestive brand name repositioning 

may become difficult, as consumers may keep associating with the initially presented attribute or 

benefit. According to Robertson (1989), the choice of brand name depends on what the brand name 

is supposed to accomplish within the overall marketing objectives determined for the offered 

products. However, the researcher suggests some strategically and desirable brand name 

characteristics. Brand names should be distinctive yet familiar, should be easy to say, spell and 

read, should be memorable, should be semantically meaningful/link to the product’s 

benefits/functions, should be legally protectable, and should work locally as well as globally 

(Robertson, 1989).   

 

A company choosing a suggestive brand name can add value to the brand, as it differentiates itself 

by association. The suggestive brand name helps the company in competing on other aspects than 

the price of the products. However, research has proved that the combination of a meaningful brand 

name and a brand logo can enhance memory (Keller, Heckler & Houston, 1998). Visual stimuli are 

better recognized than words (Van Grinsven and Das, 2014). It is crucial that the logo is recognized 

and connected to the brand by consumers, as the logo is identifying a brand’s premises, products, 

advertising, etc. A logo should enhance brand awareness and brand equity. According to Schechter 

(1993), logos can positively affect consumer perceptions of a company and its products. A brand 

logo can be designed in multiple different ways. However, the best logo design depends on what the 

company tries to achieve. Van Grinsven and Das (2014) found that a complex brand logo is the 

most beneficial option when a company is introducing a new product or brand. When consumers 

are presented to a complex logo during a long period of time, arousal increases which engages 

processing and enhances recognition of the brand logo (Van Grinsven and Das, 2014). The 

introduction of a new product or a new brand is often followed by an extensive advertising 

campaign, hence the consumer will be presented to the logo frequently, and as such a complex logo 

will be the most beneficial choice.  
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A myriad of different methods to create a good combination of brand name and brand logo exist. 

However, it may prove beneficial for the company to consider the overall strategy and marketing 

objectives when creating the name and logo. A successful creation may enhance brand equity and 

thereby assist the company in competing on other aspects than the price of the offered products. 

4.2 Consumer Theory 

Having identified what creates value to the customers and what constitutes a strong brand, this next 

section will now address other factors that influence the consumer's choice of brand. This concerns 

relationships among the consumers and collective identities, i.e. theories on Consumer Culture 

(CCT). The focus will mainly be put on The Extended Self Theory by Belk (1988) and Tribal 

Theory by Cova and Cova (2001) which both explains the psychological processes behind the 

actions of the consumers.  

 

Consumer behavior involves the psychological processes that consumers go through in recognizing 

needs, finding ways to solve these needs, making purchase decisions and evaluating their purchase 

decisions. Consumer culture theory is organized around a core set of theoretical questions related to 

the relationships among consumers’ personal and collective identities; the cultures created and 

embodied in the lived worlds of consumers; underlying experiences, processes and structures; and 

the nature and dynamics of the sociological categories through and across which these consumer 

culture dynamics are enacted and inflected (Arnould and Thompson, 2005).  The following theories 

on Consumer Culture (CCT) may help disclose the physiological processes behind the consumer’s 

buying decision. 

4.2.1 The Extended Self  

Featherstone (2007) identifies three main perspectives on consumer culture. First, there is the view 

that consumer culture is premised upon the expansion of capitalist commodity production, which 

has given rise to a vast accumulation of consumer goods. Then there is the question of emotional 

pleasures of consumption, the dreams and desires, which become celebrated in consumer cultural 

imagery and sites of consumption which give bodily excitement and pleasures (Featherstone, 

2007:14). Emphasis in this next section will mainly be put on the sociological view. This view is 

about the satisfaction derived from goods in which satisfaction and status depend upon displaying 

sustaining differences within conditions of inflation (Featherstone, 2007:15). The focus here is upon 

the different ways in which people use goods in order to create social bonds or distinctions. 

Featherstone (2007) also argues that we use consumer goods as “communicators” and as “symbols 
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of class status” to further the classification of the social world into categories of persons. At the 

same time, consumer culture uses images, signs and symbolic goods which sums up dreams, desires 

and fantasies which suggest romantic authenticity and emotional fulfillment in narcissistically 

pleasing oneself instead of others (Featherstone, 2007). Furthermore, Featherstone (2007) argues 

that we use consumer goods to symbolize the society we are part of, and that we use consumer 

goods to classify our surroundings- our social world - into categories.  

Russell Belk is one of the pioneers of consumer culture theory research, and one of the most cited 

and esteemed scholars in the field of consumer research. His research involves the meanings of 

possessions, collecting, gift giving, sharing and materialism and his work is often cultural, visual, 

qualitative, and interpretive (The Schulic School of Business, 2017). Belk describes our possessions 

as “a major contributor to and reflection of our identities” (Belk, 1988:139). According to Belk 

(1988) the relationship between possessions and sense of self is of importance to understand 

consumer behavior but also on the premise that understanding the extended self will help us learn 

how consumer behavior contributes to our broader existence as human beings. Both brand images 

(things that we can buy), non-brand images (e.g., cigarette smoker, wine connoisseur) and post-

acquisition object bonding (e.g., with one's pet) may contribute strongly to the sense of self (Belk, 

1988). That means that it is not only materialistic objects (things) that contributes to the extended 

self, but also the ”roles” we put ourselves and others in, and the relationship we have. Belk (1988) 

also argues that objects in our possession literally can extend self, as when a tool or weapon allows 

us to do things of which we would otherwise be incapable off. Possessions can also symbolically 

extend self, as when a uniform or trophy allows us to convince ourselves (and perhaps others) that 

we can be a different person than we would be without them (Belk, 1988).  

 

Sartre (1943 in Belk, 1988) holds that we can incorporate intangible or non ownable products by 

overcoming, conquering or mastering them (e.g. by climbing a mountain). This supports the claim 

that non-durable products and services and events can be viewed as possessions and they thereby 

potentially contribute to sense of self. For instance driving a car or attending a special event can 

provide an extension to sense of who we are (Belk, 1988). 

4.2.2 Tribes 

So far, the theory on the extension of self (Belk, 1988) offers one explanation of why we as 

consumers choose to consume as we do: because it is a way of individually extending ourselves and 
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becoming the person that we want other people to see us as. Theory on tribes offers another view: 

that the extension of self is not solely individually but about becoming part of something.  

 

In consumer culture research communities are often referred to as “Tribes”. Cova and Cova (2001) 

describes the word “tribe” as “the re-emergence of quasi-archaic values: a local sense of 

identification, religiosity, syncretism, group narcissism etc., the common denominator of which is 

the community dimension” (Cova and Cova, 2001:67). The renewed relevance of the tribe today is 

its usefulness as a concept in consumer research. Tribes are described as being unstable, small-

scale, effectual and not fixed by any of the established parameters of modern society. Instead they 

can be held together through shared emotions, styles of life, new moral beliefs and consumption 

practices (Cova and Cova, 2001). In short, a tribe is a group of people with a common belief. Tribes 

seek to satisfy their desire for communion, and they seek products and services less for their use 

value than for what is called their “linking value”. The linking value is the product's, or service's, 

contribution to establishing and/or reinforcing bonds between individuals. The more the 

product/service can strengthen, or even establish the community of the tribe and “sense of 

communion”, the greater linking value is.  Moreover, Cova and Cova (2001) argue that postmodern 

tribes are visible in mainstream markets. The relevance of their analysis is not limited to youth 

culture and fashions – i.e. tribes are not limited to one culture, but can be found everywhere in the 

society and the everyday life (Cova and Cova, 2001:70).  

 

Tribes use events and places to reinforce their fellow feeling and sense of community. According to 

Cova and Cova (2001) events strengthen the tribe's cohesiveness and show the members that they 

are capable of performing something together. Tribes also exist and occupy space physically. The 

tribe – or at least some of its members – can gather and perform its rituals in public spaces, 

assembly halls, meeting venues, and places of worship or commemoration. These spaces are 

“anchoring places”. The anchoring places provide a momentary home for the tribe and fulfill a 

need for communion and a sense of belonging (Cova and Cova, 2011).  

Tribal groupings are not directly comparable with reference groups or psychographic segments as 

known in other consumer behavior theories. On the one hand, they differ from reference groups in 

that they do not focus on the normative influences of the group or of individual group members on 

each other. Instead, tribes concentrate on the bonding or linking element that keeps individuals in 

the group. Tribes differ from psychographic segments by their short lifespan and their diversity 
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(Cova and Cova, 2001). Tribal memberships do not involve set personality traits or the same values, 

but expresses a shared experience of maybe only some aspects of a person's personal history.  

 

According to Cova and Cova’s (2001) theory of tribes, it is important to have in mind that when 

marketing a product, the primary task of “tribal marketing” is to consider the product or service 

from the angle of its linking value rather than its use value (Cova & Cova, 2001). It is therefore 

more important for the firm, to know how its product or service supports the tribe in its very being, 

than how to deliver the offer to the consumer.   

   

A combination of the theory by Belk (1998) on the extension of self and of Cova and Cova’s (2001) 

theory on tribes help getting to the essence of the consumer cultures, as the theories offer different 

views on consumer cultures: the thinking behind Belk’s (1988) extended self theory is that by 

consuming consumer and or material goods, we extend ourselves. Consuming provides comfort, 

satisfies physical needs, and ultimately contributes to the construction of one's self and the 

communication of it to others. The extended self-theory therefore provides the idea that consuming 

is about the individual: my family, my house, my car and everything I own represent me. On the 

other hand, Cova and Cova’s (2001) theory on consumer tribes presents the idea of identification 

and “group- narcissism” and the wish for a sense of “belonging” and a sense of membership, 

instead of individual narcissism.  

 

At first the theory of extension and the theory on tribes seems rather incoherent. One view offers an 

individual take on consumerism and the other offers the view that you buy a brand to become part 

of something and to have the feeling of belonging. But to be part of something i.e. a “tribe” is also a 

way of eventually extending oneself, as being part of a tribe communicates something to the 

community about who you are - what the core of extension is about. That means that by being part 

of something, a tribe, is also a way of extending oneself, which is why we have decided to combine 

the two theories. 

The theories of Consumer Culture (CCT), The Extended Self-theory and the theory on Consumer 

Tribes provide an explanation to why consumers choose to go to GRØD and will be examined in 

relation to the consumers of GRØD later in the analysis of the thesis. 

4.2.3 Food Consumer  

The choices people make in regards to food choice depend on several different factors. For most 

people, eating is not just about covering a basic physiological need, but is a behavior influenced by 
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social as well as cultural dimensions. This section will investigate the factors influencing consumers 

in their choice of food products. Any business need to know the consumer behavior of the target 

group in order to apply the marketing strategies which will result in highest sales.  

 

Steptoe, Pollard and Wardle (1995) developed a measure of motives related to food choice called 

“The Food Choice Questionnaire”. Through analysis of responses from 358 people, the researchers 

found the following factors to be most important when people make food choices: health, mood, 

convenience, sensory appeal, natural content, price, weight control, familiarity and ethical concern. 

On an average, sensory appeal - such as smell, taste, look and texture, health, convenience and price 

were found to be the most important factors despite gender, age and income (Steptoe et al., 

1995:282). However, the research did find differences of food choices motives related to the 

categories mentioned above (Steptoe et al., 1995:267). For men, the most important factors were as 

follows in decreasing order: sensory appeal, health, convenience, and price. For women, the order 

of factors was slightly different: health, sensory appeal, price and convenience (Steptoe et al., 

1995:277). The researchers concluded that health and price is more important to women compared 

to men. This finding is consistent with other findings related to food choice. Jun, Arendt and Kang 

(2016) also found health to be more important to women compared to men, thus women have 

greater behavioral intentions to consume healthy products with high sensory appeal.   

 

Charles & Kerr (1986) interviewed 200 English women and found that 177 of them were or had 

been concerned about their weight. Furthermore, 153 of the women had even tried to lose weight. 

The women's concern about their weight was mainly due to aesthetic reasons. In order to lose 

weight, the calorie intake simply needs to be lower than burned calories.  According to Jun et al 

(2016) consumers are more concerned about the amount of calories or fat than any other nutrients 

or components when choosing healthful foods.  

 

According to Hayes and Ross (1987) two different types of motivation for healthy eating habits 

exist. People are either motivated by concern for their health or by concern for their appearance. 

They found women to be much more concerned with appearance than men. Furthermore, they 

found that young people are more concerned with their appearance than older people (Hayes and 

Ross, 1987:124).   
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Nevertheless, the most important factor behind food choice is taste, which people do not want to 

sacrifice on the behalf of health (Jun et al., 2016:199).  

Sensory appeal and health seem to have different meaning to the genders. O’Doherty Jensen and 

Holm (1999) describe a Danish survey documenting how men’s diet consists of a relatively greater 

proportion of meat, potatoes and alcohol. They also describe how a proper meal for a Northern 

European man traditionally was one, which consisted of meat and potatoes with vegetables on the 

side (O’Doherty Jensen and Holm, 1999:353). Women’s diet, on the other hand, consists of a 

greater proportion of fruit, vegetables, fish and sour milk products. 

 

A reason to the different preferences may be due to associations with the various food products. 

According to O’Doherty Jensen and Holm (1999), sweet foods such as cake, biscuits, puddings, 

chocolate and sweets are associated with femininity, whereas meat commonly are associated with 

qualities such as strength, power, virility and masculinity. Some food products are “too feminine” 

thus not suitable for men (O’Doherty Jensen and Holm, 1999:352).   

 

Healthy food seems to have different connotations to men and women. However, by consulting the 

Danish Veterinary and Food Administration, it is possible to be advised about a healthy diet despite 

gender, age or income. The official dietary recommendations are: “Eat fruit and lots of vegetables, 

eat more fish, choose whole grains, choose lean meat, eat less saturated fats, choose lean dairies, 

drink water, eat less sugar, eat less salt” (Miljø- og Fødevareministeriet, 2017). These 

recommendations seems rather simple, yet people still seem to be influenced by many other factors 

when choosing which food to eat.    

 

Businesses offering food products need to use different strategies to attract men and women. Even 

though sensory appeal and health are the most important factors when consumers choose food, the 

connotations are different for the genders. On a general level, men’s diet consists of a larger amount 

of meat and potatoes, whereas women’s diet generally consist of vegetables, fruits, fish and dairy 

products. From the consumer’s view, the healthiness of food is primarily correlated to the amount 

of calories and fat in the product. When knowing what matters to the specific target group, the 

business has a crucial source to develop their marketing strategies from. 

4.2.4 National Culture  

The following section addresses culture theory according to Hans Gullestrup (2002) and Geert 

Hofstede (Hofstede, 1984). What matters to a specific target group depends among other things on 
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culture as the given culture influences the choices the consumers make. As GRØD are to expand to 

the English market an investigation of the English culture is crucial. When having a throughout 

understanding of the English culture, suitable marketing strategies can be applied in order to 

successfully penetrate the English market.  

 

Hans Gullestrup has the following definition of culture: “Culture is the philosophy of life, the 

values, norms and rules, and actual behavior - as well as the material and immaterial products 

from these - which are taken over by man from the past generations, and which man wants to bring 

forward to the next generation - eventually in a different form - and which in one way or another 

separate individuals belonging to the culture from individuals belonging to other cultures” 

(Gullestrup, 2002:2). According to Gullestrup, a cultural study should never claim to represent how 

a given culture must be seen and understood. A study will always show the observations the 

researcher chose as the most important ones to be deeper investigated. The choice depends on the 

culture in focus of the study, the aim of the study, the cultural foundation of the researcher, the 

research methods and techniques, and the resources available for the study (Gullestrup, 2002).  

 

According to Gullestrup, the definition of culture is very relative, as human beings belong to several 

different cultural categories. Within a macro culture, various layers exist. For example, an 

individual could consider oneself to be representative of a European, a Scandinavian, a Dane, and a 

Copenhagener. It needs to be recognized that people are not only members of one macro culture, 

but represent different layers. According to Gullestrup, the most important culture for 

understanding the investigated people depends on the actual situation.  

According to Hofstede (1984), the word “culture” is usually reserved for societies or for ethnic or 

regional groups, but the word can be applied equally to other human collectivities or categories. A 

category could e.g. be an organization, a profession or a family. Individuals are members of macro 

cultures, however, they are members of micro cultures as well. Individuals employed in any given 

profession will, as an example, be members of a culture related to that specific profession. As such, 

micro cultures can go beyond national borders. This supports Gullestrups’ theory on cultural layers, 

yet adds an intercultural dimension.  

 

Gullestrup developed an analytical framework for how to study and understand a culture - a model 

consisting of two cultural dimensions, the Horizontal cultural dimension, and the Vertical cultural 

dimension (Gullestrup, 2002:6).  
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The Horizontal cultural dimension divides culture into eight segments. The segments consider how 

individuals fulfill their biological needs in a given culture. Survival depends on how individuals 

fulfill fundamental biological needs (e.g., the need for food, the need for protection against the 

climate, and the need for a possibility to bring up new generations) and the opportunities they have 

in the natural and social environment surrounding them (Gullestrup, 2002:10). According to 

Gullestrup, individuals will try to fulfill their needs the same way when they are at the same place, 

meaning that different cultures will fulfill their needs differently in regards to their given 

surroundings. The Horizontal cultural dimension consists of eight cultural segments, which are 

equally important in order to understand a culture, hence the inclusion of horizontal in the name. 

The segments where cultures differ in regards to fulfilling fundamental biological needs are 

illustrated below:  

Biological needs Seen as 

How nature is processed Technology 

How the output is distributed Economic institutions 

How the individuals live together Social institutions 

Who controls whom Political institutions 

How knowledge, ideas, and values are disseminated among 
individuals and groups 

Language and communication in the 
widest sense 

How the individuals and the unit are integrated, maintained, 
and developed Reproduction and socialization 

How a common identity is created and preserved Ideology 

How the view of the relationship between life and death is 
manifested Religious institutions 

Table 2: The Horizontal Cultural Dimension 
 

The Vertical cultural dimension includes levels one meets when encountering another culture. 

Gullestrup operates with six different levels, where three are easily observed manifesting the 

culture, and three are more hidden and constitute the fundamental core culture (Gullestrup, 2002).  

The dimension is vertical as a more throughout analysis is necessary to understand the levels. The 

fundamental core levels influence the manifested levels (Gullestrup, 2002). Reasons to e.g. 

behaviour are found in deeper levels, such as “the fundamental philosophy of life”. It is necessary 

to start by analyzing the observable symptoms and then penetrate deeper to understand “the 

fundamental philosophy of life” and gain a throughout insight to the culture observed. 
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The level of immediately 
observable symbols or 
symptoms. 

Behavior, music, dance, rituals, infrastructure, laws, regulations, etc. 

The structures that are 
difficult to observe. 

Social relations, ground conditions, ownership, conditions of 
production, electoral systems, linguistic structures, forms of 
communication, etc. 

The governing morals, 
patterns, and norms. 

Traditions and patterns, informal regulations, sexual morals, work 
ethics, punishment and reward, etc. 

The partially legitimating 
values. 

Assessment criteria for beautiful/ugly, glory/shame, solidarity, forms 
of collaboration, basis for trust/mistrust, etc. 

The generally accepted 
highest values. 

Sense of responsibility for nature and generations to come, social 
responsibility, conception of time and space, taboos, code of honor, 
etc. 

The fundamental philosophy 
of life. 

Human in nature, time and space, relation to other nations, 
conditions pre birth and after death, perception of human nature, 
fundamental mind structure, etc. 

Table 3: The Vertical Cultural Dimension 
 

If the horizontal and the vertical cultural dimensions are combined, it is possible to get an insight 

into the investigated culture. By describing the eight segments where a culture differs, in regards to 

fulfilling fundamental biological needs, as well as the six cultural levels, a particular culture might 

be described and understood at a given point in time. However, an even more complex 

understanding of culture may emerge by including the different cultural categories an individual 

may be part of.  

 

Geert Hofstede developed the Cultural Dimensions model in 1980 consisting of different 

dimensions in which national cultures differ: Power Distance index, Individualism Versus 

Collectivism, Masculinity Versus Femininity, Uncertainty Avoidance Index, Long Term Orientation 

versus Short Term Normative Orientation and Indulgence Versus Restraint (Hofstede, 2017). 

According to Hofstede, national cultures differ in regards to the aforementioned dimensions, 

making it possible to compare two nations showing their cultural similarities as well as differences. 

Hofstede has the following definition of culture: “Culture is the collective programming of the 

human mind that distinguishes the members of one human group from those of another” (Hofstede, 

2017). This definition of culture is rather similar to the definition of Gullestrup, however Hofstede 

compares national culture without recognizing the fact that human beings may be influenced by 
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several cultures. Gullestrup, on the other hand, operates with the concept of macro cultures with 

various layers. Nevertheless, Hofstede's dimensions constitutes a basis for comparison when 

examining a national culture, yet it needs to be stressed that regional differences exist as well. 

Different rankings on Hofstede’s dimensions will lead to different ways of fulfilling fundamental 

biological needs. For example, when looking at the Individualism dimensions versus the 

Collectivism dimension, people in Individualist societies are supposed to look after themselves and 

their direct family only, whereas in Collectivist societies people belong to ‘in groups’ that take care 

of them in exchange for loyalty (Ting-Toomey, 1999).  

 

Within a given culture, several different layers exist and a citizen will most likely be part of as well 

as influenced by several cultures. A citizen is not only English, but may be a young female student 

living in London in the area of Camden, or an elderly unemployed man living in the suburbs. Even 

though the two citizens share nationality, they will be part of different micro cultures as well, which 

will influence the choices they make as consumers. Different cultures will fulfill their needs 

differently in regards to their given surroundings. Cultures will have dimensions easily observable 

and it is necessary to analyze these in order to understand the fundamental core culture. National 

cultures can be compared by how they rank on the six cultural dimensions. These dimensions 

constitutes a basis for comparison when examining a national culture, as different rankings on the 

dimensions will lead to different ways of fulfilling fundamental biological needs. When an 

understanding of what matters to a specific culture is obtained, it is possible to develop suitable 

marketing strategies to the consumers of that specific culture.  
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4.3 Country of Origin 

Depending on the product category and the target market, a strong country-of-origin strategy can 

translate into a competitive advantage for companies and can help them to win new markets 

(Aichner, 2013). As the mission of GRØD is to win over a new market in another culture, theory 

suggest that one way of doing that could be to emphasize their country of origin. This next part 

introduces the theory of country-of-origin and explains why some brands should leverage on their 

origin. 

 

There has been a vast and ever-expanding amount of research on country-of-origin (COO) by 

marketing academics ever since the importance of COO was discovered (Dinnie, 2007; Suh, Hur & 

Davies, 2015). The country-of-origin theory is basically a theory on how a product's country of 

origin serves as a signal for product quality. According to Suh et al. (2015) customers tend to 

generalize the quality of all products from an individual country, so that those from countries that 

are perceived favorably can command a premium. The effect can be equally apparent in both 

commercial and consumer markets (Suh, et al., 2015:2721).   

     

The theory on country-of-origin often refers to the “COO-effect”. Dinnie (2007) describes the 

COO-effect as “the effect that a product or service’s origin has on consumer attitudes and behavior 

towards that product or service” (Dinnie, 2007:84). Some examples of this could be how people 

may be more inclined to buy a French perfume than a German perfume and Italian fashion rather 

than Chinese. Another example is how some nations, for example the BRIC-nations, have suffered 

for a long time from low-quality perceptions for their products (Dinnie, 2007). The country-of-

origin (COO) effect therefore refers to the influence on a buyer considering a product or service 

from another country due to the stereotyping of that country and its outputs. The COO-effect can 

therefore add to or detract from the associations made with individual products and brands. 

 

Companies recognize the COO-effect by emphasizing, if appropriate, their country of origin in their 

product marketing. Suh et al. (2015) introduces the terms “COO-stereotype” and the strategy of 

“positioning” in the COO-effect. As mentioned, the product's COO often serves as a signal for 

product quality and is also an example of stereotyping and generalizing that all products from a 

specific country are of a certain quality (Suh et al., 2015). The COO stereotype can be modified and 

perhaps “repositioned” because of actual experience, as it moves from being a halo effect (when the 
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consumer has no or little knowledge about the country) to a summary construct, as familiarity 

derived from product knowledge or usage becomes more salient. The question is whether the COO-

effect can be influenced by knowledge of a country's culture. A challenge shared by many countries 

is how to change an existing COO stereotype, which there are different perspectives on (Suh et al., 

2015:2722). A way for a country to reposition the country image and therefore the stereotype of 

their products’ country-of-origin, is when governments seek to influence the way that their 

countries, and outputs are perceived by sponsoring cultural initiatives, such as international tours by 

national ballet companies or exhibitions of a country's art (Suh et al., 2015:2722).   

 

According to Suh et al. (2015) there are different perspectives on how to understand how people 

from one culture might view the products from another due to their appreciation or otherwise of a 

second country's cultural output. The view of cultural distance uses cultural values to assess the 

distance between nations, not individuals. One method to find out the cultural distance of two 

countries is by using Hofstede's (1991) framework, which sees cultural differences in terms of 

individualism, uncertainty avoidance, power distance, masculinity, and long-term orientation. 

According to Suh et al. (2015) the idea underpinning the research on cultural distance is that any 

difference for the potential buyer’s own culture can create a disadvantage for the seller because 

consumers usually prefer a brand which originates from a country which they see as similar 

culturally to their own (Suh et al., 2015) 

 

Dinnie (2007) states the importance of economic welfare in a country-of-origin effect context 

(using the example of the BRIC-nations) and Suh et al. (2015) emphasize the role of the level of 

economic development in the creation of a COO stereotype. They both state in their research 

papers, that developing countries are being seen as less capable of producing high quality products 

(Suh et al., 2015). 

     

The Product Life Cycle (PLC) is a term often used in marketing, but can also be seen in relation to 

COO theory and strategy. The Product Life Cycle has 4 very clearly defined stages, each with its 

own characteristics that mean different things. The first stage is the introduction stage, then comes 

the growth stage, the maturity and then the decline stage, perhaps due to changing consumer needs 

or new technology (Hooley et al., 2012) (appendix 1). According to Dinnie (2007) it can be a huge 

advantage to market the product or brand using the country-of-origin in the introduction stage, i.e. 

the first stage in the PLC (appendix 1). The explanation for the use of COO in the first stage of the 
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PLC is that when a product is launched into a new foreign market, there will be little or no 

awareness of the product beforehand, but there may be some knowledge of the country from where 

the country originates. In some cases, if the associations are positive, it makes sense to capitalize on 

the existing country image perceptions in order to establish the product in its new foreign market 

(Dinnie, 2007). 

4.3.1 Persuasion through Country of Origin 

According to marketing professor, Philip Kotler, a country image is: “the sum of beliefs and 

impressions people hold about places. Images represent a simplification of a large number of 

associations and pieces of information connected with a place. They are a product of the mind 

trying to process and pick out essential information from huge amounts of data about a place” 

(Kotler and Gertner, 2002: 251). A country image is the combination of several different aspects, 

such as geography, history, proclamations, art, music, and famous citizens. As the image is 

mentally constructed, a country image is the subjective perception an individual has of any given 

country. However, a country image is often shared among certain groups of people and tends to be 

stereotyping (Kotler & Gertner, 2002).  

It may be beneficial for a company to use country image in marketing of products, if the consumers 

have positive associations with the company’s originating country. If a company are trying to 

penetrate a new foreign market where no current brand knowledge exist, it may be effective to use 

the country image in the introduction stage (Dinnie, 2007).  

 

Kotler and Gertner (2002) describe how consumers often use country images as heuristics when 

processing information. The associations a consumer has of a company’s originating country may 

transfer to the specific company and the offered product (Dinnie, 2007). The usage of shortcuts are 

mostly found in low-involvement situations where the consumer does not need to evaluate much 

before making a decision (Kotler & Gertner, 2002). As the risk level of a low-involvement decision 

is low, the decision-making is fast. People simply tend to rely on heuristics.  

The Elaboration Likelihood Model of Persuasion (ELM) was developed by Petty and Cacioppo in 

1986 (appendix 2). The ELM predicts how people react to persuasive messages, proposing two 

different routes to persuasion: the central route and the peripheral route (Gass & Seiter, 2014). 

When persuasion occurs through the central route, cognitive elaboration is involved. The content of 

the message is considered and the information is reflected on. When persuasion occurs through the 

peripheral route, focus is on aspects not directly connected to the message. A person could for 

instance be persuaded through visual cues, simply the quantity of presented arguments or other 
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heuristics (Gass & Seiter, 2014). The route to persuasion depends on two factors: motivation and 

ability. As central processing requires more mental effort, a person with greater interest in the given 

subject is more likely to be persuaded through central processing. On the other hand, a person with 

low motivation is more likely to rely on peripheral processing, hence persuaded by aspects not 

directly connected to the message. Furthermore, in order to be persuaded, a person must be able to 

engage in central processing by understanding the presented information (Gass & Seiter, 2014).  

 

COO theory explains how a product's country-of-origin serves as a signal for product quality. 

It may prove beneficial for a business to use COO when their product is launched into a new 

foreign market where little or no awareness of the product exist. If knowledge of the origin country 

exists and consumers have positive associations, it makes sense to capitalize on the existing country 

image. Consumers often use country images as heuristics when processing information. Heuristics 

are mostly used in low-involvement situations where little evaluation is needed before making a 

purchase. Consequently, using COO in the marketing of less expensive products may very likely be 

a successful strategy.  

4.5 Market research 

Before entering a new market, the new market needs to be examined, which can be done by looking 

at several factors. When examining a new market a PEST-analysis and a competitor analysis are 

typically included to make sure that a thorough investigation of the market is present. The following 

section will explain the components of a PEST-analysis and the different stages in a competitor 

analysis, focusing mainly on the components and stages most essential for the case of GRØD.  

4.5.1 PEST analysis 

Before entering any new territory, a company should consider the attractiveness of the market, 

which it seeks to penetrate. Expansion equals a new external environment for the company, which 

should be investigated before entering a foreign market. In every market different factors will be 

present and the impact of these on the company’s business need to be considered in order to 

discover opportunities and threats.  

 

The external environment in which a company operates in consists of both a general environment 

and a competitive environment. The competitive environment includes the industry and the markets 

in which a company competes. The general environment includes factors most often out of the 

control of companies; however, these factors generally affect every player in the industry or market 
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(Henry, 2011). The competitive environment has the biggest impact on the company. Nevertheless, 

it is crucial to be aware of the general environment too as trends and signals in the general 

environment may affect the competitive environment. All companies need to continuously scan and 

monitor the general environment in order to avoid being surprised by any changes, which may 

affect their business (Henry, 2011).  

 

In order to investigate the general environment, a PEST-analysis, addressing political, economic, 

social and technological factors may be conducted. These factors shape the general environment 

and they are potentially able to affect the competitive environment (Henry, 2011). The political 

factors concern the impact of government policy, such as government stability, taxation policy and 

government regulation. The economic factors deal with issues such as interest rates, disposable 

income, unemployment rates and gross domestic product. The social factors of the PEST-analysis 

address cultural changes and social trends within the environment. When dealing with technological 

factors, the company should consider if any new usable technologies exist (Henry, 2011). 

The analysis of political, economic, social and technological changes in the general environment 

should identify opportunities, which the company may take advantage of and threats, which may 

disturb the company’s business.  

 

The results of a PEST-analysis offer crucial contributions to a company’s marketing strategy. A 

company with a comprehensive PEST-analysis may e.g. discover new technological 

communication channels usable in the marketing mix, whereas a company failing to recognize new 

technological changes may miss out on profitable exposure. 

 

It should be noticed that a PEST-analysis has certain limitations. The different factors are all 

dynamic hence change rapidly. Due to this limitation, the PEST-analysis should be carried out 

continuously. Furthermore, the analysis does not provide any directions for how to deal with the 

factors, it only states which factors to look for. On that note, a PEST-analysis will never provide a 

comprehensive list of opportunities and threats, as it is impossible to discover every factor shaping 

the general environment. Nevertheless, a PEST-analysis addresses crucial factors for the company 

to investigate. The analysis is a tool for scanning and monitoring changes, thereby making the 

company able to position itself by discovering opportunities and threats in the general environment.  
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Before any expansion, a company should consider the conditions of the new market. As the general 

environment affects the competitive environment, it is crucial to analyze political, economic, social 

and technological factors, which may shape the general environment. When understanding these 

factors, the company is able to understand and adapt the marketing strategy to the new business 

environment. The opportunities and threats of a new market should be identified thereby making an 

expansion more likely to be successful.  

4.5.2 Competitor analysis 

Before entering the English market, it is important for GRØD to identify potential competitors on 

the new market. According to Hooley et al. (2012) it is impossible to formulate the central 

component of marketing strategy, and finding a group of customers for whom one has a competitive 

advantage over the competition, without knowledge on competitors and their strengths and 

weaknesses. Similarly, a company that does not have an understanding of its competitors, can have 

no real understanding of it self (Hooley et al., 2012). When making a competitor analysis, Hooley et 

al. (2012) underlines the challenging task of obtaining and disseminating competitive information, 

and specifies two different sources of competitor information: what companies say about 

themselves, which can be seen in their advertisement, technical reports and press releases etc., and 

what other say about them, which can be seen in newspapers and magazines, trade sources and 

customers (Hooley et al., 2012:125). 

 

The first stage in assessing the competitor is an assessment of current and future objectives. This 

can help understand what the competitor is setting out to achieve and give guidance to strategy 

development. The key indicators of the objectives of the competitor can be the ownership of the 

business, the ownership, markets assumptions and investment priorities. (Hooley et al., 2012). The 

ownership structure of the competitor can be an indicator of objectives as competitors owned by 

employees or managers may give a higher priority to providing continuity of employment, than 

those owned by conventional shareholders. On the other hand, competitors owned as a part of 

diversified conglomerates may be managed for short-term cash rather than long-term market 

position objectives (Hooley et al., 2012). 

The next step is assessing the competitor's current strategies and activities. Two key indicators for 

an assessment of the strategies and activities of the competitor, is looking at their target market and 

their strategic focus. The broad market and more specific market segments that competitors are 

competing in, can be exposed by looking at the products and services that they are offering, 

together with looking at how they choose to price, promote and distribute their products/services. 
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Advertisement and other promotional materials, and the media in which the advertisement appear 

will also give an indication of the target market aimed for (Hooley et al., 2012). Most successful 

companies attempt to build their strategies on the differential advantage that they have over other in 

the market, which is their strategic focus. According to Hooley et al. (2012) there are two main 

routes to creating a competitive advantage. One is through low cost relative to competitors, where 

the price of the products/services offered will be the main reason for consumers choosing the brand. 

The other way to create a competitive advantage is through providing valued uniqueness, 

differentiated products and services that customers are willing to pay more for. This can be done by 

a greater emphasis on customer service, added features to the products/services, offering specials 

deals etc. 

 

According to Barney (1991) a firm is said to have a competitive advantage when it is implementing 

a value creating strategy not simultaneously being implemented by any current or potential 

competitors. But having a competitive advantage is not enough, if a lot of competitors with a 

similar strategy is entering the market. A firm is said to have a sustained competitive advantage 

(SCA) when it is implementing a value creating strategy not simultaneously being implemented by 

any current or potential competitors and when these other firms are unable to duplicate the benefits 

of this strategy (Barney, 1991). If a business needs to be successful in the long-term, they need to 

make their competitive advantage into a sustainable competitive advantage. Having a competitive 

advantage, which is sustained depend upon the possibility of competitive duplication. A way for a 

business to test if their competitive advantage is sustainable is to look at the VRIO framework, 

originally developed by Barney (1991). The tool was originally named the “VRIN framework” and 

four attributes that firm’s resources must possess in order to become a source of sustained 

competitive advantage were identified. According to Barney (1991), the resources of an 

organization must be valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable and non-substitutable. Later the VRIO 

framework was introduced, which was the improvement of the VRIN model. VRIO analysis stands 

for four questions that ask if a resource is: valuable, rare, and costly to imitate. Moreover it 

questions if the firm is organized to capture the value of the resources. A resource or capability that 

meets all four requirements can bring sustained competitive advantage for the company (Barney, 

1991). The VRIO framework is part of the resource-based view which suggests that an 

organization’s human capital management practices can contribute significantly to sustaining 

competitive advantage by creating specific knowledge, skills and culture within the firm that are 

difficult to imitate (Barney, 1991). 
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The next step in assessing the competitors is very much related to the resource-based view as it 

holds an assessment of competitor’s capability profiles. The assessment of a competitor’s resources 

involves looking at their strengths and weaknesses (Hooley et al., 2012). Competitor resource 

profiles can be built in much the same way, as a company would analyze its own assets and 

capabilities. Lehmann and Winer (1991, in Hooley et al., 2012) suggest concentrating the analysis 

under five competitor abilities: the ability to conceive and design, the ability to produce, the ability 

to market, the ability to finance and the ability to manage.  

 

The next and last step in a competitor analysis is according to Hooley et al. (2012) a prediction of 

the competitor’s future strategies. The ultimate aim of a competitor analysis is to determine 

competitors’ response profiles, i.e. how a competitor might behave when faced with a challenge. 

Questions to help cover that could be if the competitor is satisfied with the current position - if the 

competitor is satisfied, they may allow indirect competitors to exploit new markets. Then it is 

relevant to ask what likely moves or strategy shifts the competitor may make, and goals, 

assumptions and capabilities may give some guidance as to how the company can respond 

effectively to market changes. It is also relevant to find out where the competitor is most 

vulnerable, as no company is ever all powerful at all places (Hooley et al. 2012). 

 

Before a business enters a new market a PEST-analysis and a competitor analysis are crucial. The 

analyses indicate whether or not the new market is advantageous and gives an idea of challenges as 

well as opportunities on the new market.  
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Chapter 5 - Analysis 

The first section of the analysis is focused on the branding of GRØD. The section investigates 

whether or not GRØD has succeeded in differentiating the brand and the identity of GRØD from 

the competitors. Furthermore, it examines how well GRØD has done in building a strong brand, 

using the results from the questionnaire and an interview with a GRØD customer, observations, as 

well as theories on branding.  

The chapter then examines how theories on Consumer Culture (CCT) relate to the consumers of 

GRØD. The reasoning for including a section about the (Danish) brand identity of GRØD is 

because of the importance of knowing the Danish perception and target group, before moving to a 

new market. If the branding and brand perception of GRØD is successful and positive in Denmark, 

GRØD may want to use some of the same strategies on a new market. If they are not, GRØD might 

want to incorporate new strategies to rebrand their brand.  

Moreover, the chapter includes an analysis of GRØD’s product portfolio in order to investigate to 

what degree these satisfy consumer needs. An analysis of the English market, culture and consumer 

is included, as an appropriate marketing plan for the new market needs to be produced before any 

expansion should begin.  

 

5.1 Brand equity 

The first section will investigate GRØD’s brand equity and how the different assets of the Brand 

Equity Model relate to GRØD. Moreover, it explores the brand identity of GRØD, using the 

collected data from the questionnaire, the interviews and the observations. Finally, the section 

answers the first research questions: What are the components of the brand “GRØD”? And how do 

the consumers perceive the brand? 

 

Brand awareness  

As established by Aaker (2002) the first dimension in establishing brand equity is brand awareness. 

The quantitative data from the questionnaire about the Danish people’s awareness of GRØD 

indicate that GRØD has created a great amount of awareness of the brand. Out of the 215 

respondents 173 respondents (81%) answers “yes” to the question “Have you heard about the brand 

GRØD?” and 39 (18%) answers “no” to the question (two people answer “I don’t know”) (appendix 

3). The answers indicate that GRØD has been successful in creating a brand that is noticed and 
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remembered in the minds of the consumers. Furthermore, as mentioned in the theory on Aaker, a 

useful technique for brand awareness is having a memorable name. The name “GRØD” is therefore 

a smart strategic name as it can create top-of-mind awareness among the Danish consumers. 

 

Another point that emphasizes GRØD’s great success in creating brand awareness is the number of 

the respondents who have heard about GRØD by word-of-mouth. A significant amount of the 

respondents have heard about the brand by word-of-mouth from family or friends (61%) or by 

social media such as Facebook, Instagram etc. (61%). GRØD has therefore also succeeded in using 

varied channels to create awareness of the brand. However, GRØD’s physical appearance on the 

streets is not that familiar to many of the respondents as 50% answer “no” to the question “have you 

noticed GRØD on the street scene” and 49% answers “yes” (1% answered “I don’t know”) 

(appendix 3). The number is not very high, when you compare it to the number of people who know 

about GRØD, which are 173 out of 215 respondents. The fact that 81% of the respondents know 

about GRØD, but only 50% have noticed GRØD on the street indicate that GRØD’s logo and 

restaurant appearance do not stand out very much and is not recognizable for the consumer. In the 

question “What would make you visit a GRØD restaurant” the answers in the free writing option 

show a clear pattern of ignorance of the GRØD concept and a lack of knowledge of the location of 

GRØD restaurants. Some examples of the free writing texts are (I would go to GRØD if) “I just 

knew where they were located”, if I knew more about them”, “if I had more knowledge about what 

they are offering”, “better marketing” and “more information about where they are located and their 

presence” (appendix 3). 

 

Perceived quality of GRØD 

The next dimension in the brand equity model is the perceived quality of the brand. The quantitative 

data indicate that GRØD has a somewhat high quality image in the minds of the consumers. In the 

question “Which words would you use to describe GRØD?” 15 options were given, as well as the 

option to write the words. Only 2% of the respondents would use the phrase “Bad quality” to 

describe GRØD and in the question about the perception of GRØD’s meals 67% of the respondents 

would describe the meals as “Good quality”. However, 29% perceive them as “Expensive” and 

32% as “Everyday food”. One respondent writes that the meals are “a fall or Christmas-thing” and 

several write that the meals are too expensive being that it is just porridge (appendix 3).  

As the perceived quality according to Aaker’s brand equity model (2002), is an asset that provides 

the consumer with reason-to-buy, it differentiates and positions the brand in the market and prices 
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the brand. The perceived quality is therefore of high importance for GRØD. Fortunately, it seems 

that the consumers of GRØD do perceive GRØD and its products as being of high quality. But it is 

rather unfortunate that some respondents indicate that they also perceive GRØD’s meals as too 

expensive and “everyday food”. This can lead to a problem for the positioning and pricing strategy 

of GRØD. Lasse Andersen states in several interviews that GRØD will not lower their prices. The 

resistance to lower the prices may be a threat on the English market. Consumers in England do not 

know the brand and may not be willing to pay the price, as several other cheaper take-away and fast 

food alternatives exist. The English consumer mentions in her interview that price is an important 

factor, when she chooses a restaurant. When asked if she thinks that this is a general concern of 

women her age, she answers: “A lot of people my age have student loans as well, so price is an 

extremely important factor!” (appendix 6). 

 

GRØD brand associations 

Another important asset of the brand equity model is brand associations. To explore the brand 

associations of GRØD the question “How would you describe the brand GRØD” was included in 

the questionnaire. The word “Nordic” was the most popular among the respondents as 71% of the 

respondents indicated that they would use that word to describe GRØD. Furthermore other brand 

associations were “Modern” (61%), “Healthy” (58%), and “Good Quality” (39%). The more 

negative words such as “Unfashionable” (1%), “Unhealthy” (0%) and “Bad quality” (1%), were not 

that popular among the respondents (appendix 3). In her interview the loyal GRØD customer, 

Amanda said, “It is just common knowledge that GRØD porridge is healthy” (appendix 5). 

Furthermore she mentions “soul food”, “something that is good for your body”, “healthy if you 

choose certain dishes” and “good ingredients” when asked to describe GRØD (appendix 5). In the 

free-writing option in the questionnaire answers such as “trendy”, “smart” and “innovative” were 

written. A few wrote more negatively value loaded comments, such as “a bit overrated at times”, 

“sloppy” and one wrote “boring” but the words were mainly positively value loaded words 

(appendix 3). 

 

The questionnaire results and the interview results indicate that most people would describe GRØD 

in a positive way. Consequently, GRØD has succeeded in creating positive brand associations in the 

minds of the consumers. According to the Brand Equity model by Aaker (2002) brand associations 

create reason-to-buy and positions and differentiates in the market. Brand associations also create 

positive feelings and attitudes towards the brand, which eventually (among the other assets) create 
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value to the firm (figure 1). The positive brand associations of GRØD therefore create positive 

attitudes towards the restaurants and the products but also end up creating a value to the firm and a 

sustainable competitive advantage (SCA), which will be elaborated on further in the thesis. 

 

GRØD’s brand loyalty 

The fourth dimension in the brand equity model is the consumer's loyalty to the brand. To explore 

the brand loyalty of GRØD, questions about the frequency of the consumers’ visit to GRØD 

restaurants were included in the questionnaire. 85% of the respondents have been to a GRØD 

restaurant 1 to 5 times and 16% have been there more than 5 times.  It is hard to tell if the 

respondents are loyal customers, as the answers do not indicate if they have visited a GRØD 

restaurant 1 or 5 times, due to the phrasing of the question. Interview respondent Amanda mentions 

that GRØD is the main place where she would go to buy porridge and to get take-away and she has 

been there more than 20 times since they opened. She continues visiting GRØD once a month with 

her friends or boyfriend and she also states that most of her friends come there a lot too (appendix 

5). As GRØD is one of the few restaurants in Copenhagen focusing on porridge, GRØD has a big 

chance in becoming the Danes’ preferable brand in porridge and should focus heavily on leveraging 

that. Customer satisfaction and repeat buying patterns are often indicators of a healthy brand, and 

programs to enhance them will build brand strength (Aaker, 2002). So far, GRØD has no customer 

loyalty program, which would be a way to enhance customer loyalty and should therefore be a 

consideration when opening a restaurant on a new market. 

 

Other proprietary brand assets of GRØD 

Patents, Trademarks and Channel Inter-relations are part of the fifth dimension; proprietary assets. 

These assets prevent competitor’s attack on the organization. They also help in maintaining 

customer loyalty as well as organization’s competitive advantage (Aaker, 2002). When asked about 

what the interview respondent Amanda knows about GRØD’s history she explains: I know that he 

had a difficult adolescence, was overweight and began to eat different kinds of porridge to lose 

weight. She also says that she knows that Lasse Andersen is often to be found in the GRØD 

restaurant at Jægersborggade, and she finds it to be “quite nice and cozy with a visible manager” 

(appendix 5). GRØD can be attacked by other competitors leveraging on the porridge dishes, as 

there are no ways to monopolize porridge. But the inter-relations of GRØD and the entrepreneurial 

story of Lasse Andersen are intangible assets that are hard to imitate and help create the competitive 

advantage of GRØD. 
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5.2 Brand identity 

The next step when evaluating the brand of GRØD is to look at the identity of GRØD, using the 

concepts from Kapferer’s (2004) Brand Identity Prism: the physique, personality, culture, 

relationship, reflection and self-image of a brand (figure 2). These assets are all part of creating the 

final brand identity. The assessment of the brand identity of GRØD has been compiled using the 

results from the questionnaire, the interview with the loyal GRØD customer and the observations at 

the GRØD restaurants, as well as GRØD’s website. 

 

The physique of GRØD 

One of the three external assets of GRØD is the physique. The physique of GRØD is simple, natural 

and minimalistic both in terms of GRØD’s logo and the physique of the restaurants. The logo of 

GRØD (appendix 9) is in black and white colors with a branch with leafs, presumably a grain plant. 

The interior of GRØD restaurants is kept in light colors with long tables and stools of light oak tree. 

The long tables invites people to sit together and eat, even though they came there alone (appendix 

9). 

 

The relationship of GRØD 

Because of the location of GRØD restaurants, the relaxed atmosphere and casual service the 

relationship between GRØD and the customers can be described as “personal, friendly, local and 

honest”. Observations at GRØD reveal that the staff of GRØD has a friendly tone and it seems that 

there does not exist any clear hierarchy between the staff or the customers. Furthermore, Lasse 

Andersen expresses several times that honesty is an important factor for GRØD and states in an 

interview with Børsen that “the basis for GRØD is the keywords passion, geekiness, ecology and 

honesty” (Petersen, 2014). In an interview with Politiken in 2016 Lasse Andersen also says “I know 

that many people make fun of us, saying that we are too much hipsters. But that was never the 

intention. It has always been the intention to be very democratic” (Dahlager, 2016). In an interview, 

Lasse Andersen states that the intention was to make “an identity that contains coziness, 

authenticity and modernity in the simple and retrospective way” (appendix 7). 

 

As for the “local” aspect of the relationship this relates to the appearance/physique of GRØD. As 

GRØD restaurants do not have any big signs hanging outside, promotions or sensational colors 

(appendix 9) people must know where to find the GRØD restaurants or know the areas in which 

they are located. However, most of the consumers who visit seem to enjoy the atmosphere at 
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GRØD. When asked where the respondents have had their GRØD meals, 77% of them indicated to 

have eaten at GRØD instead of having their food to go. Furthermore, the questionnaire reveals that 

the people, who have been to GRØD, have been to a GRØD restaurant close to or in their 

neighborhood because of the convenience of it. That indicates that most of the GRØD customers 

are locals of the areas or neighborhoods where the GRØD restaurants are located. 

 

The reflection of GRØD  

The reflection of GRØD is “young, hip and modern people based in Copenhagen”. This is based on 

the questionnaire respondents and observations in GRØD restaurants (appendix 8). The 

questionnaire shows that most of the customers of GRØD are young people based in Copenhagen 

(appendix 3). In the question “How would you describe GRØD?” the free-writing option gave 

answers such as “hyped”, “hipster” and “smart” (appendix 3). Observations in GRØD restaurants 

paints a picture of GRØD’s customers as being young, some presumably students, most in their 20s 

who wear fashionable clothes (appendix 8). The interview person Amanda supports this claim when 

describing a typical GRØD customer: “I guess they represent the trendy segment. Young cool 

people. It is the same with the tourists. One would almost believe that they have read in a book that 

they must dress well before they go down to Jægersborggade. It's almost the way they look like the 

local ones. They look very trendy. So, I guess it is young trendy people who understand quality”. 

(appendix 5).  

 

The personality of GRØD 

The internal factors of GRØD’s brand include the personality of GRØD, which has been identified 

as “healthy, high quality, modern and trendy”. Lasse Andersen states in more interviews the 

importance of good and healthy raw materials and how he would rather focus on maintaining good 

quality, than having lower prices (Dahlager, 2016). In several interviews Lasse Andersen also states 

how the idea behind GRØD was to make porridge “fashionable” again and to make people see 

porridge in a new way (Dahlager, 2016). This relates to the results of the questionnaire, where the 

words that were mostly used to describe GRØD were “modern”, “healthy” and “good quality” 

(appendix 3). 

 

The culture of GRØD 

The culture of GRØD is first of all Danish: porridge goes way back in the Danish history and is a 

very Danish food and somehow part of the Danish culture (just think of the saying “rød grød med 
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fløde”). Due to that GRØD end up representing Denmark, the new Nordic trend and Scandinavian 

“wave” with Scandinavian food and design. Moreover, the culture is also identified as “innovative” 

as Lasse Andersen expresses several times:  the idea behind GRØD is about changing people’s view 

on porridge (Dahlager, 2016). 

 

The self-image of GRØD 

The self-image of the consumers of GRØD is identified as “quality-oriented, people who care about 

the environment and about health and who see themselves as being part of the trendy people in 

Copenhagen”. This is supported by a statement by the interview respondents Amanda as she states 

that she cares about the environment by saying “I like to carry a cloth bag instead of a plastic bag, 

to show that I care about the environment” (appendix 5) and that she cares a lot about having a 

healthy body (appendix 5). The interview person also describes how she cares about quality, trends 

and feels part of the environment at Nørrebro, when she is at GRØD (appendix 5).  

 

The brand identity prism by Kapferer (2004) has been developed in relation to GRØD. The six 

assets of GRØD that according to Kapferer (2004) create a brand (the physique, relationship, the 

reflection, personality, culture and self-image) has been identified in the following model: 
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GRØD Brand Identity Prism

 
Figure 3: The Brand Identity Prism of GRØD (own construction) 

 

The six assets: physique, relationship, reflection, self-image, culture and personality constitute the 

brand identity of GRØD according to Kapferer’s (2004) theory. The Identity Prism is compiled 

using the analysis above. The research consists of secondary and primary data such as articles about 

GRØD, GRØD’s website and Facebook page as well as TV-interviews with Lasse Andersen 

(founder of GRØD). The primary sources are the results of the questionnaire, observations at 

GRØD restaurants, and casual talks with friends and family about their perception of GRØD. 
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The analysis of GRØD’s brand identity show that GRØD has succeeded in using varied channels to 

create awareness of the brand. GRØD therefore has developed great brand awareness, which is an 

important factor of the brand equity. However, the physical appearance of GRØD is simple and not 

very noticeable to many of the consumers as many of the respondents answer that they have not 

noticed GRØD in the street picture. A lack of awareness of the brand in the street picture might 

indicate that GRØD could work harder on the awareness of the brand. The questionnaire discloses 

that GRØD has succeeded in creating a strong brand with positive brand associations and a general 

apprehension of GRØD as high quality, one of the important factors in brand equity. The 

questionnaire and the interview indicate how consumers perceive GRØD as being of high quality 

and associate GRØD with mostly positive words such as “high quality”, “healthy” and “trendy”. 

According to Aaker, if a brand ranks high in the five assets of brand equity, the assets will create 

value to the brand and the brand equity will be high in the end creating long-term survival of the 

company behind the brand.  

 

The analysis shows that GRØD has a clear brand identity (figure 3) which, according to Kapferer 

(2004), is important when creating a strong brand. An important task for GRØD now is to transfer 

its clear brand identity to the new market with new consumers with another national culture. 

Especially the self-image of the brand identity prism and the consequent tribe that the Danish 

consumers feel part of (“I am part of the trendy people in CPH”) must be transferred to the new 

market. GRØD needs to make sure that the English consumers share the same self-image “I am part 

of the trendy people in London”, with the only difference being the geography (London).  

5.3 Consumer Culture  

The term “extension” is a common theme as it recurs in the selected theory. It relates to Belk’s 

(1988) Theory of the Extended Self and the Self-image asset in Kapferer’s Brand identity Prism 

(2004). As the idea of extensioning of oneself recurs in both brand and consumer theories, it lays 

ground for research on how this common theme relates to the case of GRØD consumers. This 

section investigates the following research questions of the thesis: Who are GRØD’s consumers? 

And what makes them buy GRØD products? 

 

The importance of branding appears to be stronger to some demographic groups than others. For 

instance, the importance of brands to teenagers and young adults has been long recognized as being 

of very high importance. During this age span, individuals tend to be particularly sensitive to issues 
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relating to self and identity. Throughout life, however, self remains a significant concern to 

individuals (Burns & Fawcett, 2012:33). 

 

If a brand has a very strong identity, it may create a need of using the brand to symbolize values and 

beliefs. That is when the process of “extensioning” begins (Belk, 1992, Burns & Fawcett, 2012.). 

Moreover, if the brand has a very strong brand identity, it has the potential to become a tribal brand. 

When a tribe emerges from a brand, it is important for people not only to have shared values and an 

intense interest in using the brand to signal those values, but also to seek each other out and share at 

least some aspect of the brand experience with each other (Burns & Fawcett, 2012). As GRØD has 

created a strong brand, there is a possibility that GRØD customers may use GRØD to extend 

themselves (to some extent) and that the consumers constitute a tribe of some sort.  

 

If GRØD consumers use GRØD to symbolize values and to extend themselves, or if they do form 

some kind of tribe, it may help explain why consumers choose to go to GRØD and why GRØD has 

gotten so much success the last few years. This will be explained and investigated in the next 

section. 

5.3.1 The consumers’ extension of self and tribes 

Two assumptions on GRØD consumers will be disclosed, in which the theories on CCT, the results 

from the online questionnaire, the observations and an interview with a loyal GRØD customer may 

validate or invalidate. The assumptions are: 

1. GRØD consumers go to GRØD to extend themselves - to communicate their place in the 

society and to contribute to their sense of self. 

2. GRØD consumers go to GRØD to be part of a “tribal community”. 

It is important to note, that these assumptions of why GRØD consumers consume GRØD, are being 

examined as part of why they go to GRØD. We do not see the idea of self-extension and tribe as the 

entire basis for consumers’ choices, as other factors (such as price, location, competitors etc.) are 

also considered as having high importance to the consumers. 

 

As mentioned in the CCT chapter, Featherstone (2007) argues that we use consumer goods as 

communicators to symbolize the society we are part of. Belk (1988) describes our possessions as a 

major contributor to and reflection of our identities and argues that both materialistic objects and 

the roles we put ourselves in contribute strongly to the sense of self (Belk, 1988:139). Cova and 

Cova (2001) define a tribe as a network of heterogeneous persons – in terms of age, sex, income, 
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etc. – who are interlinked by a shared passion or emotion (Cova & Cova, 2001:69). Most of the 

questionnaire respondents indicate that eating healthy, nutritious food and taking care of their 

health, is of some importance to them (appendix 3). The interview respondent Amanda also 

mentions health when she is asked to describe herself “I care about fitness, as a nice hobby with my 

friends but also for the sake of taking care of my body” (appendix 5). 

 

Belk’s theory concerns primarily possessions, but he also incorporate “intangible or non ownable 

products and services” (Belk, 1988:168) in his research. This is a category that a GRØD-visit can 

be argued to be in. Sartre (1943 in Belk, 1988) also holds that we can incorporate intangible or non-

ownable products by overcoming, conquering or mastering them (e.g. by climbing a mountain). 

This supports the claim that an event, like ordering take-away food from GRØD or going to a 

GRØD restaurant, can be viewed as a possession and they thereby potentially contribute to sense of 

self.  

 

According to the questionnaire, the respondents consider themselves moderately healthy and having 

a healthy lifestyle is of some importance to most of the respondents. However, 51% of the 

respondents indicate that they want to lose weight. In regards to training and exercise, 47% of the 

respondents indicate that they work out 1-3 times a week. However, 35% indicate to be working out 

less than 1 time a week (appendix 3). The respondents show some interest in eating a sugar free diet 

as 15% indicate this as a preference. Diets consisting of a low amount of carbs and a high amount 

of proteins are quite popular among the respondents, as several indicate these preferences (appendix 

3). The respondents indicate that they somehow associate GRØD as fitting in with a healthy 

lifestyle. 58% would associate GRØD with the word “healthy”. Interview respondent Amanda 

shares the perception of GRØD as being healthy as she says, “It is kind of a common knowledge 

that porridge is healthy” (appendix 5).  

 

Many consumers wish to be fit and healthy and they perceive GRØD as a healthy choice of fast 

food. As such, consumers may use GRØD to extend themselves. 

The interview with Amanda also reveals her wish to be healthy as she states, “I care about how I 

feel, for instance I work out to feel good” (appendix 5). GRØD consumers indicate that they want to 

be healthy and that they see GRØD as being healthy, which could indicate that they use GRØD to 

extend themselves. 
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As Belk (1988) describes the extensions of self as “an inescapable fact of modern life as we learn, 

define, and remind ourselves of who we are by our possessions” (Belk, 1988:160). That means that 

we cannot avoid this “extension” no matter how hard we try. Interview respondent Amanda reveals 

that she does think about how things represent her: “You are what you do, what you buy and what 

you wear. If I feel strongly about some things I want to signal it” (appendix 5). Then she is asked, 

“Do you think that GRØD somehow represents you and your interests”? She answers “Yes or well. 

GRØD does not reflect me, but the fact that I choose to buy some things at GRØD does. Somehow, 

even though it is not so cool to say it out loud. But, you are what you do, everything you buy and 

everything you put on. So, for example, when I take a mule bag down to shop, it's about, maybe due 

to the fact that I'd like to save some money, but also because I want to look like it's important to me 

not to buy so much plastic. Or if I buy second hand clothes. And it's a bit the same when choosing to 

go somewhere to eat” (appendix 5).  

 

The questionnaire respondents also support the claim that GRØD is perceived as being a very hip 

and a cool place to go - and not just a place that people go to because of the food (appendix 3). 

According to the theory of Belk, people use places and events to contribute to the sense of self, not 

only tangible possessions. The interview with the GRØD loyal customer Amanda and the 

questionnaire indicate that going to GRØD may be a potential way for the consumers to extend 

themselves, as they see GRØD as being cool and trendy - all things that they want to be too. The 

interview with Amanda supports this. “It is way cooler going to GRØD, than just any other 

mainstream cafe at Strædet for instance. It may sound snobbish, but I just wouldn’t be talking too 

much about going there (the mainstream cafes), if they were the kind of cafes I went to a lot” 

(appendix 5). Amanda reveals that she has bought three GRØD cookbooks, one for herself and two 

to give away as presents. “My boyfriend and I gave the book to his sister, who lives in Norway. I 

think giving this book as a present, is a very cool and casual gift, and it also says something about 

us and about who we are” (appendix 5). All of the statements above show that the GRØD customer 

indeed uses GRØD to extend herself and to signal and symbolize her place in the society to her 

peers. 

 

The analysis indicates that interview respondent Amanda uses GRØD to extend herself somehow. 

As Amanda is a typical GRØD consumer (a young quality-oriented woman between 18-35 years, 

who lives in Copenhagen) it can be argued that when the consumers go to GRØD, they extend 

themselves. They are healthy, hip and modern, and part of a cool community in Copenhagen and 
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going to GRØD is a way of communicating that to their peers. Going to GRØD becomes a 

possession of theirs and a way to communicate and symbolize their place in the community.  

 

Especially the GRØD restaurant at Jægersborggade is important for the cool “tribes” of 

Copenhagen. Theory tells us that tribes use events and places to reinforce their fellow feeling and 

sense of community. Furthermore, events strengthen the tribe's cohesiveness and that tribes also 

exist and occupy space physically (Cova and Cova, 2001). According to Cova and Cova (2001) the 

tribe – or at least some of its members – can gather and perform its rituals in public spaces, 

assembly halls, meeting venues, and places of worship or commemoration. These spaces are 

“anchoring places” which provide a momentary home for the tribe and fulfill a need for communion 

and a sense of belonging. The interview and observations at GRØD at Jægersborggade, provides the 

idea that GRØD, especially the one located at Jægersborggade, could be a so-called “anchoring 

place” for the cool trendy tribe of Copenhagen. Furthermore, tribe theory explains that the more the 

product or service can strengthen or even establish the community of the tribe and the “sense of 

communion”, the greater the linking value is. Going to GRØD becomes a linking value for the cool 

trendy tribe of Copenhagen and explains the great success of GRØD.    

 

The theory of the extensions correlates with the self-image facet in the Brand Identity Prism 

(Kapferer, 2004). The self-image of GRØD consumers in the Brand identity Prism of GRØD is 

being identified as “quality-minded, healthy and natural people who think of themselves as being 

part of the trendy people in Copenhagen” (figure 3). 

 

The questionnaire, observations and the interview with the GRØD consumer validate the 

assumptions about GRØD consumers: 

1. GRØD consumers go to GRØD to extend themselves - to communicate their place in the society 

and to contribute to their sense of self. 

2. GRØD consumers go to GRØD to be part of a “tribal community”. 

 

GRØD consumers fit in with Cova and Cova’s (2001) description of a tribe as they are similar not 

only because of geography or demographics but they are interlinked by a shared passion or 

emotion.  

The results of the questionnaire and the interview indicate that GRØD consumers care about being 

healthy and find GRØD to be quite trendy and fashionable. This indicates that GRØD consumers 
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may use GRØD to signal values, such as caring about high quality and being trendy, fashionable 

and open to new ideas, which is a way of extensioning themselves. The questionnaire and interview 

indicate that one of the reason why people go to GRØD could be that they want to be part of the 

tribe of “the trendy people in Copenhagen”. Observations show that the people who go to GRØD 

share a lot of similarities and indicate that they have formed some kind of tribe: young trendy 

women from Copenhagen, who care about the environment and about health, and GRØD is one 

way of symbolizing to their peers which kind of group they belong to. The interview and the 

questionnaire show that visiting GRØD is to a greater extent about extensioning oneself i.e. 

“individualistic narcissism” and to a lower extent about being “part of something” i.e. Cova and 

Cova’s idea of “group-narcissism” (Cova & Cova, 2001). But Cova and Cova (2001) mention the 

term “anchoring places” which the GRØD restaurant at Jægersborggade could be. Anchoring places 

provide a momentary home for the tribe and fulfill a need for communion and a sense of belonging. 

Observations show that the GRØD at Jægersborggade is the most popular for young people and that 

they all look very much alike (appendix 8). Interview respondent Amanda also reveals that she likes 

to come there to feel “local” and part of the Nørrebro environment (appendix 5). The findings show, 

that GRØD at Jægersborggade become an “anchoring place” for the tribe of the cool people in 

Copenhagen.      

5.4 Entering the English culture 

This section of the thesis will investigate the characteristics of the English culture. Even though 

individuals belong to several different cultures, some characteristics will presumably be shared due 

to national culture. These characteristics will to some degree influence behavior and should be 

investigated before any business enters a new foreign market. The section answers the third 

research question: What are the characteristics of the English food products consumers? 

                                                                                    

According to Hofstede (1984), the British is a highly individualist and private people, and the route 

to happiness is through personal fulfillment (Hofstede, 2017). In individualistic cultures, individual 

identity, rights and needs are emphasized over group identity, rights and needs. Furthermore, self-

efficiency, individual responsibilities and personal autonomy are promoted (Ting-Toomey, 1999). 

The British ranks quite low in regards to Power Distance, thus Britain is a society that believes that 

inequalities amongst people should be minimized. Even though birth rank has significance, it is a 

belief that where a person is born should not limit how far he can go, and people should in some 

ways be treated as equals (Hofstede, 2017). According to Hofstede's dimension, Britain is a 
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Masculine society hence people are highly success oriented and live in order to work (Hofstede, 

2017). In Britain, Uncertainty Avoidance is low, thus the British are comfortable in ambiguous 

situations and are happy to reconsider their plans as they go along (Hofstede, 2017). Furthermore, 

the British culture is classified as Indulgent, meaning that people tend to be driven by impulses and 

desires. 

 

 
Figure 4: Hofstede’s Six Dimensions of Culture 

                                        

The combination of a high level of individualism and a low uncertainty avoidance leads to a 

creative culture: “Most importantly the combination of a highly Individualist and curious nation is a 

high level of creativity and strong need for innovation. What is different is attractive!” (Hofstede, 

2017). This is, among other things, reflected in the high number of new businesses, which are 

registered especially in London. According to an article from The Telegraph, entrepreneurs started 

up 80 new businesses an hour in 2016 and fewer businesses go bankrupt than ever before (Palmer, 

2016). The advantages of entrepreneurship are emphasized in a national campaign named StartUp 

Britain (Startup Britain, 2017). Private-sector sponsors fund the campaign, however David 

Cameron, the British prime minister at the time, launched the campaign. Moreover, the British is a 

highly innovative people and this characteristic may be deep rooted in the culture. Some of the 

greatest innovations were found during The Industrial Revolution, which began in Britain. “Britain 
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became the world’s leading industrial power, the world’s richest nation, as well as the leading 

military power with the world’s largest empire encompassing a quarter of the world’s population 

(Djursaa & Werther, 2011:99). The aforementioned quotation stresses Britain’s glory days as a 

country with innovative thinking influencing social as well as technological factors. 

According to Gullestrup (2002), reasons to the manifested culture are found in the core culture. The 

British has a deep-rooted culture of innovative entrepreneurship, which is reflected and observable 

in the fact that many new businesses start up, supported by national enterprise campaigns, such as 

StartUp Britain. 

 

As described above, the British are generally a quite innovative people. Between January and June 

2016, 42,927 new businesses were registered, compared with 608,110 for the whole of 2015, which 

itself was a record year (Palmer, 2016). Fortunately, the British also seem to be very supportive of 

new businesses. According to the article, 3,694 companies entered insolvency in the first three 

months of 2016, which is 3,6% lower than in the same period during 2015. As described earlier the 

Uncertainty Avoidance is low and the British do not mind changing plans as new information is 

received. Furthermore, the British culture is described as Indulgent: “Indulgence includes the 

degree of happiness people experience, the control they have over their own lives, and the 

importance of leisure” (Mooij, 2014:102). People in an indulgent culture realize their impulses with 

regard to enjoying life and having fun. They do what they want as well as spend money, as they 

please. The British seem to be easily persuaded to try new things, which can be an advantage for a 

company entering a new market. 

 

A combination of low Uncertainty Avoidance and low Power Distance, may lead to a multicultural 

society. The Uncertainty Avoidance reflects the degree to which the citizens feel uncomfortable 

with uncertainty and ambiguity. According to Hofstede, in societies with low Power Distance, 

people tend to value equal power distributions and equal rights and relations. Furthermore, equality 

of personal rights represents an ideal to strive toward in a system (Ting-Toomey, 1999). The United 

Kingdom is often described as a very multicultural society. The reason, among others, may be that 

the culture is characterized by the low Uncertainty Avoidance and the low Power Distance. The 

British believe that people should in some ways be treated as equals, and they feel comfortable in 

ambiguous situations. One could argue, that the British, generally speaking, are willing to accept 

and include people from different cultures, and this characteristic may be deep rooted in the culture. 
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The British Empire used to include several countries around the world. After the dissolution of the 

British Empire, the British Nationality Act was introduced in 1948 (The National Archives, 2017). 

With this legislation, anyone born within the British Empire could claim full nationality rights in 

Britain and the legislation gave all citizens from the Commonwealth the right to work and settle in 

the UK (The National Archives, 2017). The legislation was, however, later restricted. At that time, 

the Commonwealth included Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the Union of South Africa, 

Newfoundland, India, Pakistan, Southern Rhodesia and Ceylon (British Nationality Act 1948, 

2017). According to Djursaa & Werther (2011), the most important legacy of the Empire is the 

diverse cultures and religions of Britain. In Britain, people from diverse cultures are “allowed” to 

live, while remaining their original culture and are not expected to adapt to so-called “British” ways 

(Smith, 2016). Another deep-rooted characteristic of the British is that they are accustomed to share 

a sense of nationality with the other countries of The United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland. 

 

Even though foreign visitors and workers are welcome in the UK, it should be noticed that 

measures are taken to tighten up the immigration system. According to Smith (2016), immigration 

authorities aim to strengthen UK borders, restrict the number of student and work visas, and “ensure 

that foreign nationals “earn” the right to acquire UK nationality” (Smith, 2016). The British 

withdrawal from the European Union needs to be mentioned as well, as Brexit may be an example 

of an increasing resistance towards immigration. In England the majority of the population wanted 

to leave the European Union. However, when looking at London specifically, the majority of the 

citizens wanted to remain in the EU (Thiemann, 2016). According to Thiemann (2016), one of the 

explanations is that many young educated people live in the capital city and these people believe 

that there are many advantages in being part of the EU, whereas the elderly people living in the 

suburbs see the disadvantages. This statement shows the resistance towards immigration and 

globalization, which influences the older segment. UK-expert, Charlotte Werther supports 

Thiemann’s perspective: “Many feel that they (the immigrants) swamp and take their jobs. Polish 

craftsmen are everywhere now. The jobs disappear. And this has huge connections to the great 

discussion about globalization. With Trump and Brexit. Well, that some are under pressure because 

the jobs disappear and the businesses move abroad” (appendix 4). 

However, as mentioned earlier, the people of London wanted to stay in the EU. This fact emphasize 

that London is a global city completely different from the rest of England. Around 300 different 

languages are spoken in London and around 37% of Londoners are born outside the country 
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(University of London, 2017). Due to the classification as a global city, London is not necessarily 

representative for the country in general, but better compared to other global cities. 

According to UK-expert, Charlotte Werther, a general British understanding is that foreigners come 

to the country taking away the jobs from the British people (appendix 4). However, she also stresses 

how London as a global city is in another “league” and might as well be a unique country not 

representing Britain as such (appendix 4). Furthermore, Werther compares London to New York, 

which, according to her, does not represent the United States of America. She explains how the city 

is not a representation of e.g. a city in the Midwest, but on the contrary could be a country of its 

own. These global cities, such as London and New York, often overshadow the countries where 

they are located in and they may not resemble the countries at all. 

 

Due to the reasons discussed above, the British culture seems to be appropriate, and more 

specifically the city of London, seem to be a ready market for GRØD to enter. The British people 

believe that everyone uniquely can contribute to society and that it is possible to break away from 

the social class one is born in. Due to the low Uncertainty Avoidance, the British people are not 

afraid to try something new and innovation is part of the culture. 

Multiculturalism is deep-rooted in the British core culture, and especially London is characterized 

as a multicultural society consisting of people of very diverse nationalities and cultures. This 

multiculturalism is also reflected in the British gastronomy. “The wilder extremes of the most 

recent novelty-seeking trends are mainly confined to the young and fashion-conscious, but Greek, 

Italian, Indian and Chinese food have been part of the English diet for decades - as familiar and 

established as meat-and-two-veg” (Fox, 2014:424). According to Fox (2014), the English can be 

remarkably flexible and willing to try new things absorbing different culinary practices. 

Furthermore, Fox (2014) suggests that England has no great culinary tradition of its own. When 

entering the English market, the multiculturalism constitutes a great advantage for GRØD. 

In the conducted questionnaire, 71% of the Danish respondents described GRØD as “Nordic”. 

Several countries around the world have shown a great interest in this particular concept. Outside 

Scandinavia, Nordic food, design, books, TV-series and movies are very popular. The fascination of 

the Nordic is also found in Britain. According to Charlotte Werther, Denmark has been highlighted 

lately because the British have seen several Danish TV-shows (appendix 4). The interest in 

“Nordic” is an advantage for GRØD, being a provider of the Nordic gastronomy. London is a 

multicultural city accustomed to foreign food and GRØD’s Nordic concept may very likely be well 

received here. Furthermore, the company is very likely to be better at incorporating an authentic 
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angle of the Nordic concept, compared to foreign competitors who use the same concept in their 

branding. 

Even though GRØD is mostly described as “Nordic” by the questionnaire respondents and only 2% 

describe the company as “international”, GRØD do offer foreign porridges, such as Indian daal-

lentil soup, risotto, barley-otto, Asian rice porridge with eco-chicken and much more (Grød, 2017). 

These foreign meals constitute a great opportunity for GRØD as well, especially when entering the 

English market. London is often described as a “melting pot” consisting of people of very diverse 

nationalities and cultures. The English are accustomed to multiculturalism and may find these 

foreign meals very appealing. According to the interview with the English consumer these foreign 

meals would appeal to the citizens of London. When asked where in Britain a GRØD restaurant 

should be located, she answers: “I think London would be a good place. London has a lot of 

tourists. I mean Leeds does too, but massive in London. And definitely, what you were saying about 

the different varieties. And you said something about an Indian sort of flavor. That could appeal to 

everyone in London. There would be so many different people from all over the place” (appendix 

6). The foreign GRØD meals constitute a great opportunity for the restaurant, especially when 

entering the English market, which is composed of a multitude of nationalities. 

 

The analysis above concluded that the English market, more specifically London, would be 

appropriate for GRØD to expand to. The British culture has been characterized as accepting, 

flexible and open. Furthermore, Denmark and Britain ranks quite the same on Hofstede’s 

dimensions. However, as formerly stated, individuals are members of micro cultures too. When 

expanding to London, GRØD’s target segment is modern and self-assured women in the age of 18-

35 who cares about quality and health (the same target segment as in Denmark). This segment is 

assumed to resemble the Danish as the two segments share a micro culture. As stated earlier in the 

thesis, the concept of culture can be applied to other human collectivities or categories. Due to this, 

the target segment is assumed to be sharing a micro culture and have the same characteristics. 

Young English women are part of the British culture, resembling the Danish culture, and the target 

segments are part of the same micro culture. As such, the English women presumably have the 

same interests and patterns of behavior as the Danish women. This segment is ideal for GRØD, as 

many of the same strategies can be applied in order to create bottom line profit. 

When entering the new market, GRØD should take the British culture into consideration when 

choosing the marketing strategies. In order to be successful, GRØD should communicate the 

innovative story of Lasse Andersen and stress how he has gone from rags to riches. As the British 
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are fond of innovation, the mission of redefining porridge will most likely continue successfully in 

England. As described above, the British people are accepting of foreign cultures, flexible and 

willing to try new things. Furthermore, the target segment is assumed to resemble the Danish as the 

two segments share a micro culture. Through GRØD, the English will be introduced to a new 

Nordic culinary experience, and the concept may be very well received in this multicultural 

environment especially by young English women. 

5.5 Usage of Country-Of-Origin strategies 

This section of the thesis investigates the English consumers’ associations in relation to Denmark. 

Through the semi-structured interview with the English consumer and an analysis from 

VisitDenmark, we seek an insight in their associations. The section assists in answering the fourth 

research question: What would make the English consumers buy GRØD?  

 

VisitDenmark conducted an image and potential analysis in 2016, asking the English people about 

their associations with Denmark (appendix 11). According to the analysis, the English people 

mainly associate Denmark with bacon, beer and Copenhagen. However, Hans Christian Andersen, 

LEGO, Vikings and the Little Mermaid statue were also mentioned repeatedly. Words describing 

the Danish nature, such as “snow”, “scenery”, “countryside” and “tulips” were stressed as well. 

According to VisitDenmark, the English people are under the impression that Denmark is a cold 

and expensive country with an interesting history and a beautiful nature. The interview with the 

English consumer supports the conclusion from the VisitDenmark analysis. When asked about 

impressions of Copenhagen the respondent stressed the Danish nature. Even though she has not 

visited Denmark, she mentions the nature: “I understand it is very beautiful, especially when it 

snows. I have seen a lot of pictures; it looks like an absolutely gorgeous place… Well I understand 

it is a very beautiful place. I would love to go. I have only heard good things. I know you get really 

bad snow, that's insane” (appendix 6). Furthermore, the respondent stresses words such as “clean” 

and “nice”. “Clean. I image it to be clean. Again, I'm not trying to say here is terrible, but I imagine 

it, because of the taxes, to be cleaner and nicer. Things probably just work a little bit better. I just 

image it to be a nice little place, really” (appendix 6). The Danish nature seems to be a returning 

and popular topic when the English consumers are asked about their associations with Denmark. 

The analysis and the interviews indicate that Denmark is perceived as a beautiful place filled with 

beautiful scenery.   
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The interviews and the analysis from VisitDenmark indicate that the English people have certain 

positive associations with Denmark. When penetrating the English market, it may be beneficial for 

GRØD to use this Danish country image in the marketing of the company and the products. As no 

brand knowledge exist, it may be a successful strategy to rely on the positive associations of 

Denmark, as these may have a positive effect on consumer attitudes towards the brand. The 

purchase of food is for many a low-involvement decision, meaning that most consumers will be 

persuaded through the peripheral route. Consumers will tend to use heuristics, hence be persuaded 

through COO. When introducing the brand to the English market, GRØD should use the English’ 

associations in relation to Denmark in their marketing. 

5.6 New visual identity 

The name “GRØD” may discourage a lot of people as it indicates that GRØD only serves porridge. 

However, as mentioned above, Lasse Andersen argues that Danes have expanded their perception 

of the word “porridge”. Nevertheless, some questionnaire respondents do not seem to have an 

expanded perception of porridge. When asked the question “What would make you visit a GRØD 

restaurant?” the following answers were given: “More information about what they offer”. “I think 

of them as a breakfast place, yet in other breakfast places you can have porridge plus various other 

stuff”. “If my perception was expanded (that they offer healthy lunch/dinner meals as well)”, “I do 

not like porridge”, “It is not December every month” and “If oatmeal was not available in the stores 

anymore” (appendix 3). These statements indicate that some of the respondents have a quite narrow 

perception of the word “porridge”.  

When entering the English market, GRØD needs to be renamed. First of all, many English 

consumers will most likely not be able to pronounce the name. However, even if translated directly 

to “PORRIDGE”, the name probably will not be received positively. According to the founder, 

Lasse Andersen, in England, porridge is synonymous with oatmeal. As stated earlier in the thesis, 

GRØD’s mission is to redefine and challenge the way people think about porridge. At GRØD it is a 

belief that “porridge” is a lot more than just regular oatmeal. A direct translation therefore will not 

be sufficient, as the company will fail in convincing consumers that they offer more than oatmeal. 

Due to the aforementioned reasons, a new brand name and brand logo is a necessary part of the 

English marketing strategy.  

 

GRØD is a completely new brand on the English market, and no current brand knowledge exists. 

As an unknown and new brand, GRØD would benefit from choosing a suggestive brand name with 
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well-defined and relevant associations when launching in London. The suggestive brand name will 

facilitate positioning on the market. In the introduction stage of the Product Life Cycle, no 

knowledge of the products exists, but knowledge about Denmark exists. A strong country-of-origin 

strategy will hopefully translate into a competitive advantage for GRØD and result in an successful 

expansion to the English market.  

 

The interview with the young English female and the VisitDenmark analysis emphasized that 

Denmark has positive associations in Britain. Especially the Danish nature seems to be a returning 

and popular topic when the English consumers are asked about their associations in relation to 

Denmark. When asked what the English consumer knows about Denmark, she furthermore 

mentions Vikings: “And then you had the Vikings. Well, I do not know much about the history of the 

Vikings, but I do know that they were present in Scandinavia. I actually watch a lot of “Vikings” 

and “Game of Thrones”. Oh, and Nikolaj Coster Waldau from Game of Thrones is Danish! He is 

kind of good looking” (appendix 6).  

The market research indicated that Denmark is perceived by the English people as a beautiful place 

filled with beautiful scenery. However, a more rough perception of Denmark and Scandinavia seem 

to be present too, as the English interview respondent and the VisitDenmark analysis mention 

“Vikings”.  

 

In the conducted questionnaire, 71% of the Danish respondents described GRØD as “Nordic”. The 

interview with the Danish loyal consumer, who is part of the target segment, describes GRØD the 

following way: “Simplistic, clean, good ingredients, quality, “the Nordic feeling”. It is porridge; it 

is something old that has been reinvented. I find it appealing that it is possible to make plain and 

homely food delicious…” (appendix 5). 

 

GRØD is popular among foreigners, as several consumers speaking other languages than Danish 

were observed in the restaurant at Jægersborggade (appendix 8). The interviewed Danish consumer 

supports this observation. When asked if she is under the impression that many tourists visit GRØD 

she answers: “Yes, plenty! When we visit, other Danes are present, however, people are primarily 

speaking English. All kinds of people. GRØD is Danish and “hygge” is quite hypet, it is huge. 

Generally, gastronomy has become very trendy…” (appendix 5). Several countries around the 

world have shown a great interest in the Nordic concept. Outside Scandinavia, Nordic food, design, 

books, tv-series and movies are very popular. The fascination of the Nordic is also found in Britain. 
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According to the UK expert, Charlotte Werther, Denmark has been highlighted lately because the 

British have seen several Danish TV-shows (appendix 4). When asked about her perception of the 

Nordic concept, the English consumer mentions Nordic mythology, however in regards to an 

American blockbuster movie: “When you guys mention “Nordic”, I think about Nordic mythology. 

One of my favorite movies is the new “Thor” movie, you know, the one starring Chris Hemsworth” 

(appendix 6).  

According to the UK-expert, the fascination of Denmark is mainly prevalent among a certain 

segment: “For some, well educated people, who watch this type of shows and are updated on this 

kind of stuff, a “Nordic wave” exist. This connection and fascination of the Nordic exist for some, 

including food, and Noma has not lived in vain” (appendix 4). GRØD’s target segment in England 

will be modern and self-assured women in the age of 18-35 who cares about quality and health. 

This segment will presumably be aware of the aforementioned Nordic concept.  

 

Denmark has a positive reputation and the concept of “Nordic” seem to be very popular among 

foreigners. As such, GRØD should capitalize on this assumption and use country-of-origin (COO) 

as an entry strategy when expanding to Britain. GRØD needs a brand name with an inherent 

meaning and the associations consumers have with Denmark should be emphasized. As it is 

anticipated that the English consumers will consider GRØD’s brand of higher value due to the 

stereotyping of Denmark as a Nordic country, a country-of-origin strategy is applied when creating 

the new brand name. When introducing GRØD to the English market, the new name will be: 

NORSE1. It is anticipated that English consumers will associate NORSE with Denmark and the 

popular Nordic concept. Additionally, the name is easy to say, spell and read. As discussed above, 

NORSE is semantically meaningful and will work globally. The name, NORSE, will help facilitate 

the positioning of the brand on the English market and differentiate the brand from competitors as a 

Danish/Nordic restaurant.  

 
Figure 5: Brand name for the English market (own construction) 

 

                                                
1 The direct Danish translation of “NORSE” is  “nordisk” or “oldnordisk” 
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The renaming of the company introduces the need for a new brand logo, and as such NORSE 

should be accompanied by a suitable logo. The combination of a good name and a good logo can 

enhance memory of the brand and affect consumer perception of the brand. As NORSE is in the 

introduction stage, a complex brand logo will be the most beneficial option. The restaurant is 

assumed to be a success, hence consumers will be presented to the logo for a long period of time. A 

complex logo will increase arousal thereby engaging processing and enhance recognition of the 

brand logo.  

 

 
 

Figure 6: Brand logo for the English market (own construction)  
 

The logo introduced above, is complex, however, it is actually a visual representation of the brand 

name. The signs translate into NORSE in runic letters, emphasizing the Nordic associations 

inherent in the brand.   

The NORSE restaurant should be located in a popular and busy neighborhood, where consumers 

frequently will be exposed to the logo. Furthermore, in order to create awareness and worth-of-

mouth, a comprehensive advertising campaign is necessary. On the Danish market, the company 

had a non-existing marketing budget, and GRØD has been able to create an impressive viral buzz 

about the brand without any marketing spending. However, on the English market, no current brand 

knowledge exists, hence advertising is crucial.   

 

The choice of brand name and brand logo should be based on the company’s strategy and marketing 

objectives. The expansion to the English market calls for a new brand name and a new brand logo. 

A successful creation of the two will hopefully enhance brand equity and thereby assist the 

company in competing on other aspects than the price of the meals.  

By choosing the suggestive brand name, NORSE, the company adds value to the brand. The name 

differentiates from competitors by associating the company with Denmark and the Nordic concept. 

Nevertheless, visual stimuli are better recognized than words, and the company will benefit from 

combining the brand name with a brand logo. In England, NORSE is in the introduction stage of the 

Product Life Cycle and as such the complex logo, printed in runic letters, will be the most beneficial 
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option. The complex logo will increase arousal with enhanced recognition as a result, hopefully 

leading to increased bottom line profit. 

 

 
Figure 7: Brand name and brand logo for the English market 

 

5.7 Product analysis 

In the following section, the needs, wants and expectations of the main segment will be analyzed 

and compared to the products GRØD offer to see whether or not alignment exist. The products 

analysis, the consequent PEST-analysis (page 112) and competitor analysis (page 115) contribute to 

answering the last research question of the thesis: Which strategies should GRØD apply to attract 

the English consumers? 

 

As mentioned earlier in the thesis, GRØD consumers care about being healthy and find GRØD to 

be quite trendy and fashionable. GRØD’s target segment is modern and self-assured women in the 

age of 18-35 who cares about quality and health. Theory as well as questionnaire results indicate 

that health and sensory appeal seem to be the most important factors to women when choosing 

which food to consume. When knowing the needs, wants and expectations of the main segment, 

GRØD has crucial knowledge to develop the marketing strategies from, thus satisfying the exact 

need their customers have. Understanding the customers is essential in order to develop a successful 

positioning strategy. According to Lasse Andersen, in England and in many other western 

countries, porridge is synonymous with oatmeal (Andersen, 2015). If this holds true, it is a great 

opportunity to introduce GRØD to the English market as the company offer much more than just 

oatmeal, hence a Blue Ocean may exist.  
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Steptoe et al. (1995) found the most important factors when people make food choices, on an 

average, to be sensory appeal (such as smell, taste, look, texture), health, convenience and price. 

However, differences were found comparing the choices men and women make when choosing 

which food to consume. Health and sensory appeal seem to be the most important factors to 

women. Furthermore, women seem to be more concerned about how their food choices affect their 

weight and overall appearance than men (Steptoe et al., 1995). 

Nevertheless, it needs to be stressed, that the most important factor behind food choice is sensory 

appeal, which both men and women do not want to sacrifice on the behalf of health. These finding 

highlights the consumer need of a delicious, healthy meal with high sensory appeal and a low 

calorie amount. As GRØD’s target segment are young women, this finding should be considered 

when developing the menu of the restaurant.  

 

In the conducted questionnaire, 58% of the respondents described GRØD as “healthy”. Danish 

consumers are very interested in living a healthy life consuming healthy products. “Zero butter. 

Zero sugar. Zero carbs. The Danes have become an health hysterical population and have forgotten 

that a healthy body is not just food and running, is the verdict from experts” (Ostrynski, 2016). The 

quotation may describe a very extreme degree of health perception, however, health seem to be of 

increasing concern to the Danes.  

According to The Danish Institute for Sports Studies, the number of members in Fitness World and 

Fitness DK has increased from approximately 550.000 members in 2009 to somewhere between 

810.000 and 950.000 members in 2015 (Toft and Wittig, 2016). Furthermore, more and more 

people run half marathons and marathons, or engage in the Iron Man discipline. Diets such as 

vegetarian, vegan, paleo, LCHF2, raw food, etc. has become extremely popular recently, and more 

and more people exclude sugar, gluten, lactose, or the like from their diet.  

 

At GRØD, they are specialists, as the only item on the menu is porridge. Many competitors include 

a porridge meal on their menu yet offer other items, whereas at GRØD it is significant that only 

porridge is on the menu (cabbage salad and sourdough bread is offered but to accompany the 

porridge).  

Lasse Andersen describes porridge as healthy, sustainable food, which tastes good (Dahlager, 

2016). The menu is divided in two, a morning-section and a lunch/dinner-section. The lunch/dinner-

                                                
2 A low carb and high fat diet 
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section includes seven different porridge meals, and the morning section includes eight porridge 

meals based on oats, quinoa or chia.  

According to Kreutzer (2014) porridge oats is healthy food containing plenty of good carbs, fibers, 

minerals, vitamins, some proteins, fats, and a portion (approximately 30 gram) contains 109 

calories. Porridge oats are healthy, but not slimming per se. However, oats may have a slimming 

effect as the high amount of carbs and fiber increases the satiety, which may result in a lesser intake 

of the food. Chia and quinoa have the same substantial characters due to a high amount of proteins 

and fibers. 

 

GRØD have huge focus on sensory appeal, as the smell, taste, look and texture of the porridges are 

of greatest concern. This focus may be one of the reasons to the huge success of the business. 

According to Lasse Andersen, an appetizing porridge involves two parameters: a good basis 

porridge and delicious toppings, which compliments the basis porridge with fresh, sour, fat, crisp 

and sweet taste nuances (Andersen, 2015). The texture of the porridge is crucial and GRØD do not 

compromise with the oat they use (Andersen, 2015). Customers can choose their toppings 

themselves influencing the smell and taste of their meal as they please. A quick glance at Facebook 

or Instagram testifies that many customers surely like the look of a GRØD meal (Facebook, 2017). 

Sensory appeal is one of the most important factors when women choose which food to consume, 

and GRØD seem to be well aware of the importance of smell, taste, look and texture of the 

porridges. At GRØD, the morning porridges are based on whole milk or almond milk, and the 

customer has to choose between different types of toppings, such as caramel sauce, fruits, peanut 

butter, chocolate or nuts. What basically is a healthy porridge, solely based on oats, chia or quinoa 

has the potential to quickly become a meal containing many calories due to the offered toppings.  

 

Nevertheless, GRØD seem to be most popular at dinnertime compared to breakfast and lunch. 52% 

of the questionnaire respondents have visited for dinner, whereas 39% have had lunch and 36% 

have had breakfast at GRØD. The dinner menu includes meals such as risotto, barley-otto, daal-

lentil soup and rice porridge. As mentioned earlier, Lasse Andersen describes porridge as a healthy 

meal. Interview respondent, Amanda, is not completely supportive of this perception. “I am under 

the impression, that it (a GRØD meal) is not very healthy, however, it is better to put this type of 

food in your body than having a pizza” (appendix 5). If looking at the risotto, the meal basically 

contains rice, cream, white wine and Parmesan cheese. Another meal at the menu, the barley-otto, is 

made with two different types of cheese. What the dinner meals have in common is that they 
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contain a rather high amount of carbs. Carbs as such is not unhealthy, however not slimming 

either.   

 

All the meals at GRØD are homemade, mostly made from seasonal, local and organic ingredients. 

The quality of the ingredients is crucial. Even the oats of the porridge is considered and chosen due 

to the effect on the texture of the meal. According to Lasse Andersen, GRØD differentiate 

themselves from competitors due to the name “GRØD”, which legitimates their business and 

highlights the fact that they are specialist in the product. According to the founder, the customers 

are given a special treatment at GRØD: “When they (the customers) enter the restaurant, we 

increase our efforts to make the experience extra special, the product is better, we are nerdy, have 

considered the taste much more and the ingredients are better…” (Nørager, Frimand-Meier & 

Laursen, 2013). Looking at the following statement from GRØD loyal customer Amanda, it seems 

like GRØD successfully has connected a sense of quality to the brand: “Everything is just nice, it is 

wrapped in nicely, the meals are served nicely, it looks authentic. This makes me trust that what I 

eat is real. I trust that what I get is good” (appendix 5).   

GRØD will not use cheaper ingredients; instead they want to make the porridge even more 

delicious and desirable (Davis, 2015). The quality of the product is in focus. In her interview, 

Amanda also stresses the quality of the meals, which is one of her main reasons to eat at GRØD: “I 

trust that what I am served is of high quality, which is why I do not have to consider the nutritious 

of the food. I do not visit GRØD because I want to be extremely healthy, then I would have chosen 

to eat a salad. However, if I were to have take-away, it is a healthier alternative to pizza or the 

like”  (appendix 5). Amanda’s statement and the questionnaire results indicate that GRØD is 

perceived as a healthier option when eating out and that the meals are made from high quality 

ingredients.   

 

The offered meals at GRØD seem rather healthy, but they are not especially slimming. Customers 

have free power to simply refrain from visiting GRØD if the menu does not satisfy their needs. 

However, GRØD state that the target segment are young women, hence what matters to this 

segment should be considered and a product satisfying their needs should be offered. Theory 

suggests an existing consumer need of a delicious, healthy meal with high sensory appeal and a low 

calorie amount in the specific segment.  
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In the conducted questionnaire, respondents were asked how satisfied they were with their own 

body. 55% of female respondents wanted to lose weight compared to 44% who were satisfied with 

their current weight. Respondents were also asked how they perceive a GRØD meal. 56% of female 

respondents perceived a meal at GRØD as healthy, however only 2% perceived the meals as 

slimming. The questionnaire findings indicate an existing gap between the offered menu at GRØD 

and the consumer need in the target segment. When asked about their perception of GRØD’s meals, 

67% of all respondents chose “Good quality”. However, 29% perceive them as “Expensive” and 

32% as “Everyday food”.  

 

GRØD may benefit from substituting some of the ingredients with low calorie alternatives, without 

sacrificing the quality of the ingredients. An example could be to substitute the cream in the risotto 

with a light version. Furthermore, it may be an advantage to reduce the list of unhealthy ingredients 

and toppings. However, the risk is that the porridges become rather basic, thus making it difficult 

for GRØD to charge a considerable price for a meal, which some respondents already perceive as 

quite expensive everyday food. In order to avoid this, healthier alternatives should be included on 

the list of ingredients and toppings.  

 

In order for GRØD to be a successful player on the market, it is crucial that the business 

understands the needs, wants and expectations of the target segment. GRØD’s main customers are 

modern and self-assured women in the age of 18-35 who cares about quality and health. Theory as 

well as questionnaire results indicate that health and sensory appeal are the most important factors 

when this group of customers chooses which food to consume. Furthermore, women are very 

concerned about how their food choices affect their weight and overall appearance. This introduces 

the consumer need of a delicious, healthy meal with high sensory appeal and a low calorie amount. 

Unfortunately, GRØD do not seem to satisfy this need completely, as analysis indicated an existing 

gap between customer needs and the offered products. If GRØD wants to compete for this specific 

segment, is crucial that the products are adjusted to satisfy these specific customer needs. However, 

with minor health-related adjustments to the menu, GRØD will be more capable of satisfying the 

exact needs, wants and expectations of their target segment. These adjustments will make GRØD a 

stronger competitor, lead to more bottom line profit, and ensure GRØD a successful position on the 

market. 
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5.8 PEST analysis of the English market 

Before entering the English market, GRØD need to investigate the external environment they will 

be facing when expanding to London. The general environment shaped by political, economic, 

social and technological factors should be analyzed in order to discover the opportunities and 

threats of the new market. When having a throughout understanding of the English market, GRØD 

are much better prepared to expand successfully to London. Through a PEST-analysis, the factors 

shaping the general environment in England will be discussed and identified as either opportunities 

or threats to GRØD.  

 

Political factors 

The British government has established a minimum wage, which is far lower than what workers are 

paid in Denmark. The starting rate stood at 5.93 GBP in 2010 (Djursaa & Werther, 2011). This 

amount is equivalent to 49,83 DKK. For GRØD the low minimum wage means cheaper labor, 

which may create a surplus. The economic surplus provides an opportunity to lower prices without 

sacrificing the quality of the food ingredients.  

In relation to the Brexit, it will not have a huge impact on a business like GRØD, according to UK-

expert Charlotte Werther: “The Brexit has not made it that problematic to enter the English market 

as such, but there may be some barriers with staffing, etc. Along with the single market, they are 

losing the free movement of services capital and people, etc. But a retail business of this type, I 

cannot imagine that it will have a huge impact on a retail business like GRØD”, she says. (appendix 

5) 

 

Economic factors 

According to Djursaa and Werther (2011), Britain has moved towards a post-industrial economy. 

One job in five is now in financial and business services alone, where only 15 years ago it was one 

in ten. Agriculture now employs only 1 per cent of the workforce, and the small and medium-sized 

farms have almost disappeared (Djursaa & Werther, 2011:109). Djursaa and Werther (2001) argue 

that the British post-industrial economy has resulted in relatively few manual workers compared to 

more professional and managerial workers, and that many of these workers are centered in London 

and the South East. The authors furthermore argues that London “...is one of the world’s leading 

financial centers and the center of British political and cultural life” (Djursaa & Werther, 2011:11). 

London is center of the British economy and a vast amount of workers commute to the capital city 
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on a daily basis. All these commuters constitute a great opportunity for GRØD in order to sell take-

away porridges and beverages to go.  

 

Social factors 

London’s age profile is slightly younger than the rest of England’s. More people in the age group of 

25-34 live in the capital city than in the rest of the country and many of these people are settled in 

Inner London (Trust for London, 2017). The statistics from Trust for London show that the city has 

a high growth rate, as a higher proportion of children aged 0-4 and a lower proportion of people 

aged 50 or over lives in London (Trust for London, 2017). The young age profile of London 

constitutes a great opportunity for GRØD, as the target segment is young women in the age of 18 to 

35. Furthermore, the statistics show that Inner London has a higher proportion of single person 

households than the rest of England. The fact that many single people live in Inner London 

constitutes an opportunity for GRØD as well. According to interview respondent, Amanda, a visit at 

GRØD is not a special event: “If I have had a busy day, I can go there instead of ordering a pizza. I 

go there with my boyfriend, which maybe shows that it does not have to be a special occasion for 

me to go there. It could be that we just need to get some food” (appendix 5). Amanda visits GRØD 

to have a quick meal and she would not go there to celebrate very special occasions. If the huge 

amount of single people living in Inner London would perceive GRØD the same way, they 

constitute an opportunity. It could be an advantage, if they perceive GRØD as the place to visit, 

when one just need a healthy, delicious and affordable meal after a busy day, and one does not have 

the energy to cook just to eat alone.  

 

The social trends and buying habits of the consumers also have large effects on the businesses in the 

market. According to UK-expert Charlotte Werther, vegetarian, organic and whole meal foods are 

big trends in London (appendix 4). This is a big advantage for GRØD, as they are focusing highly 

on organic food and their products will therefore probably be well received in London. 

 

Technological factors 

The American technology and social media company “Snap Inc” is currently experiencing huge 

success worldwide. The company provides the smartphone app “Snapchat”, which allows users to 

send pictures and videos accompanied by messages. More than 60% of British smartphone users 

aged between 13-34 currently use Snapchat (Hern, 2017). The interview with the English consumer 

supports Snapchat’s popularity among the English target segment, as she confirms to be using this 
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social media much. When asked which channels she uses mostly she answers: “Facebook, 

Snapchat, Instagram, Twitter. Facebook and Snapchat are what I mostly flick between” (appendix 

6). Furthermore, she confirms that her friends are using the same channels. In Denmark, GRØD is 

already present on social media such as Facebook and Instagram with a great amount of followers. 

When conducting observations at GRØD, it became evident that these social media channels are 

popular among the consumers as well. Several times the researchers observed consumers 

photographing their GRØD meals with their smartphones. Afterwards the consumers spend a few 

minutes looking at their phone before they start to eat, indicating to be sharing the picture with their 

network (appendix 8). Furthermore, a quick look at GRØD’s Instagram account confirms that many 

consumers upload pictures on their personal account, tagging GRØD who afterwards share the 

picture on the official GRØD account. As Snapchat seem very popular in England, it could be a 

great opportunity for GRØD to include this media, alongside Facebook and Instagram, in the 

marketing strategy when expanding to London.  

 

An understanding of the external environment in London is crucial before GRØD expands to the 

English market. By conducting a PEST-analysis, GRØD will be able to take advantage of 

opportunities and protect against threats. The aforementioned factors have highlighted opportunities 

and threats, which GRØD should consider when developing a marketing strategy for the English 

market.    

5.9 Competitor analysis of the English market 

Before entering the English market, it is important for GRØD to identify potential competitors in 

the new market. According to Hooley et al. (2012) it is impossible to formulate the central 

component of marketing strategy, and finding a group of customers for whom one has a competitive 

advantage over the competition, without knowledge on competitors and their strengths and 

weaknesses. Similarly, a company that does not have an understanding of its competitors, can have 

no real understanding of it self (Hooley et al., 2012). 

 

In 2015, a young woman named Alex Hely-Hutchinson opened the restaurant, 26 Grains in London 

Covent Garden, which turns out to be a big competitor to GRØD. 26 Grains too sells a 

reinterpretation of porridge, muesli, granola and salads and also heavily rely on a minimalistic and 

‘clean’ image, which can be seen in their restaurant and on their website (appendix 10). GRØD can 

no longer take advantage of the Blue Ocean strategy as done in Copenhagen, as GRØD no longer is 
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the only “porridge-expert” on the market, nor are they the only porridge-restaurant leveraging on a 

clean and minimalistic image.  

 

According to Hooley et al. (2012) the first stage in assessing the competitor, is an assessment of 

current and future objectives. Lasse Andersen states in several interviews that the mission and 

vision of GRØD is to share a new interpretation of porridge and to explore the potential of the 

concept (appendix 7). Alex Hely-Hutchinson’s mission is very similarly to Lasse Andersen’s as she 

was inspired by the Danish lifestyle and the concept of GRØD after living in Copenhagen for a 

year. She wanted to “reinvent the way we view our oats, inspired by how seriously Danes take their 

porridge” (Hely-Hutchinson, 2016).  

When analyzing the objectives of the competitors’ the ownership structure of the competitor can 

also be an indicator of the objectives, as competitors owned by employees and/or managers may 

give a higher priority to providing continuity of employment than those owned by conventional 

shareholders (Hooley et al., 2012). Founder Alex Hely-Hutchinson is, just as Lasse Andersen, 

founder, owner and CEO of her business. This lead one to believe that 26 Grains is not managed for 

short-term cash, but rather for long-term market position in the market for “healthy fast-food” just 

like GRØD. 

 

The second stage in assessing the competitor is assessing the competitor's’ current activities and 

strategies according to Hooley et al. (2012). Features in products and services, advertisement and 

other promotional materials can give clues to the target market aimed for (Hooley et al., 2012:113). 

26 Grain’s logo and website is quite similar to GRØD’s: it is simple and natural, with pictures of 

grains, straws, fruits and bread, focusing on the raw materials (appendix 10). Moreover, 26 Grains 

is putting most of their marketing effort into media such as Instagram and Facebook, which are 

mainly used by the younger segment. As already established in the thesis using Hofstede’s (1984) 

dimensions and Gullestrup’s (2002) framework, the English and Danish people are not that 

different behavioral or cultural-wise. 26 Grains’ website and awareness of social media could 

indicate that they are targeting the same segment as GRØD: women between the ages of 18-35. 

 

Another step in evaluating the strategies of the competitors is assessing the competitors’ strategic 

focus, which can be done by looking at their routes to creating a competitive advantage. The 

competitive advantage can be created either through low costs relative to competitors or by doing as 

Lasse Anderson has done with GRØD: by providing valued uniqueness and differentiated products 
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that customers are willing to pay for (Hooley et al., 2012). Founder of 26 Grains, Alex Hely-

Hutchinson is also focusing on using good ingredients, and wants to help the English people re-

interpret their idea of porridge. The reviews of 26 Grains found online indicate that people find it a 

bit pricy, but worth the price because of the quality (TripAdvisor, 2017). The pricing and products 

of 26 Grains indicate that 26 Grains also chooses good quality over low prices, just as GRØD 

(Hely-Hutchinson, 2017).  

 

26 Grains and GRØD are using a differentiation strategy to create their competitive advantage: 

instead of focusing on low production prices and consequently low prices for the customers, they 

create something different but of great value to the customers. Both restaurants offer the customer 

something more than just food.  

5.10 SWOT analysis 

The essence of developing a marketing strategy for any organization is to ensure that its capabilities 

are matched to the market environment in which it operates, not just for today but into the 

foreseeable future (Hooley et al., 2012:28). When determining the strategy of a company, it is 

crucial to assess the company’s resource profile, as well as the environment in which the company 

operates. In order to assess these aspects a SWOT analysis is a beneficial tool, as it investigates the 

internal environment of a company, over which the company has control, and the external 

environment, over which the company has less control.  

When investigating the internal environment, the strengths and weaknesses of a company are 

examined, whereas opportunities and threats are found in the external environment of a company. 

Strengths are areas where the company excels compared to competing companies, and weaknesses 

are areas where the company is at a comparative disadvantage. A SWOT analysis should be as 

objective as possible allowing various factors to be exposed. By conducting a SWOT analysis, the 

internal as well as external situation of the company are uncovered, resulting in statements 

regarding strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. 

In the following table, GRØD’s identified strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats will be 

presented.  
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Strengths                    Weaknesses 

• The COO of GRØD is perceived positively in 
the UK 

• High differentiation 
• High quality 
• The specialization in porridge 
• The story of founder Lasse 
• Healthy associations of porridge 
• The redefinition of porridge 
• “Young” and trendy brand appealing to young 

people 
• The product is easy to eat on the go  

• Porridge might be trend based 
• No loyalty program 
• The name “GRØD” 
• GRØD has a non-existent marketing 

budget 
• The meals have a rather high 

amount of calories 
 

Opportunities Threats 

• Blue Ocean strategy: there are not many other 
restaurants that specializes in GRØD in 
London 

• Lower minimum wages 
• Healthy food is trendy in London 
• London is a multicultural city 
• Placing GRØD restaurants in trendy areas 
• London’s age profile 
• Resembling segments 
• Resembling cultures 
• Technological factors: use of popular 

Snapchat app 
• Great demand for take-away food 

• The brand of GRØD is unknown 
• The competitor 26 Grains 
• Not a very elaborated menu 
• Prices might be too high compared 

to minimum wages and brand 
knowledge 

• The large restaurant industry in 
London 

Table 4: SWOT analysis of GRØD (own construction) 

5.10.1 TOWS analysis 

In order to incorporate the analysis in solving the company’s issues, the gathered strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats should be used as a starting point for a TOWS analysis. The 

result of the TOWS analysis is a strategic international marketing plan to GRØD. In a TOWS 

analysis, the statements from the internal environment and statements from the external 

environment are combined making the analysis more dynamic (Mindtools, 2017). 
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                                                                                          Figure 8: TOWS analysis 
 

By combining and interpreting the objective statements gathered in the SWOT analysis, it is 

possible to identify new creative and subjective strategies. When e.g. combining strength with a 

threat, it is possible to identify how a specific strength can be used to minimize a specific threat.  

 

Strength-opportunity: Many associate GRØD with the concept of “Nordic”. Being a Nordic-based 

country specializing in healthy Nordic gastronomy constitute a strength to GRØD, due to the great 

interest in this concept and the overall focus on living a healthy lifestyle. The English market is a 

great opportunity for GRØD as it has some similarities to the Danish market, and the consumers 

show interest in the concept of “Nordic”. GRØD should use their strength to maximize this 

opportunity.  

 

Strength-opportunity: On the Danish market, GRØD’s target segment is modern and self-assured 

women in the age of 18-35 who cares about quality and health. Observations at GRØD combined 

with the questionnaire results confirm that GRØD consumers indeed are “young, hip and modern 

people based in Copenhagen”. In the questionnaire question “How would you describe GRØD?” 

answers such as “hyped”, “hipster” and “trendy” were given. The GRØD brand is perceived as 

young and trendy, and the brand appeals to young people. The perception as a young and trendy 
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brand for young people constitutes a strength to GRØD. It can be argued that this consumer 

segment eats out more frequently, and are more willing to buy GRØD’s products. When the loyal 

GRØD consumer is asked whether or not she thinks Lasse Andersen has been successful in 

redefining the concept of porridge, she answers: “Yes, I think so. At least, to us here in 

Copenhagen. I do not think my parents on Bornholm would be convinced. I think, they will perceive 

it as silly. We are more relaxed about eating out and spending money, however my parents in the 

outskirts still think it is silly to buy coffee to go when you can make it at home” (appendix 5).  

London constitutes a great opportunity for GRØD, as the capital’s age profile is slightly younger 

than the rest of England’s. More people in the age group of 25-34 (the target segment) live in the 

London than in the rest of the country. When expanding to England, GRØD, being a young and 

trendy brand, should clearly target these young Londoners.  

 

Strength-opportunity: On the Danish market, GRØD is perceived as a young and trendy brand 

appealing to young people. In the thesis, it has been concluded that the English culture and the 

Danish culture share certain similarities. Furthermore, the target segments share a micro culture. As 

such, the English consumers will presumably perceive GRØD as a trendy brand as well. Due to the 

aforementioned reasons, England is deemed as a suitable market for GRØD to expand to. 

 

Strength-opportunity: GRØD’s products are easy to have on the go and this clearly constitutes 

strength. Furthermore, the products are easy to wrap nicely in containers. According to UK-expert 

Charlotte Werther, London has a vast amount of commuters and a great demand for take-away food 

exist (appendix 4). The great deal of people who commutes to and from London everyday constitute 

a great opportunity for GRØD. The business should focus on offering take-away meals in addition 

to serving them in the restaurant, thereby reaching a larger amount of consumers.  

 

Weakness-opportunity: According to Lasse Andersen, porridge is synonymous with oatmeal in 

England, and this constitutes a great weakness to GRØD. In order to successfully expand to 

England, it is crucial to minimize this weakness. Furthermore, the English will not be able to 

pronounce the brand name. The name “GRØD” is a weakness when introducing the brand in 

England. It is central to create a name that does not indicate that the company only offers plain 

oatmeal. If the English is convinced that porridge is more than oatmeal, a Blue Ocean strategy may 

exist in this new market. 
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Weakness-opportunity: GRØD is perceived much healthier than many other take away options. 

Nevertheless, a GRØD meal is not especially slimming and many women in the target segment are 

concerned about their weight. It is a weakness that many of the meals on the menu contain a rather 

high amount of calories. According to the UK-expert, healthy, vegetarian, organic and whole meal 

foods are big trends in London (appendix 4). As such, these big trends constitute an opportunity for 

GRØD and a market for the product clearly exist. However, if GRØD is even more capable of 

meeting the consumer need of meals with a low calorie amount, they will presumably be more 

successful.  

 

Weakness-opportunity: GRØD can minimize the weakness of currently not having a marketing 

budget, by taking advantage of the opportunity of the technological factors of the UK. Empirical 

and secondary data show that image mobile applications such as “Snapchat” and “Instagram” are 

very popular in the UK as well as in London and GRØD should take advantage of the easy and 

inexpensive way of targeting their target segment. 

 

Strength-threat: In the thesis, it has been concluded that Denmark has a positive reputation and the 

concept of “Nordic” seem to be very popular among the English people. It is strength to GRØD that 

the COO is perceived very positively in the UK. This strength should be used to minimize the threat 

of the identified competitors. Through the usage of COO, GRØD will be able to differentiate the 

brand from competing businesses. GRØD can minimize the threat of competitor 26 Grains by using 

country-of-origin when marketing the brand. The history of GRØD is an important part of GRØD’s 

brand equity and according to Barney’s (1991) VRIO-framework on the resources of an 

organization’s sustainable competitive advantage “imperfectly imitable”. As 26 Grains and GRØD 

are offering quite similar products, levering on GRØD’s country of origin is a proprietary brand 

asset that 26 Grains cannot copy, which can provide GRØD with an advantage over competitor 26 

Grains. 

 

Strength-opportunity: Another reason for levering on the English people’s positive associations of 

Denmark and using COO-strategies when marketing GRØD is to minimize the threat of being an 

unknown brand in England. People in London will not have any existing knowledge of GRØD, but 

they may have some knowledge of Denmark, or at least Scandinavia, and GRØD can then turn the 

threat of being an unknown brand into an opportunity. 
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Strength-opportunity: GRØD can use the strength of having a young and trendy brand, which 

appeals to young people to maximize the opportunity of London’s young age profile. Young people 

especially use brands to extend themselves and GRØD should utilize this. 

5.11 GRØD’s strategic marketing plan  

In the next part, the results from the analysis will form basis for a strategic marketing plan to 

GRØD. The plan presents the initiatives GRØD should implement in order to successfully penetrate 

the English market.  

 

When expanding to England, it is crucial that GRØD has a clearly defined target segment with 

distinct characteristics. Alignment between the target segment and the offered product is essential. 

When an understanding of what matters to the specific target segment is obtained, it is possible to 

develop suitable marketing strategies to attract the consumers of the specific segment.  

5.11.1 English target segment  

It has been concluded that the multicultural English market will be appropriate for GRØD to 

penetrate. Through GRØD, the English people will be introduced to a new Nordic culinary 

experience, and the concept may be very well received in this multicultural environment. According 

to Lasse Andersen, GRØD’s target segment is modern and self-assured women in the age of 18-35 

who cares about quality and health. This statement corresponds to our questionnaire results and 

observations, which indicates that current GRØD consumers primarily are females living in 

Copenhagen between the ages of 20-35 years. 

 

When expanding to England, we advise GRØD to target the same segment as in Denmark. We 

suggest London as the location due to the fact that London’s age profile is slightly younger than the 

rest of England’s. More people in the age group of 25-34 live in the capital city than in the rest of 

the country. Furthermore, Londoners seem to be more accepting of foreign cultures. This statement 

is based on the fact that the majority of the citizens of London wanted to remain in the EU. One of 

the explanations is that many young educated people live in the capital city and for these people EU 

has many advantages.  

Through our research, the British culture has been characterized as accepting of foreign cultures, 

willing to try new initiatives, flexible, open and innovative. Furthermore, the British and Danish 

culture share several similarities as the cultures ranks quite the same on Hofstede’s Six Dimensions 

of Culture. The English consumers are part of a macro culture, however individuals belong to 
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several different cultural categories, and as such the target segment of modern and self-assured 

women in the age of 18-35, who cares about quality and health constitute a micro culture. This 

segment is assumed to resemble the Danish as the two segments share a micro culture. The English 

women will presumably have the same interests and patterns of behavior as the Danish women. The 

interview with the English respondent supports the idea that English women in the age of 18-35 

would be interested in GRØD products. When asked if she would want to visit a GRØD restaurant, 

the respondent affirms: “I would be interested. I would definitely be curious because it sounds like 

something different. I would definitely be interested to at least go there and have a look and see 

what was on offer…” (appendix 6). By choosing the same target segment, GRØD is able to 

capitalize on existing knowledge and use parts of the current marketing strategy. 

 

The classic approach to segmentation or targeting strategies is provided by Kotler’s model (in 

Hooley et al., 2012) which identifies three broad approaches to market targeting; undifferentiated 

marketing, differentiated marketing and concentrated marketing. The undifferentiated marketing 

strategy is where the company produces a product meant to appeal to all segments. The 

differentiated marketing strategy is where the company offers a different product to each of the 

different segments. When the company focuses attention on one, or few, segments they use the 

concentrated marketing strategy (Hooley et al., 2012). As explained above, we suggest that GRØD 

focus the attention on one segment, hence use a concentrated marketing strategy. In order for 

GRØD to be a successful player on the English market, it is crucial that the business understands 

the needs, wants and expectations of the target segment.  

5.11.2 Products on the English market  

Our research has indicated that women’s diet, compared to men’s, generally consist of more 

vegetables, fruits, fish and dairy products. Most of these ingredients are found on GRØD’s menu. 

According to UK-expert Charlotte Werther, vegetarian, organic and whole meal food are big trends 

in London (appendix 4). All the meals at GRØD are homemade, mostly made from seasonal, local 

and organic ingredients. The quality of the ingredients is crucial. Sensory appeal is one of the most 

important factors when women choose which food to consume, and GRØD seem to be well aware 

of the importance of smell, taste, look and texture of the porridges. Founder of GRØD, Lasse 

Andersen, describes porridge as a healthy meal, however, our research do not support his perception 

entirely. A meal at GRØD is perceived much healthier than many other take away options; 

nevertheless, a GRØD meal is not completely healthy. The results of the questionnaire indicate that 

GRØD consumers care about being healthy and find GRØD to be quite trendy and fashionable. 
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Additionally, theory and questionnaire results indicate that health and sensory appeal are the most 

important factors when the target segment chooses which food to consume. This introduces the 

consumer need of a delicious, healthy meal with high sensory appeal and a low calorie amount. 

According to UK-expert Charlotte Werther, London has a vast amount of commuters. As such 

GRØD should focus more on take-away meals, fulfilling this consumer need by offering quick and 

easy food to have while commuting. 

 

GRØD would benefit from taking the target segment more into consideration addressing their 

needs, wants and expectations. Currently, a gap exists between what GRØD offer and what the 

target segment need. However, with minor health-related adjustments to the menu, such as more 

light-versions of the meals, GRØD will be more capable of satisfying the exact needs, wants and 

expectations of the target segment. These adjustments will make GRØD a stronger competitor, lead 

to more bottom line profit, and ensure GRØD a successful position in the marketplace.  

5.11.3 Branding on the English market 

The importance of branding needs to be stressed. On the English market, competitors have been 

identified and as such the English consumers must be convinced that they buy something more than 

just a meal, when visiting GRØD.  

The importance of branding appears to be stronger to some demographic groups than others. For 

instance, the importance of brands to teenagers and young adults has been recognized as being of 

very high importance. During this age span, individuals tend to be particularly sensitive to issues 

relating to self and identity. Due to the aforementioned reason, the target segment is also very likely 

to extend themselves through brands. GRØD is a very strong brand on the Danish market, and it has 

been concluded that consumers use the brand to extend themselves.  

 

The questionnaire discloses that GRØD has succeeded in creating a strong brand with positive 

brand associations and a general apprehension of GRØD as high quality, one of the important 

factors in brand equity. The questionnaire and the interview indicate how consumers perceive 

GRØD as being of high quality and associate GRØD with mostly positive words such as “high 

quality”, “healthy” and “trendy”. The interview with the loyal GRØD customer and the 

questionnaire results indicate that going to GRØD may be a potential way for the consumers to 

extend themselves. Consumers see GRØD as being cool and trendy - all things that they want to be 

too. The questionnaire and interview indicate that one of the reasons why people visit GRØD is 

because they want to be part of the tribe: “The trendy people in Copenhagen”. Observations show 
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that the people who go to GRØD share a lot of similarities and indicate that they have formed some 

kind of tribe: young trendy women, who care about the environment and about health. GRØD is 

one way of symbolizing to their peers which kind of group they belong to. The strong brand identity 

of GRØD needs to be transferred to the English market. As the target segment is the same as in 

Denmark, the English women presumably have the same need of extension as the Danish women, 

and will find the brand identity of GRØD appealing to their personalities.  

 

When expanding to England, GRØD should focus on a differentiation strategy, and through the 

strong brand make sure that people in London want to extend themselves through the brand. 

However, when entering the English market, the consumers are not familiar with the brand. Due to 

the aforementioned reason, we suggest that GRØD use country-of-origin as a market entry strategy. 

GRØD should capitalize on the fact that they are a brand with Danish and Nordic origin. COO 

should influence all the marketing strategies used by GRØD, and thereby be part of the GRØD 

brand identity. Denmark has positive associations, and it is assumed that consumers will find this 

reflection appealing, hence buy GRØD products and thereby use GRØD in their self-extension. 

 

Now that it has been established who GRØD should target on the new market and with what 

products, this next part will be concerned with how to reach the specific target segment. 

We want to create great awareness, great perceived quality, great brand associations and great brand 

loyalty adapted to the English market based on the Danish country image. 

5.11.4 Overall branding  

Country of Origin strategy 

As the English consumers do not know the GRØD brand, no brand associations exist. However, the 

interview with the young English female, the VisitDenmark analysis and the expert-interview with 

the UK-expert showed that people from the UK have positive associations of Denmark. The 

country-of-origin effect is the effect that a product or a service’s origin has on consumer attitudes 

and behavior towards that product or service (Dinnie, 2007). If the associations are positive, it 

makes sense to capitalize on the existing country image perceptions in order to establish the product 

in its new foreign market (Dinnie, 2007). 

According to Dinnie (2007) it can be a huge advantage to market the product or brand using the 

country-of-origin in the introduction stage, i.e. the first stage in the Product Life Cycle (appendix 

1). When a product is launched into a new foreign market, there will be little or no awareness of the 

product beforehand, but there may be some knowledge of the country from where the country 
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originates. It is therefore especially crucial that GRØD leverages on its country of origin (i.e. 

Denmark) in the beginning of the launch of GRØD to the English market. 

 

Another reason for focusing on the country-of-origin is that theory suggests that consumers usually 

prefer a brand, which originates from a country, which they see as similar culturally to their own 

(Suh et al., 2015). As research on Hofstede’s dimensions show that the UK and Denmark ranks 

quite similar, the English people may be more inclined to buy a Danish product, as they may see 

Danish culture as culturally similar to their own culture.  

There are different approaches on how to communicate the COO of a company or of its products to 

customers. Aichner (2013) suggests five COO strategies: 

1.     ‘Made in…’ 

2.     Quality and origin labels 

3. COO embedded in the company name 

4.     Typical COO words embedded in the company name 

5.     Use of the COO language 

6.     Use of famous or stereotypical people from the COO 

7.     Use of COO flags and symbols 

8.     Use of typical landscapes or famous buildings from the COO 

(Aichner, 2013:91) 

To create awareness, GRØD should implement some of the strategies of COO marketing. When 

opening in the English market, GRØD should use strategy 1 “Made in…” and strategy 2 “Quality 

and origin labels” on the products to increase the perceived quality. Moreover, they should make 

use of strategy 3 or 4 when choosing a company name and logo. GRØD could also implement 

strategy 5, and use some of the COO language in the titles of the dishes. Taking advantage of the 

COO is also a way for GRØD to separate from the competitor 26 Grains. As the two businesses 

offer quite similar products using a differentiation strategy, emphasizing the COO of GRØD is a 

way to differentiate from the current competitor 26 Grains, as well as future competitors and obtain 

a sustainable competitive advantage. 

5.11.5 Physical appearance 

Name and logo strategy 

Research on the Danish market has indicated that consumers know GRØD, but do not know where 

to find the restaurants. The logo and restaurant appearance do not stand out. That can be very 

critical when opening a restaurant where consumers have no knowledge of the brand beforehand. 
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As research has proved that the combination of a meaningful brand name and a brand logo can 

enhance memory (Keller, Heckler & Houston, 1998), and that a complex brand logo is the most 

beneficial option, when a company are introducing a new product or brand (Van Grinsven and Das, 

2014), GRØD should adjust their logo and brand name. GRØD of course, will not work in any 

other language than Danish, and the word ”porridge” may not work either, as our research show 

that people mostly connect the word with boring oatmeal. However, the interview with the young 

English consumer and the VisitDenmark analysis emphasizes that people from England have 

positive associations of Denmark. Especially the Danish nature seems to be a returning and popular 

topic. GRØD should therefore leverage on its country of origin and Aichner’s (2013) strategy 4: 

typical COO words embedded in the company name, when deciding on a brand name and logo. See 

figure 5 and 6 for our suggestion for the new brand logo and brand name “Norse”. 

5.11.6 Pricing  

Perceived value pricing strategy 

There are a number of factors, which need to be taken into consideration when GRØD has to decide 

the pricing strategy when opening in a new market. Research on the Danish market has indicated 

that the Danish consumers find the products to be expensive. The same was indicated by the 

interview with the English consumer (appendix 6). Moreover, the English consumer mentions that 

young people have a lot of student loans and are therefore quite price sensitive (appendix 6). If the 

prices of GRØD products are too high, customers may not buy the products, but if they price of the 

products is too low, the business may not achieve the profit levels necessary to continue the 

business. As GRØD has a brand differentiation strategy, the desired positioning is a key 

consideration. As the questionnaire results show that quality is an important brand association of 

GRØD, it is important that the prices are not too low as it might suggest poor quality. Lasse 

Andersen has stated in an interview, that he will not lower prices on behalf of quality, but as the 

minimum wage in the UK is lower than in Denmark, that might be a way for GRØD to lower the 

prices to begin with. 

If GRØD succeeds in transferring the strong brand to the new market, GRØD can use the perceived 

value pricing strategy. Perceived value pricing is the value which customers are willing to pay for a 

particular product or service based on their perception about the product (Hooley et al., 2012). 

Perceived value pricing is not based on the cost of the product, but it is the value, which the 

customer thinks that he/she is deriving from consuming a product or a service. If GRØD succeeds 

in transferring the strong brand, using COO strategies, and manage to create a brand the consumers 
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use to extend themselves, then the consumers will be willing to pay a higher price for the product, 

in exchange of the intangible benefits that the product brings them.  

5.11.7 Communication  

Use Push/Pull marketing strategy 

In communication strategies, The Pull/Push marketing strategies are often referred to. The Push 

marketing strategy describes the work a manufacturer of a product needs to perform to get the 

product to the customer. This may involve setting up distribution channels and persuading 

middlemen and retailers to stock your product (Hooley et al., 2012). The push technique can work 

particularly well for lower value items such as fast moving consumer goods (FMCGs), when 

customers are standing at the shelf ready to make the purchase decision. This term now broadly 

encompasses most direct promotional techniques such as encouraging retailers to stock your 

product, designing point of sale materials or even selling face to face (Hooley et al., 2012). The Pull 

marketing strategy term refers to the customer actively seeking out the product and retailers placing 

orders for stock due to direct consumer demand. A pull strategy requires a highly visible brand, 

which can be developed through mass media advertising or similar tactics. 

 

As GRØD is entering a new market, GRØD must use Push marketing to create awareness in the 

new market of the brand. This approach encompasses most of the traditional mass media 

advertising channels such as newspaper and magazine ads, radio and television commercials, direct 

mail and cold call telemarketing (Hooley et al., 2012). After having created awareness of the brand, 

GRØD should then focus on pull marketing strategies. A push strategy will help establish brand 

awareness among those consumers who may never have heard of GRØD, while pull marketing will 

help attract the attention of those who are actively researching solutions. When GRØD has created 

an equally strong brand and brand awareness in London, they can rely on the pull strategy and on 

the strong brand to “pull” customers to GRØD. 

GRØD should therefore focus their pull marketing strategy through: 

• Advertising and mass media promotion 

• Word of mouth referrals 

The questionnaire shows that 61% of the Danish GRØD consumers have heard of GRØD by word-

of-mouth (WOM). After having created awareness of the brand in Copenhagen, WOM has worked 

quite well for GRØD in Denmark. When GRØD has created brand awareness in London, by using 

Push marketing strategies, GRØD can presumably then rely on the word to spread in London, as it 

has in Copenhagen. 
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• Customer relationship management: 

The English consumer reveals that “a friendly atmosphere” and “feeling welcome” (appendix 6) are 

of high importance to her. The loyal GRØD customer also states that the service is very important 

to her (appendix 5). The theory of this thesis indicates that brand loyalty is an important asset in a 

brand's equity, and GRØD should therefore focus on the brand loyalty of their customers, e.g. by 

offering a customer loyalty program, e.g. offering the tenth meal for free. 

• Sales promotions and discounts: 

GRØD should use guerrilla marketing with sales promotions and discounts to turn the awareness of 

the customers into actions.  

 

Use of Social media 

Due to the technological factors, Internet advertising has overtaken newspaper advertising a long 

time ago. A significant feature of the growing Internet is the shift between the powers, as it has 

been taken away from the manufacturer and retailers and given to the customers. Consumers can 

now do all of their research on a product or a company online on their own, something that used to 

be very time consuming (Hooley et al., 2012). Especially the use of social media has exploded the 

last ten years. People from the UK are very digitally active, as number shows that more than 70 % 

of UK adults who go online now have a social media profile, up from 66 per cent in 2013. And 

Facebook’s digital audience in the UK is almost twice that of Twitter, LinkedIn and Google+ 

(Ofcom, 2017). The UK Communications Report 2017 notifies the importance of the ‘image apps’ 

by stating “Images have become a central way of communication and Snapchat is now used by 

more than 158 million people worldwide every day, and the rise of Instagram has paved the way for 

the creative on of a whole new celebrity: the ‘instafamous’” (Ofcom, 2017).  

 

GRØD needs to be very focused on its appearance on social media, to control the image GRØD 

wants to pursue. GRØD’s target market, women between 18-35 years, is among the consumers who 

spend most time on social media, next after teenagers. This is supported by the English consumer 

who says she uses social media apps a lot (appendix 6), and so does the Danish GRØD customer 

(appendix 5). When asked which kind of social media are the most popular apps in the UK, the 

English consumer answers “Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram, Twitter. Facebook and Snapchat are 

what I mostly flick between” (appendix 6). As the UK Communications Report 2017 (Ofcom, 2017) 

and the interview with the English consumer show that the social media apps “Instagram” and 
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“Snapchat” are popular apps in the UK, GRØD should target most of their (pull) marketing through 

those channels. 

Chapter 6 - Discussion 

Chapter 6 will discuss and evaluate the findings of the thesis in regards to reliability and validity. 

Furthermore, the theories and the scientific approach used in the thesis will be evaluated and 

discussed. To begin with, the findings of the thesis will briefly be presented to give an overview of 

the results. 

 

In the thesis we found that GRØD has strong brand equity, which in the end creates value for the 

customer. Furthermore, GRØD has a clear brand identity due to consistency in GRØD’s 

communication. Consumers use GRØD to extend themselves, which is part of GRØD’s great 

success. Going to GRØD makes customers feel part of a so-called “Copenhagen tribe”. All these 

factors give GRØD a competitive advantage, as GRØD provides valued uniqueness and 

differentiation to the customers. 

A culture analysis indicates that Britain is a suitable market for GRØD to expand to. The English 

target segment resembles the Danish target segment. Furthermore, the two segments share a micro 

culture. As such, the GRØD brand will most likely be successful in this specific target segment 

when transferred to the English market. However, a gap between consumer need and the offered 

GRØD products is identified. With minor health-related adjustments to the menu, GRØD will be 

more capable of satisfying the exact needs, wants and expectations of the target segment. Through a 

PEST-analysis, an understanding of the external environment in London is obtained. The factors 

discovered in the PEST-analysis, highlight opportunities and threats, which assisted in developing 

the marketing strategy for the English market. 

English consumers have positive associations related to Denmark, and GRØD should therefore 

leverage its country of origin when opening in London, especially in the first stage of the Product 

Life Cycle. 

 

The theories 
In the thesis, we have chosen the theories we have deemed the most important ones. As such, what 

we focus on is based on our pre-understanding. If other researchers were to carry out the same 

investigation, they might have chosen other theories. The fact that we, as researchers, are part of 

GRØD’s target segment (women between 18-35) introduces issues as well as advantages. We may 
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see areas where GRØD are to excel in competing for this specific segment. On the other hand, we 

may be blind to other areas and more objective researchers may have been a more optimal choice. 

 
The brand identity 
By using Aaker’s brand equity model (2002) and Kapferer’s brand identity prism (2004), the results 

of the questionnaire, the interview with the GRØD loyal customer, as well as our observations in 

GRØD restaurants, we uncovered the brand identity and brand equity of GRØD. Even though the 

models by Aaker and Kapferer are respectively 12 and 15 years old, the assets are still relevant and 

the models are universal; they are not limited for use in one culture or in a specific country. 

As most of the respondents of the questionnaire are part of GRØD’s target group (women between 

18-35 years), the results of the questionnaire must be considered reliable. We found that GRØD has 

a clear brand identity (figure 3), which we believe should and could be transferred to the same 

segment on the English market: quality-oriented, healthy women between 18-35 years old. 

However, this can be a challenging task and not all theory agrees that it is possible, due to cultural 

differences. Jennifer Aaker (1997) discusses the five dimensions of brand personality in her 

research. She argues that they are different across cultures and not so robust as a human personality 

because of differences in the antecedents (Aaker, 1997). Her research shows, that e.g. in Japan, 

individuals viewed a specific brand as “Peaceful”, and in Spain, other individuals viewed the same 

brand as “Passionate”. The task of transferring the brand identity of GRØD to the English market, 

will only be successful, if the antecedents of the consumer do not differ to a great extent, and the 

perception of the consumers are alike. Due to resembling cultures, we assume that the brand 

identity of GRØD can be transferred directly to the UK market and the perceptions of the brand 

personality will not differ. 

The quantitative method of the questionnaire is chosen to investigate the consumers’ perception of 

GRØD. But as perceptions are subjective rather than objective, a qualitative method of investigation 

could have been relevant. In a semi-structured interview, it would for example have been possible 

to ask the respondents to elaborate on their understanding of the word “quality”. In that manner, it 

could have been possible to reduce the influence of our own pre-understanding. 

 

The brand extension and tribes 

The findings of the thesis have shown that a significant contributor to GRØD’s great success is its 

clear brand identity and strong brand equity. Another significant contributor to GRØD’s success is 

that due to the valued uniqueness and differentiation that GRØD offers, GRØD consumers use 

GRØD to extend themselves. The observations, as well as the other data collected, show that 
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GRØD consumers are very similar; they look the same, dress the same and are part of a ‘tribe’ in 

Copenhagen. However, the reliability of the observations can be questioned, as we only spent six 

hours each observing the culture of GRØD consumers in GRØD restaurants. Therefore we cannot 

be sure of cause and effect and the causality of the results. 

The observations along with the interview with the GRØD consumer, suggest that a “Copenhagen 

tribe” exists, and going to GRØD restaurants contribute to being part of this tribe. It is therefore 

very critical for GRØD that they transfer the strong brand to London and as a consequence of the 

strong brand, the brand extension and tribe formation is created. Usually, tribe theory is about being 

part of the brand and wanting to symbolize the fact that you are a consumer of this brand. In the 

case of GRØD the tribe formation is quite different. This tribe has nothing to do with porridge or 

GRØD as such – it is about communicating that you are part of the segment who cares about 

quality, is trendy and that you are part of the “cool” people in Copenhagen. 

 

The key concern of postmodern consumer research is to know which tribe(s) to support in 

marketing terms. This approach places less emphasis on the product or service for a consumer, or 

indeed a segment of consumers. Instead the approach supports products and services that hold 

people together as a community of enthusiasts or devotees. This includes anything that strengthens 

community feeling or fosters a sense of tribal belonging and membership (Cova and Cova, 

2001:69).  It is therefore crucial that GRØD (and other brands expanding to a new market) is aware 

of the “tribe” that consumers may be part of, so they can focus and adapt their marketing to that 

specific tribe. For GRØD, the tribe has been disclosed as “quality-oriented people who are part of 

the trendy environment of Copenhagen” (figure 3). GRØD therefore needs to make sure that all of 

its marketing and branding addresses this tribe. The aforementioned tribe constitutes GRØD’s target 

segment, modern and self-assured women in the age of 18-35 who care about quality and health. As 

such, it can be argued that GRØD knows the tribe well and is able to choose appropriate marketing 

strategies to this particular tribe. 

 

However, it should be noted that other theory suggests that the idea of extension is not necessarily 

the same in all cultures. Aaker (1997) presents the idea that the symbolic use of brands differs 

considerably across cultures. For example, in individualist cultures, where independence, 

autonomy, and uniqueness are valued, consumers are more likely to use brands to express how they 

are different from members of their in-group. In contrast, in collectivist cultures, where 

interdependence, conformity, and similarity are valued, consumers are more likely to use brands to 
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express how they are similar to members of their in-group. Such research demonstrates that the 

symbolic or self-expressive use of brands is robust across cultures, while the nature of that self-

expression differs significantly (Aaker, 1997). In this thesis, we argue that the consumers in London 

will use the brand of GRØD to extend themselves the same way as consumers in Copenhagen do. If 

Aaker’s (1997) research findings hold true, both consumer groups, the Danish consumers and the 

English consumers, are likely to use the symbolic of brands the same way, as they are both part of 

individualist societies. GRØD can therefore expect the two target segments to use brands the same 

way.   

 

The cultural differences 

When examining cultural differences, Hofstede’s Six Dimensions of Culture (1984) is very 

commonly used. However, Hofstede compares national cultures without recognizing the fact that 

human beings may be influenced by several cultures. When bringing a product to market, 

segmentation is crucial. If a company tries to be everything to everyone, it will probably end up 

being nothing to no one. As it is impossible to be everything to everyone, we need to recognize that 

consumers are influenced by much more than their national culture. Through the usage of a 

concentrated marketing strategy, GRØD will focus on a suitable target segment only. 

However, Hofstede’s theory constitutes a basis for comparison when examining national culture, 

yet it needs to be stressed that differences exist within a nation. In order to understand the culture of 

GRØD’s target segment, we chose to combine Hofstede’s theory (1984) with Gullestrup’s theory 

(2002). Gullestrup operates with the concept of macro cultures containing various layers. Through 

the usage of both theories, we have obtained a more nuanced understanding of GRØD’s target 

segment, as we acknowledge that the consumers are influenced by their national culture as well as 

by various micro cultures. 

 

The competitors 

The analysis of the new market holds that a competitor quite similar to GRØD, 26 Grains, is present 

on the new market. 26 Grains uses the same differentiation strategy and tries to pursue a similar 

image as GRØD. It may therefore be challenging for GRØD to compete on the market, as GRØD 

can no longer make use of a Blue Ocean strategy. It can be discussed that if the target market of 26 

Grains is the same, as the target market of GRØD, perhaps GRØD should evaluate the entrance on 

the English market. However, we argue in the thesis that if GRØD transfers its strong brand, and 
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differentiates using the COO strategies as recommended, GRØD will maintain a sustainable 

competitive advantage. 

 
The choice of paradigms 

The choice of paradigms has consequences for the results and the final research findings of the 

thesis. Our pre-understanding is a continuous issue affecting the investigation, also when 

interpreting our results. However, through triangulation we obtain nuanced findings. The 

combination of qualitative and quantitative methods ensures a more objective understanding of 

GRØD on the Danish market. For example, the questionnaire contains non-interpretive questions, 

which are not influenced by our pre-understanding. 

It needs to be stressed that our pre-understanding is not necessarily a negative concept. Without our 

pre-understanding, we would not be able to ask questions. However, it is crucial that we are aware 

of our pre-understanding and know that it influences our findings. 

Even though we seek to set our pre-understanding aside, it will to some extent influence our 

understanding of the phenomena we investigate. The thesis is based foremost on the paradigm of 

hermeneutics. Consequently, our pre-understanding does have an impact. However, it is neither 

possible nor wanted to discard the pre-understanding completely. By being aware of the issue, we 

minimize the influence on our thesis findings. 

 

In relation to the validity of the conducted questionnaire, our pre-understanding must be considered 

too as it influences the formulation of the questions. From the beginning, we have had a pre-

understanding of GRØD and this influences the questionnaire questions. To increase the validity of 

the investigation, secondary sources in the form of articles were examined. Furthermore, we 

interviewed a UK-expert and had informal conversations with our network. All these precautions 

were conducted to challenge our pre-understanding of GRØD. 

On that note, direct communication between GRØD and us would have been preferred in order to 

increase our pre-understanding of the business. Unfortunately, GRØD was not interested in 

participating in the investigation, which is why secondary sources were examined instead. We 

cannot neglect the fact that the terminology of GRØD descriptions in the questionnaire results is 

influenced by us. In order to minimize the influence, it might have been beneficial to conduct semi-

structured interviews with consumers before composing the questions. Afterwards, the 

questionnaire could have been used to quantify the qualitative collected findings. 

In the conducted semi-structured interviews our pre-understanding is present too and we can never 

be completely sure whether we understand the respondents accurately. This becomes even more 
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significant in the interview with the English consumer, as she is embedded in another culture than 

us. Our standpoints for understanding differs and we can never be completely sure that we obtain a 

precise understanding of each other. More semi-structured interviews with English consumers 

would have given us a better chance of understanding. 

 

The empirical evidence 

The aim of the thesis was to determine which marketing strategies GRØD should apply to attract 

the English consumers when expanding to London. Culture affects consumer behavior, and a 

comprehensive investigation of the English culture was deemed crucial in order to develop a 

strategic marketing plan to GRØD. The conducted strategic marketing plan presents the initiatives 

GRØD should implement in order to successfully penetrate the English market. However, the 

majority of the research was conducted on the Danish market in regards to the Danish consumers. 

As such, it can be argued that the thesis does not contain enough empirical evidence with respect to 

English consumers. The research on the English market is quite limited and the findings are based 

on one qualitative semi-structured interview with an English consumer, one semi-structured 

interview with a UK-expert and secondary sources, such as the VisitDenmark analysis regarding 

English associations related to Denmark. 

 

In order to increase the validity of the results, more English respondents could have been involved 

in the investigation. For example, it would have been beneficial to conduct a focus group gathering 

English consumers in the target segment to talk about food preferences, favorite neighborhoods, 

price sensitivity, perception of the new brand name/logo, etc. A questionnaire distributed to English 

consumers only could have increased validity as well. Furthermore, more semi-structured 

interviews with English consumers could have been conducted. The strategic marketing plan to 

GRØD is based on COO and the English people’s associations related to Denmark. As the COO 

theory is predominant, a greater insight in the English’ associations and perceptions would have 

been preferred and more interviews may have provided this. 

 

Originally, it was intended that more English consumers should have been involved in the 

investigation. Unfortunately, it proved more difficult than anticipated to reach English consumers 

willing to participate in the investigation and it was decided to continue the research with the 

collected empirical evidence on the English consumers. In the thesis, the inductive method is 

applied as the results are based on collected empirical evidence. The question about validity needs 
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to be stressed. Are we in a position to make generalizations when only very limited empirical 

evidence has been collected? It can be argued that having only one interview with a English 

consumer makes us unable to make generalizations about the English in general. Nevertheless, the 

theory section of the thesis supports the findings. Furthermore, the research methods are well 

considered and deemed appropriate. However, more empirical evidence would have increased the 

validity of the findings. 

The limited empirical evidence on English consumers does have an impact on the findings of the 

thesis. When performing a quality assurance on the findings, we need to be equitable and conclude 

that we are in no position to hand over an adequate, complete strategic marketing plan to GRØD. 

However, it needs to be stressed that we do support the thesis findings, but we have to consider 

them as preliminary research on the English market. Before any expansion of GRØD, more 

research should be conducted, and as such the findings of the thesis could be the foundation for 

further research.  

Chapter 7 - Conclusion and further implications 

The following chapter will answer the problem statement and research questions of the thesis 

presented in chapter 1, and thereby conclude on the findings of the thesis. Moreover, it provides the 

reader with suggestions for further implications.        

 

The main purpose of the thesis was to develop a strategic marketing plan to GRØD, ensuring the 

business a successful expansion to the English market. By gathering empirical data, such as 

questionnaire results, observations, semi-structured interviews, selected theory and secondary data, 

we can now answer the problem statement of the thesis: 

How should GRØD adapt their marketing strategy to the English consumer culture? 

 

Based on questionnaire results and the interview of the thesis, it has been concluded that GRØD has 

very strong brand equity (the sum of brand awareness, positive brand associations, great perceived 

quality and brand loyalty). The strong brand equity creates value for the business and its customers 

and provides them with a reason-to-buy. Furthermore, using the results from the questionnaire, 

observations and the interview, the brand identity of GRØD is uncovered and an Identity Prism is 

compiled on GRØD. The Identity Prism on GRØD displays how GRØD has created a clear brand 

identity using consistent communication. The aspect of “self-image” proves to be an important 

aspect for GRØD customers. In the thesis, the theory on self-extension explains how strong brands 
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might lead to the use of the brand to extend one self, and how young people are more likely to use 

brands for extension. The empirical data collected indicate that GRØD may be subject to extension 

and tribe formation, and answer why GRØD has become so successful on the Danish market. 

Consequently, GRØD has created a competitive advantage, by providing valued uniqueness and 

differentiation. 

In continuation of the popularity, a natural progression for GRØD is to investigate a new market. 

Through a culture analysis, the English culture has been characterized as accepting, flexible and 

open. Additionally, Hofstede’s dimensions indicate that the English culture and the Danish culture 

have certain similarities. Empirical evidence supports these findings, and due to the aforementioned 

reasons, England is deemed a suitable market for GRØD to expand to. According to Gullestrup, 

people are influenced by much more than national culture, as they are part of several other cultures 

too. If a company tries to be everything to everyone without recognizing that consumer behavior is 

influenced by more than national culture, the company will probably end up being nothing to no 

one. When bringing a product to market, segmentation is crucial. GRØD needs a clearly defined 

target segment when expanding to London and as such a concentrated marketing strategy was 

suggested. On the Danish market, GRØD’s target segment is modern and self-assured women in the 

age of 18-35 who cares about quality and health. The two macro cultures, the Danish culture and 

the English culture, have certain similarities, therefore it was assumed that the target segments 

resemble each other as well. As such, the GRØD brand will most likely be successful in this 

specific target segment when transferred to the English market.  

 

Unfortunately, a gap between consumer need and the offered GRØD products was identified. 

Alignment between consumer need and the offered product is essential, and as such, minor health-

related adjustments to the menu was deemed necessary in order to satisfy the exact needs, wants 

and expectations of the target segment. 

GRØD is a successful and compelling business in the Danish gastronomy, and the success is very 

much due to the strong brand, which has been created on the Danish market. However, when 

expanding to London, the brand is completely unknown. In order to attract consumer attention, 

GRØD must use COO-strategies in the marketing, especially in the first stage of the Product Life 

Cycle, when no current brand knowledge exists. The empirical evidence indicated that English 

consumers have positive associations related to Denmark. For many, the purchase of food is a low-

involvement decision, and many consumers will consequently be persuaded through the peripheral 

route and use heuristics. The positive associations related to Denmark may as such have a favorable 
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effect on consumer attitudes towards GRØD. When penetrating the English market, GRØD should 

capitalize on being a Danish brand using COO-strategies. As a consequence, GRØD will be 

differentiated from competitors and able to offer the English consumers added brand value in 

addition to the meal. 

 

To answer the problem statement of the thesis and adapt the strong brand of GRØD to a new market 

most effectively, we recommend GRØD to employ five strategies. Firstly, GRØD should make use 

of a concentrated marketing strategy to reach their target market. Secondly, due to the English 

people’s positive associations of Denmark, GRØD should capitalize on the concept of “Nordic” and 

use country-of-origin marketing strategies. These strategies include embedding typical COO words 

in the company name, using quality and origin-labels, and using COO language. Thirdly, our 

findings show that quality is an extremely important brand asset of GRØD. GRØD should therefore 

use the perceived value pricing strategy, when pricing GRØD products on the new market. 

Fourthly, as for GRØD’s communication strategy, GRØD should use push marketing to begin with, 

to create awareness of the brand on the new market. When the awareness of the consumers has been 

obtained, GRØD should use pull marketing. At least, GRØD should focus on customer relationship 

management, such as introducing a customer loyalty program, and use guerrilla marketing with 

sales promotions and discounts to turn the awareness of the consumers into actions. The social 

media strategy of GRØD should be focused on “image applications” such as Instagram and 

Snapchat, as they were found to be the most popular for the English target segment. 

In conclusion, the employment of these five strategies should ensure that GRØD will transfer the 

strong brand to the new market and reach their target segment on the English market most 

effectively. 

 

The thesis findings are based on a rather limited amount of empirical evidence and the validity 

needs to be considered. Consequently, when performing a quality assurance on the findings, we 

must conclude that we are not ready to hand over a conclusive strategic marketing plan to GRØD. 

As such, the findings should only be considered as preliminary research on the English market. 

However, in the thesis it has been proved that GRØD is an extremely strong Danish brand, much 

likely to be adapted successfully to the English market with a favorable outcome. 
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7.1 Further implications 

GRØD has a significant turnover on the Danish market, many loyal customers and great aspirations 

for the future. More research should be conducted, as GRØD is a prime candidate for global 

expansion. The brand seems to have found a niche market, which truly appreciates the offered 

products. Lasse Andersen’s long-term ambition is to create a brand applicable around the world. 

Obviously, GRØD should not try to conquer the world all at once, but start with the markets close 

to home. 

The thesis has interesting and useful findings in regards to the English market, however the applied 

approaches are applicable in any given market. As GRØD offers many different types of porridges, 

such as Italian risotto, Indian daal porridge and porridges based on chia seeds from South America, 

one could easily imagine GRØD in other global markets addressing the same target segment.  

 

The thesis has concluded that GRØD has an extremely strong brand on the Danish market, and that 

the English market is suitable for expansion. Global expansion requires a thorough investigation of 

the new marketplace, which may be a long and exacting process. In the thesis, one of the 

challenging issues was to obtain in-depth information about the new market. What the thesis does 

not consider is the possibility of a merger or joint venture with a local business partner. As such, 

future research may concentrate on the possibility for GRØD to engage in joint enterprises on a 

global level. A collaborative partner could provide GRØD with in-depth knowledge about a new 

global market, making an expansion less demanding and even more likely to be a success. 

 

In conclusion, we believe that the thesis provides valuable insights for businesses on how to adapt 

their marketing and brand taking the target culture into consideration. Nevertheless, we do 

acknowledge that further research on the topic is relevant in order to get more in-depth knowledge 

on global consumer cultures, which will strengthen the thesis findings further.   
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: The Product Life Cycle  
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Appendix 2: Elaboration Likelihood Model  
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Appendix 3: The results of the questionnaire  
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Appendix 4: Interview with UK-expert 

Interview with Charlotte Werther, Associate Professor in British Identities and British Business and 

Politics at Copenhagen Business School. 

 
I: Kender du til GRØD restauranten? 
R: Nej, eller jeg har læst om det, tror jeg. Hvor er det den ligger henne af? 
I: Der ligger alligevel fem stykker, den tætteste er ved Frederiksberg centret på Falkoner Allé. 
R: Okay, den har jeg så ikke lige noteret mig, nej. 
I: Nej det er ret sjovt, der er ret mange der ikke tænker over dem i gadebilledet. 
R: Er de startet på Nørrebro eller sådan noget? 
I: Ja, Jægersborggade, der ligger sådan hovedbutikken. 
R: Ja, det tænkte jeg nok. 
I: Så ligger de på Østerbro nu, og i Torvehallerne. 
R: Er det knyttet til Relæ? 
I: Nej, det er en selvstændig butik. 
R: Jeg har godt læst om det. 
I: Ja, det går i hvert fald super godt for dem. (mere snak om GRØDs placering og historie) 
I: Ved du om der er nogle sådan grød restauranter, altså restauranter der specialiserer sig i grød, i 
London? 
R: Nej, jeg ved det faktisk ikke helt. Jeg har ikke det helt store billede af, hvordan butiks- og 
restaurant billedet ser ud lige nu. Men det kan man jo finde ud af. 
I: Vi er faktisk stødt på noget. Den hedder noget med Grains, den har grød og kører også på det her 
nordiske stil og tema, så det vil være en direkte konkurrent til GRØD i hvert fald. 
R: Altså i gamle dage, var der jo rigtig meget Cranks. Det ved jeg ikke engang om de eksisterer 
mere. Men det er altså ikke fordi, at Storbritannien eller London ikke har haft sådan en økologisk og 
mere vegetar og anderledes mad tendens, for det har man. Og der lå sådan nogle informationscentre 
om organic og ”save the earth” og hvad ved jeg, nede omkring de der kvarterer der ligger nede ved 
Covent Garden og sådan noget i den stil i sin tid. Jeg ved ikke om de findes endnu, men hele det der 
greenpeace og hele det der, altså nu ved jeg godt, at det ikke er dét, men det er er jo, og er en lang 
tradition for i en britisk sammenhæng. 
I: Det er et lidt bredt spørgsmål, men hvad er det Londonere sådan normalt spiser til morgenmad og 
frokost? 
R: Altså aner det ikke. London er jo en større by end hele Danmark, rent befolkningsmæssigt, så der 
er jo kvarterer, altså. Så det kommer jo an på, hvor det er man vil skrive sig ind i. Hvad er det for et 
segment, og ligger de steder. Gør de det her, i boligkvarterer, ligger de steder hvor folk tager det 
som et alternativ til morgenmaden, men så er vi ude i noget mere hipster-agtigt. Men jeg kan 
sagtens forestille mig, at der er mange der har sådan en kosmopolitisk livsstil, med at tage et eller 
andet, on the go. 
I: Ja den er lidt bred, men vi snakkede om, om der kommer mange ind til London, og skal have 
noget mad on the go. 
R:  Ja, der er massere af commuters. 
I: Som så spiser morgenmad on the go? 
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R: Ja. Men det kan man jo gøre en pointe ud af. Hvor ligger de sig herhjemme hvad for nogle typer 
kunder er det. Og hvis man gør det i London, hvor kunne man så forestille sig, at de tilsvarende er. 
Altså det kræver, jo i virkeligheden, at man har en fornemmelse af, hvad for nogle kvarterer i 
London, hvilke er boligkvarterer, hvilke er high eller up-market boligkvarterer. Hvad for nogle er 
nogle helt andre kvarterer. Altså det er jo en enorm multikulturel by. Ude i Østlondon er det jo, det 
gamle Cockney, det er jo virkelig etnisk blandet. 
I: Vi har fundet ud af, at hoved segmentet er de her unge kvalitetsbevidste piger mellem 18 og 35 – 
siger GRØD selv. 
R:  Men den er jo bred, det kan være mange. Dem er der jo givetvis nogle stykker af i London. Men 
spørgsmål er hvor, hvordan og hvorledes. Men det kan man jo finde ud af. 
I: Kender du nogen speciel madtrend der hitter lige nu i London? 
R:  De har altid haft en stor diversitet, både i kraft af etniske restauranter og så har der jo været alle 
de der tendenser. Så har der været Jamie Oliver, osv. og nogle af alle de restauranter. Der er jo ikke 
bare i London, jeg ved ikke om I nogensinde har set River Cottage, på TV2 med Hugh Fearnley-
Whittingstall. Han har et sted hvor de både dyrker grøntsager, men har lavet monster mange tv 
programmer, med vegetarmad, behandling af kyllinger. Og de har kørt i årevis. Hans river cottage 
ligger ude sydvest på i et county. 
I: Men vegetarisk og organisk mad – er det stort i London? 
R:  Ja, det tror jeg er én stor tendens. Så det er der massere af. Der er også whole meal, tror jeg, 
Masser af fuldkorns. Så på den måde er der. Det er jeg helt sikker på, at der er. Men det er ikke 
noget jeg ved noget om, i detaljer.  Der laves noget der hedder British social attitudes, jeg ved ikke 
om de lige præcis har noget med mad, men de laver alle mulige forskellige rapporter. Hvor de laver 
surveys og undersøgelse og holdninger, værdier og normer og sådan noget. 
I: Ja, der var en om food som vi allerede har kigget på. 
I: Jeg synes meget, at jeg støder på, det her om at London er meget unik i forhold til resten af 
England? Er det bare fordi det er så kæmpe stor en by, eller hvordan kan det være? 
R:  Ja, det er fordi den er så stor. Formelt set hører den jo til i England, hvis man skal lave den her 
opdeling. Så er der jo de fire nationer, England, Skotland, Wales og Nordirland. London er jo så 
principielt set, både hovedstad i England og hovedstad i Storbritannien eller det forenede 
herredømme. Og er jo så stor, så multikulturel, så anderledes. Den er jo ikke så typisk engelsk. Så 
hvis du tager England udenfor London, så er det jo ligesom noget andet. Både Glasgow og 
Edinburgh er jo mere skotske - ligesom resten af Skotland, end London er engelsk, ligesom resten 
af England.  Så det er jo en global by af en helt anden karat. Så den kan ikke på den måde 
sammenlignes med København, fordi den er så stor, altså vi snakker New York. Som jo heller ikke 
en by som repræsenterer USA, det må vi jo sige, at vi har set. Det er jo ikke en refleksion af en 
amerikansk virkeligheden ude i midt vesten altså det her er en by som jo i sig selv kunne være et 
land, kan man sige. Det er et spørgsmål og størrelse og alt muligt forskelligt. Selv inde for det 
(London) er der jo kvarterer som er helt anderledes end de er i London, nogen gange tror jeg ikke 
de folk derfra overhovedet kommer ind til London by. 
I: Vi tænkte lidt på hvordan englændere ser på danskerne? Er der noget specielt dér, tænker du? 
R: Du kan ikke sige alt for meget om hvordan alle englændere ser på danskerne. Nogen vil vide 
meget om Danmark og nogle vil være lidt vage. Men, man kan sige, Danmark er i en eller anden 
forstand blevet sat på verdenskortet de sidste par år, i kraft af at de har set Borgen, de har set 
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Forbrydelsen, de har set 1864, de har set Broen, som de har lavet en remake af med tunnelen, med 
Frankrig og Storbritannien, osv. osv. Så man kan sige, at der har været en fascination og sådan 
noget med ”nordic cool”, ”new nordic”, og i den forstand kan man sige, at for nogle, velorienterede 
folk, der ser den slags ting og følger med i den slags ting, at der er en bølge, med det nordiske. Der 
tog ham Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall nogle postkort-agtige ture, til Norge, Sverige og Danmark, 
det handlede om mad, fordi han er kok, og han er interesseret og entreprenør, og har sin restaurant 
og alle de her ting. Så der er denne her kobling og fascination, hos nogen, af nordiske og inklusiv 
food, så Noma har slet ikke levet forgæves. 
I: Og hvad med det her ”hygge” begreb? Det er måske lidt med i den tråd med nordisk mad? 
R: Ja altså, bibliotekerne har nogle bøger, skrevet af nogle herboende briter, som hedder ”How to be 
Danish” og en anden om Danmark.  Og en af dem handler bl.a. om, at de tager rundt og snakker 
med nogle forskellige, bl.a. Claus Meyer, og hvad ved jeg. Så man kan sige at det er blevet skrevet 
om. Hvor meget de hitter ved jeg så ikke lige. Det er muligt, at der er en diskussion i nogle oplyste 
aviser. Nogle af de mere seriøse, kunne der sagtens være temanumre om den slags ting. 
I: Så er det spørgsmålet om det så bare er trenden eller – 
R: Ja, det er svært at sige, om det er noget der kan bygges videre på, hvis man skal investere en 
større mængde, men den er der. Den fascination. Men igen, i et bestemt segment. I falder i en fælde, 
hvis I fabler om englænderne. Selv hvis I fabler om Londonere, falder I i en fælde. Vi taler om 7 
mio. af dem. I bliver nødt til at tænke i en ganske bestemt segment, som kunne tænkes at ligne det 
segment i Danmark og livsstil, som dyrker det her. Fordi ellers så giver det ikke mening. 
I: Så du mener vi skal målrette mere? 
R: Ja, det er under alle omstændigheder ikke gearet til et marked på 7 mio. så det er noget andet. 
Men det betyder ikke, at man ikke skal skrive sig ind i, eller prøve at tænke i, at der en forestilling 
om noget nordisk. Som har været fascinerende inden for de sidste ti år, agtigt, for forbrydelsen kom, 
og det samme med Borgen, det er efterhånden nogle år siden. 
I: Ja, og måske også nogle af krimierne? 
R: Ja, de svenske, men de har jo lavet Wallander med Kenneth Branagh og det foregår i Ystad. Men 
den er der - 
I: Der en vis interesse? 
R: Ja, det er der i hvert fald. 
I: Har du nogen idé om hvordan det her måltid – grød – bliver opfattet i England? Har de en eller 
anden historie for at spise det? 
R: I Scotland, ikke i England. Der er havregrød – porridge – en del af det. Jeg er ikke sikker på, at 
der er de samme fx frugtgrøds traditioner som  i Danmark, altså sådan noget rød grød med fløde, 
som jeg heller ikke ved, hvor mange danskere spiser mere, men jeg formoder at det her grød I taler 
om, er andre typer grød. Men der er sådan en forestilling om at i Skotland er der klart en havregrøds 
tradition. Men i resten af Storbritannien ved jeg ikke – der er det jo mere ja bacon  and eggs osv. 
Den traditionelle morgenmad, men nok ikke til daglig. Den er typisk noget de tilbyder på hoteller 
som én mulighed. Og så er der “continental” som er den mere skrabede model. 
I: Det er sjovt, ham Lasse Andersen, som har lavet GRØD gør meget ud af at fortælle, at han har 
boet i London, og siger at englænderne kun har denne her opfattelse af grød som porridge – det er 
havregrød, hvor vi som danskere tænker både øllebrød og ris a la mande. Vores opfattelse af 
begrebet er meget større end hvad en englænder ville have. 
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R: Det er så også rigtigt. Porridge betyder simpelthen havregrød, så hvis du slår det op, formoder 
jeg, ville definition ville være, at det er made of oatmeal. (Slår op i ordbog). ”Hot food made from 
oatmeal and milk or water often eaten at breakfast”. Så det er simpelthen definitionen. Porridge er 
det. Og det er klart, at der har vi haft en bredere historisk mad, i Danmark, det man har spist. Der 
har der jo været alle mulige grødtyper som har indgået, fordi det har været billigt, ikke særlig 
næringsrigt, noget af det, øllebrød er måske ikke det værste. Men vandgrød, suppegrød, alle mulige 
forskellige, der er lavet på meltyper og ellers bare vand. Ikke meget protein i det. 
I: Ja, det har jo ikke været særlig populært herhjemme. Lasse taler også om ”grød traumet”, kalder 
han det. Fordi det var sådan noget man spiste, når man ikke rigtig havde så mange midler. 
R: Jeg tror ikke, at det har været på samme måde. Der har været noget andet i den sammenhæng i 
en fattig britisk sammenhæng, der tror jeg egentlig ikke, at det har været grød på det tidspunkt, men 
det skal jeg ikke gøre mig klog på. Men der var et måltid dengang kaldet ”tea” som var aftensmaden 
i mere fattig lower class miljøer. Det har mere været madder, om jeg så må sige. Noget brød med 
noget på, hvis der var det. Og så noget meget stærk te. Jeg tror ikke, at det har været grød. Hvor det 
godt herhjemme kunne været sådan et måltid, man lige kunne skrabe sammen til, med vand og et 
eller andet. 
I: Apropos det, kender du det begreb ”doing porridge”?  Den talemåde? Det betyder, at man er i 
fængsel.   
R:  Nææ. Eller nåå okay, ja, det kan da godt være. 
I: Der var en tv serie der hed det. Det er mere, hvis det er dét som de tænker, når de hører ordet 
”porridge”. Altså associerer det med noget fængselsmad, så er det en lidt uheldig opfattelse af grød. 
R: Problemet er lidt, at det ikke kan nytte noget at kalde det porridge, det ved jeg ikke, om han 
havde forestillet sig? 
I: Nej, det havde vi da helt klart tænkt os at rådgive om, at det skal han ikke gøre. Hvis de kun 
tænker havregrød, når de hører porridge, for så holder det jo ikke. 
R: (Slår op i ordbog) Ja, det står her ”to do porridge means serving time in prison”. Øh, men altså, 
der er også andre af de der udtryk som vi har. ”Not to earn salt for one’s porridge” det betyder, at 
man ikke tjener ret meget. Og det er jo det samme, som det vi bruger, med ikke at have salt til et 
æg. Det med ikke at have nok. Men det kan også betyde at man ikke gider, altså man er en waster 
og ikke gider tjene penge til salt til ens grød. 
I: Det er lidt sjovt at det er møntet på den grød der. I den talemåde. 
R: Ja, man kan også ”keep or save your breath to cool your porridge”, og det er for at sige, klap i, 
jeg gider ikke høre på hvad du har at sige. Klap i og brug luften på at puste på grøden. 
I: Så man kan måske godt snakke om, at der er en negativ diskurs omkring porridge? 
R: Ja, det kan man godt sige, eller altså at det indgår i sådan nogle slang. Og det der med 
”everything taste of porridge”. 
I: Ja, der er da virkelig mange forskellige så. 
R:  Ja, men jeg kendte ikke den med ”to do porridge”. Men det viser jo noget om, at man tænker i, 
at selvfølgelig er de historiske madtraditioner forskellige og dermed har de indgået på forskellig vis 
i forskellige kulturer på godt og ondt. Og i Danmark kan man sige, at det så er det der traume, som 
han snakker om, fordi det har været associeret med at være fattig og ikke kunne servere andet en 
vandgrød. Så det skal man jo have gjort anderledes, men hvordan man gør det, det ved jeg ikke lige. 
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I: Er England stadig meget klasseopdelt? Eller er der begyndt at være mere udviskede grænser, eller 
hvad man kan sige? Jeg synes det er svært at få et endeligt svar, men det er måske fordi at der ikke 
er noget? 
R: Det kan I læse om i Rose and Crown (snakker om kapitler i bogen). Men ja, det er England 
stadigvæk (klasse opdelt) men på andre måder. Men det er en lang historie. Men jeg ved ikke, om 
det er noget I kan bruge til ret meget. Hvis I skal have fat i et meget mindre segment i London, de 
unge lidt smarte, som arbejder på kontorer i indre by. Så jeg ved ikke hvor meget redegørelse for 
britiske klasse strukturer er nødvendigt. 
I: Men ja, vi skal passe på ikke at skære alle over en kam, men ift. London, tænker vi, om det er 
middelklasserne eller hvem er det vi skal gå efter. 
R: Ja, men også hvad for nogle områder, i London. 
I: Vi har snakket meget om multikulturalisme, fordi vi tænker at der kan være et marked, for det her 
nordiske, når nu det i forvejen er så multikulturelt. Kan man sige noget om, hvad der ligger til 
baggrund for hele denne her multikulturalisme? 
R: Hvad tænker I? 
I: Ja men hvorfor det så stort med denne her multikulturalisme? Man snakker altid om London som 
et multikulturelt samfund. 
R: Det hele handler grundlæggende om en betydelig indvandring efter 1948, specielt fra de tidligere 
kolonier, og mange af dem er søgt til byerne, også nogle af de nordlige byer, Manchester og 
Bradford. Og Birmingham i Midlands som man hører om pga. det som skete i London i sidste uge. 
Så det betyder jo, at den britiske  befolkning, hvis man kigger på en befolkningsoversigt, at så 
udgør vel efterhånden andre etniske grupper noget der ligner 9-10% mindst. Derudover er London 
en stor international  by, i betydning af at der er rigtig mange med andre nationaliteter som bor og 
arbejder der i øjeblikket er lidt bange for deres position, fordi Storbritannien har valgt Brexit. Så det 
er jo historisk betinget, kan man sige, og så afspejler det, at det er den globale magnet. Det er den 
slags by i en helt anden kategori og størrelsesorden og med alt hvad det byder på. Vi er i en helt 
anden liga, det er sådan nogle globale byer, som nærmest overskygger det land de er baseret i. Og 
så er det nogle af dem der er decideret bystater som fx Singapore. Man kan sagtens finde noget om 
befolkningssammensætningen i Storbritannien, og generelt og i London specifikt, hvor mange der 
oprindelig er pakistansk, hvor mange fra Bangladesh, fra Indien, men i øjeblikket også europæer, 
store polske grupper, og i det hele taget østeuropæere. Det har også været noget af den 
kontroversielle diskussion, i forbindelse med Brexit, og det parti der hedder Ukip, altså det med at 
prøve at sige stop for immigrationen og indvandringen. Så ja, London er jo, af de grunde en meget 
multikulturel by. 
I: Hvad så med den etniske – Londoner – hedder det en Londoner? 
R: Ja, det kan man godt sige. 
I: Er de sådan positive overfor denne her multikulturalisme? 
R: Det kan man altså ikke sige noget om. Men igen, det kan I nok finde surveys om. Men det vil 
igen skifte fra kvarter til kvarter. Der er kvarterer hvor du aldrig vil se nogle bestemte etniske 
grupper. Og det med hvem der er de etniske londoner – er det dem der har boet der  i generationer 
eller hvad. Cockneyerne som jo var dem der boede ude i Østlondon, den traditionelle Londoner, de 
er jo nærmest helt ude. Og det betyder også at Cockney accenten stort set er væk. Så det kan man 
ikke sige på den måde. Men man kan godt sige Londoner. 
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I: Hvordan hænger Brexit sammen med hele den her multikulturalisme? Altså for Brexit handler jo 
bl.a. om at lukke grænserne? 
R: Ja, nogen har synes at den østeuropæiske indvandring der kom var for meget. Boomet med 
østeuropæerne kom efter nogle udvidelser i EU. Den store udvidelse i 2004 hvor bl.a. Polen og 
andre østlige lande kom ind og Storbritannien åbnede op med det samme så det politiske marked 
kom til at fungere. Man havde ellers nogle overgangsordninger hvor man kan sige, vi tager det lige 
lidt gelende. Det gjorde man så, da der var en yderligere udvidelse med Rumænien og Bulgarien, i 
2007, men mange føler, at de oversvømmer og tager deres jobs. Nu er der polske håndværkere 
overalt og osv. Og jobbene forsvinder. Og det har store relationer til den store 
globaliseringsdiskussion. Med både Trump og Brexit. Altså at der nogle der føler sig pressede af, at 
jobbene forsvinder og virksomhederne flytter nogle andre steder hen osv. Nogle af de der manual 
workers job, de forsvinder osv. Men omvendt, hvis I tolker på afstemningsresultatet til Brexit, så 
var London jo netop et af de steder der ikke stemte for Brexit. De stemte for stay. Det betyder 
selvfølgelig ikke, at der ikke er hundredvis, millioner der har stemt for Brexit, men omvendt er der 
en stor del, ligesom i Skotland, og ligesom i Nordirland der ikke gjorde det. Så resultatet var jo, i 
England og Wales, hvor der var flertal for Brexit , så var Skotland, London og Nordirland  hvor der 
var flertal for at blive. 
I: Men det bekræfter os vel egentlig i, at London er så unik, altså de kan godt være super 
multikulturelle, og resten af landet kan have en helt anden opfattelse. 
R: Ja. 
I: Jeg har kigget lidt på begreberne ”Melting pot” og ”Salad bowl” – hvordan ville man klassificere 
London? Ville det mere være en ”salad bowl” hvor de får lov til at have deres forskellige kulturer – 
kan man sige noget der? 
R: Altså det er jo begreber der meget bliver brugt i en amerikansk sammenhæng og der har været 
store diskussioner om multikulturalisme og alt det her. Det er en diskussion for sig. Man snakker 
hele tiden om Storbritannien og så er der London. Der er ligesom en opdeling. Og så er der jo, det 
ved jeg ikke om I har lagt mærke til, Londons seneste borgmester er jo muslimsk. Han blev valgt 
her sidste år da der var valg. Sadiq Khan. 
I: Har du nogen idé om, om det er problematisk, som dansk virksomhed, at komme ind på det 
engelske marked, pga. Brexit? 
R:  Det er ikke problematisk at komme ind som sådan, men der kan være alle mulige, afhængig af 
hvordan det kommer til at gå, hindringer med at personale skal være sådan osv. De mister jo det 
med det indre marked med den frie bevægelighed af services kapital og personer, og sådan. Men en 
detailvirksomhed af denne her type, det kan jeg ikke forestille mig. 
I: Ja, fordi aftalerne er ikke helt klar endnu? 
R: Ja. Der er jo først lige blevet skrevet under på denne her paragraf. Man kan vel altid købe 
ejendom og etablere sig, få et lokalt EAN, CVR nr. Men der kan være alle mulige hindringer, så det 
kræver rådgivning. Men det er helt klart ikke umuligt. 
I: Har man en kultur for at være innovativ i London? Er der en eller anden kreativ, innovativ – altså 
en kultur for entreprenørskab og startups? Det virker som om regeringen støtter meget op omkring 
startups og der hele tiden åbner nye, som også overlever på markedet. Kan industrialisering have 
noget med den kultur at gøre? 
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R: Det er klart, at det er den første industrination men om kausaliteten er der, det er svært at sige. 
Der var massere af diskussioner om det i 80erne under Margaret Thatcher hvor man diskuterede, 
hvordan man kunne få Storbritannien til at være mere entreprenør agtige i stedet for, at folk stillede 
sig hen i arbejdsløshedskøen, det er ligesom den konservative drøm. At være mere entreprenør 
agtige i stedet for, at folk forlod sig på staten, ”The nanny state” som hun kaldte det. Så man kan 
sige der var diskussioner om det på godt og ondt. 
I: Har du nogen idé om hvilke sociale medier de bruger? Er det de samme som herhjemme? 
R: Ja det er jeg sikker på, at det er. 
I: Det var de spørgsmål, som vi havde. Mange tak for din hjælp. 
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Appendix 5: Interview with a loyal GRØD customer.  

Interview with Amanda. 25-year-old student living in Copenhagen. 
 
I: Kan du fortælle mig lidt om hvem du er? 
R: Jeg er en pige på 26 år. Og bor på Nørrebro. Jeg studerer en kandidat på CBS og 
marketingsassistent i en virksomhed. 
I:Og hvor ofte spiser du på GRØD? 
R:Nu spiser jeg der ikke så meget i øjeblikket. Det er lidt sæsonpræget, det er mere en vinterspise. 
I: Men nu har de jo også morgengrød – er det ikke sådan lidt all year round? 
R: Jo, jeg har da også været forbi og få chiagrød. Men jeg er der ikke så meget i øjeblikket. Jeg 
kommer der måske en gang om måneden nu og tidligere var det oftere. 
I: Men det er primært en vinter ting at spise grød? 
R: Ja og så tror jeg også man skal have i mente, da det har været mens jeg lavede mit køkken. Der 
kunne man få mad der mætter, uden at koste en formue, og man ved bare, at de bruger gode råvarer. 
Og det er bedre end at købe en kebab på Nørrebrogade. 
I: Hvor mange har du i alt besøgt GRØD? Et slag på tasken? 
R: Måske på den gode side af tyve. Men den har jo også været der i mange år efterhånden. 
I: Hvordan vil ellers beskrive dig selv? Hvad har ud af interesser? 
R: Jeg går meget op i der hvor jeg bor. Boligindretning og hvad de seneste trends inden for bolig er. 
Så går jeg meget op i hvordan jeg har det. Jeg går meget i fitness, og det er vel både fordi det er en 
hobby og det er hyggeligt at gøre sammen med veninder. Og så går jeg meget op i mad. Jeg har 
sådan 30 kogebøger, men det er ikke så meget jeg bruger dem. 
I: Hvad er det for nogle slags kogebøger? Er det trends-præget mad eller gammeldags mad fx? 
R: Der er mange forskellige. Jeg kan godt lide hvis der er pæne billeder og sådan noget. Ofte er det 
hvis bloggere har lavet en kogebog, eller folk man kender, som fx Meyer, eller GRØD fx 
I: Har du GRØDs kogebog? 
R: Ja den har jeg også. 
I: Hvordan kan det være? 
R: Nu har jeg været så meget på GRØD og det blev lidt dyrt. Så hvis nu jeg købte den, kunne det jo 
være, at jeg kunne lave det derhjemme. Men det bliver bare ikke lige så godt. Og så er der nogle 
virkelig flotte billeder. 
I: Hvordan kan det være, at du gerne ville lave det derhjemme? Var det primært prisen der gjorde 
det? 
R: Ja. Helt sikkert. Og så ser det godt ud i kogebogshylden. Fordi den står lige når man kommer 
ind, og så har vi et åbent køkken, så man kan se alle kogebøgerne. Og så ser det bare godt ud, når 
der står nogle forskellige kogebøger. 
I: Er det for din egen skyld at det skal se godt ud? Dit køkken med kogebøgerne? 
R: Ja, jeg kan godt lide, at mit hjem ser godt ud. Det betyder meget for mig, at der er præsentabelt. 
Jeg kan huske på et tidspunkt, lige da jeg var flyttet ind, havde jeg en veninde på besøg, og så sagde 
hun ”Hold kæft, hvor er her Instagram-venligt”. 
I: Hvorfor er det egentlig at du vil lave grøden derhjemme også, og spise den så ofte? 
R: Altså, nu synes jeg ikke man skal definere det hele som grød. Alt det som GRØD kalder for 
grød, synes jeg ikke er grød, fx er der også risotto, og det kan man ikke kalde grød, synes jeg. 
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Men det sådan noget soulfood, det smager godt, og det er billigt at lave hjemme. Modsat på GRØD. 
Og hvis man tænker på morgenmad, er det primært fordi at det er nemt at lave, samtidig med at det 
smager godt. Det er sådan en common knowledge at det er sundt. Så det er forskellige faktorer , det 
både smager godt, og man ved at man holder sig mæt og det er godt for kroppen. 
I: Vil du betegne et måltid på GRØD som sundt? 
R: Det kommer an på hvad du spiser derinde. 
I: I hvilken anledning ville du gå på GRØD? 
R: Det kommer an på hvad jeg spiser på GRØD. Hvis det er morgenmad, ville jeg tage derhen med 
venner men nok stadig have en eller anden årsag, fordi det koster jo penge. Og du kan ikke lave 
noget, der er lige så godt, men du kan lave en havregrød derhjemme. 
I: Men det er ikke en anledning til at tage derhen, hvis noget skal fejres fx? 
R: Måske fejre at det er weekend, eller at der er lørdag. I stedet for, at tage ud at spise brunch fx og 
betale 130 kr. For det. Eller betale 60 kr. Eller 65 for en grød. Det mætter jo lige så meget og er 
hyggeligt. Jeg kommer mest på den på jægersborggade og der kan du sidde udenfor. Det er 
hyggeligt og der kommer mange turister og der er en god vibe. Så morgenmad er det mest for noget 
specielt og aften er det sådan lidt ligesom hvis man har haft travlt og så kan man tage ned og spise 
en grød i stedet for at købe en pizza fx jeg har det som om, at det måske ikke er meget sundt, men 
det er nogle bedre råvarer at putte i kroppen end at spise en pizza. 
I: Du har mest været på den på Jægersborggade? 
R: Ja. Så har jeg været nogle gange i torvehallerne og så er der jo lige åbnet en på Frederiksberg. 
Og en på Østerbro. Men der har jeg ikke været. 
I: Hvem tager du oftest på GRØD med? 
R: Min kæreste. Så det viser måske også det med, at det ikke behøver at være noget specielt der gør 
det. Det kan godt bare være fordi man skal have noget mad. 
I: Ved du noget om hvor mange i din nærmeste omgangskreds, der har været på GRØD? 
R: Jeg tror de fleste har været på GRØD. 
I: Hvordan ville du beskrive GRØD som brand? 
R: Simpelt, clean, gode råvarer, kvalitet, the Nordic feeling, det er grød, det er noget gammel der er 
genopfundet. Det tiltaler mig, at man kan gøre husmandskost til noget der er lækkert. Og det 
behøver ikke at være så fancy. Men man kan gøre noget lækkert, der er så simpelt. Når du er 
derinde og ser alle de ting de sælger, deres kort og det ser bare lækkert ud. Det ser bare så godt ud. 
I: Hvad mener du med at grøden bliver genopfundet? 
R: Jeg mener bare at grød er noget, hvor man tænker tilbage på ens barndom, hvor man sidste 
havregrød om morgenen. Det var noget kedeligt stads. Hvor så har det været ude af min verden i 
noget tid, fordi det ikke være noget jeg synes var interessant, og så har han (Lasse) gjort det hipt 
igen på en eller anden måde. Det smager nu af noget, 
I: Hvilke tre ord kommer til dig, når du tænker på restauranten GRØD? 
R: Kvalitet, økologisk -  jeg ved faktisk ikke om det er økologisk, men jeg får en følelse af, at det 
er. Lækkert, clean, god atmosfære. 
I: Forestil dig et måltid hos GRØD. Hvordan er det ud? Hvordan smager og dufter det? 
R: Det er Instagram-venligt. Det ser flot ud. Det dufter at sådan en citron olie de har. Som smager 
vanvittigt godt. Jeg forestiller mig bygotto med svampe, det er min yndlings. Og så med rosmarin 
på toppen, det dufter det også af. 
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I: Hvilke faktorer er vigtige for dig, når du skal bestille et måltid på en restaurant? 
R: At det lyder godt og som noget jeg har lyst til at spise. At der er god betjening, at folk er søde, at 
der er god atmosfære. Jeg er sindssygt picky med hvor jeg kommer, fordi jeg selv har været tjener. 
Det har faktisk været lidt en problem med GRØD nogle gange, at der har stået sådan nogle smarte 
piger i mavebluser og han spiller sådan noget hip hop. Jeg har hørt et interview, hvor dengang han 
vr ung taggede han graffiti og for at beholde den del af hans identitet, spiller han sådan noget 
musik.  Når du siger han, mener du? Lasse grundlæggeren. Nogle gange har der været lidt dårligt 
stemning, fordi de her piger har følt sig så cool, når de har arbejdet dernede. unge piger og været 
totalt smarte nede på Jægersborggade så nogle gange har det været lidt dårligt, men jeg synes det 
har ændret sig siden. Så god service. Jeg kommer ikke sted, jeg har fået dårlig service to gange. 
I: Men du er alligevel vendt tilbage på GRØD? 
R: Ja det er lidt sjov og det har jeg også snakket med min kæreste om. Det er sjovt vi bliver ved 
med at komme tilbage, selvom vi ofte siger, at det er dårlig service. Men det er bare god mad til 
prisen, i forhold til hvad man ellers kan få. Og man bliver mæt. 
I: Så service her er lidt mindre vigtig fordi maden overskygger? 
R: Ja. 
I: Hvordan vil du beskrive en sund livsstil? 
R: Sundhed er meget forskelligt. For mig er det noget med at huske på, at man ikke skal blive 
fanatisk. Men skal ikke snakke så meget om sundhed. Det handler om at spise nogle ting, der er 
gode for en, det handler om ikke at spise mega meget takeaway, ting fra dåse, e-stoffer, masser af 
sukker, og sådan. Spise med omhu. Tænke hvad din krop gerne vil have. Få noget motion. Have det 
godt. Du behøver ikke tage ud at løbe hele tiden, men have det godt, gå nogle ture, få bevæget dig. 
Det handler meget om velvære, jeg dyrker meget yoga fx det handler meget om at have det godt. 
Og så er der den side, der har en app der kan tælle kalorier. Men det er ikke sundhed for mig. 
Sundhed er at spise ordentlig mad, rigtig mad, ægte mad, kvalitetsmad og samtidig bevæge  dig nok 
til at du har det godt. Sove igennem og havde det socialt godt. Balance 
I: Vil du selv sige, at du lever en sund livsstil? 
R: Det ved jeg ikke. Vil man nogensinde selv sige det? Jeg tror jeg lever meget i balance. Jeg lever 
som jeg gerne vil, men man vil vel altid gerne være sundere og tabe et par ekstra kilo. Har du 
nogensinde mødt en der ikke vil det? 
I: Når du er på GRØD, tænker du over grød ingredienserne næringsindhold? 
R: Det er ikke noget jeg tænker over fordi jeg har en eller anden form for, at jeg stoler på, at det jeg 
får serveret er kvalitet. Det stoler jeg på. Så har ikke behov for at overveje. Men jeg går heller ikke 
på GRØD for at være mega sund. Så havde jeg taget en salat. Men det et sundere alternativ til pizza, 
så sundt ift. takeaway. 
I: Har du nogen idé om hvordan din opfattelse af kvalitet er opstået? 
R: Jeg tror bare det er fordi at det hele er så lækkert. Det der med at korn produkterne er pænt 
indpakket og det bliver serveret flot. De der nordiske kornsorter. Det ser autentisk ud og ægte. Og 
det får mig til at stole på, at det jeg spiser er rigtigt. Men det er i hvert fald følelsen af, at jeg stoler 
på, at det jeg får er godt. 
I: Hvorfor spiser du på GRØD? 
R: Fordi det er god mad til prisen. Der er også lidt dyrt nogle gange, men det kommer an på hvad 
man spiser, og hvornår man spiser der. 
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I: Hvad var det der var dyrt? 
R: Morgenmad er måske lidt overpris, men samtidig, hvis du tager ud med dine venner og køber en 
brunch, ville det jo blive samme pris eller endda dyrere. Så det kommer an på, hvad man helst vil 
have jo. 
I: Du siger det er autentisk og kvalitet, men stadig dyrt. Når det nu er kvalitet, er man så ikke villig 
til at betale lidt mere? 
R: Joo, det ved jeg ikke. Nu er jeg jo på SU, så det er svært at sige. Altså jeg ville også helt vildt 
gerne handle i Irma, men det har jeg heller ikke altid råd til. Og det er jo ikke fordi, at deres priser 
er for dyre, eller at det ikke passer med markedsprisen. Nu ved jeg ikke hvad markedsprisen er for 
grød, men jeg synes stadig at det er lidt dyrt, når jeg ved at jeg kan lave det, for under en ti’er 
derhjemme. Selvom at jeg godt ved, at det ikke bliver ligeså godt. Jeg tror måske, at det er fordi, at 
morgenmad betyder lidt mindre for en. 
I: Så det handler i høj grad også om økonomien? 
R: Ja, det gør det. 
I: Kan du prøve at beskrive nogle af de følelser som du får, når du spiser på GRØD? 
R: Det smager godt. Ofte er der god musik, og god stemning. Det har ændret sig, og pigerne er 
blevet mere søde, og de er begyndt at sætte ny musik på. Der kører ikke ligeså meget hiphop 
længere, som det har gjort. Og så er det hyggeligt at være der. De har lavet om jo, så jeg synes ikke, 
at det er helt så hyggeligt længere. De har gjort det større, så der er mere plads. 
Før, hver gang man kom, så var der kø helt ud på gaden, fordi det var så populært. Så skulle man 
lige overveje om man gad det. Nu bor vi på Nørrebro, og føler os sådan ret hjemme i det, så vi gad 
ikke stå i kø med alle turister på en eller anden måde. Og så går man bare videre til et andet sted. 
I: Har du indtryk af, at der kommer mange turister på GRØD? 
R: Sindssyg mange ja. Når vi er der, er der danskere, men det er primært folk der snakker engelsk. 
Alle typer mennesker. GRØD er jo noget dansk og det bliver lidt hypet med alt det her hygge, det er 
stort jo.. gastronomi i det hele taget er jo blevet meget trendy. Hvis man ser på trends i løbet af 
2017, så er mad så en af de vigtigste trends, og det tror jeg gælder for hele verden. Jeg kan ikke se, 
hvorfor det skulle være anerledes her. 
I: Hvad synes du om alle de turister, irriterer det dig at de er der? 
R: Jeg synes jo også det er hyggeligt, at der folk der ikke snakker dansk. Mens samtidig kan jeg 
godt lide følelsen af at være lokal. Vi går bare lige forbi nede på GRØD, for det gør vi jo ofte. Og 
det er svært når der er rigtig mange mennesker. 
I: Mister det lidt et eller andet, for dig, når der er så mange turister? 
R: Ja, når der er så mange mennesker, er det ikke det samme. Jeg gider ikke stå i lang kø. Men nu 
har de lavet om jo. Før var det super hyggeligt interior, men nu har lavet det om så det ser lidt billigt 
ud. Alt andet er så tjekket derinde, så det er ærgerligt. Som jeg før har nævnt, går jeg meget op i 
interior, og hvordan jeg har det. Jeg går meget op i at æstetikken og den fejler de en lille smule på. 
I: Hvad repræsenterer GRØD? 
R: Hvis man tænker på mennesker repræsenterer det vel lidt det trendy segment. Unge hippe 
mennesker. Det samme med turisterne. Man skulle næsten tro, at de har læst i en bog, at de skal 
klæde sig hipt på, inden de skal ned på Jægersborggade. Det er nærmest sådan, så de ligner lidt de 
lokale. De ser mega trendy ud. Så unge trendy mennesker, der forstår sig på kvalitet. 
I: Hvordan ville du beskrive en typisk GRØD kunde? 
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R: Man er blevet lidt mere loose med at gå ud at spise, man behøver ikke en særlig anledning 
længere. Alt sker så hurtigt i dag og folk har lidt flere penge. Så man behøver ikke en anledning. Så 
derfor tror jeg, at mange af dem der kommer på GRØD, ikke nødvendigvis har aftalt at nu skal de 
ud at spise i aften. Men mere sådan ”Hey hvad skal vi lave i aften – lad os tage på GRØD, fordi 
dette er nice. Men nu taler jeg jo om GRØD på Jægersborggade, fordi det er den jeg kommer på, jeg 
skal ikke kunne sige, om det er anderledes på de andre. 
I: Hvordan ville du selv klæde dig, til et besøg på GRØD? Noget specielt eller bare komme som du 
er? 
R: Det er faktisk meget sjovt, fordi da vi renoverede vores lejlighed, så gik vi jo altid rundt i sådan 
noget tøj med malerpletter og det ene og det andet. Og så kan jeg huske at min svigermor er med og 
jeg siger at vi jo ikke kan tage ud, når vi ser sådan ud.  Og så sige hun så og det har hængt i mig lige 
siden; ”Jojo, I er jo endnu mere smarte og lokale, når I er ligeglade”. Så hver gang at jeg nu går 
udenfor en dør og ikke lige ser ekstra smart ud, tænker jeg, at jeg jo så bare er endnu mere cool, 
fordi jeg er lokal og ligeglad, og jeg kommer der hele tiden. Modsat, hvis du har stadset dig op. 
Men på GRØD kan man også godt føle sig lidt underdressed, fordi folk ser så cool ud. Sådan lidt 
hipster. 
I: Hvordan ser sådan en hipster ud? 
R: Hun har garanteret en kjole uden på en t shirt fra Ganni, og et par sneakers og et sjovt kort hår 
med noget pandehår og nogle store briller. Og så har hun garanteret en dyr taske, så hun prøver at se 
casual ud, men har alligevel en dyr taske. 
I: Kender du til GRØDs historie? Lasse fortid fx? 
R: Nej ikke udover det som jeg har læst. Der er en intro i GRØD bogen og så har jeg hørt et 
interview. Jeg tror, at det var noget med, at han var lidt chubby, og så ville han tabe sig, men det var 
besværligt og dyrt. Men så begyndt han at spise grød, og så blev han hug på grød. Og så ville han 
gerne vise Danmark, at grød er nice. Jeg kan huske at han var i Go'morgen Danmark og lave grød 
og man var sådan lidt ”woow nu kommer grød igen”. Det var ligesom Lasses fortjeneste at GRØD 
kom frem igen. Og så er han vist nok også ret ofte i GRØD restauranten på Nørrebro. Det synes jeg 
er ret fedt og hyggeligt, at han selv er at finde på restauranterne. 
I: Synes du, at han har lykkedes med hans mission? 
R: Ja det synes jeg. I hvert fald over for os i København. Jeg tror fx ikke min forældre på Bornholm 
ville hoppe på den. Jeg tror, at de synes at det er fjollet. Fordi vi er blevet mere afslappede med at 
gå ud at spise og bruge penge, men mine  forældre i udkantsdanmark, synes stadig at det er fjollet at 
gå ud og købe en kaffe, når man kan lave en derhjemme. Og grød er for dem, stadig noget man kan 
lave derhjemme. Og så det med at der er pænt dernede men man kan godt fornemme at det er 
hurtigt mad. Det er jo ikke en restaurant. Det er jo ikke et sted du vil tage ud at spise, hvis du har 
fødselsdag. 
I: Hvorfor egentlig det? 
R: Det går hurtigt, og du får maden hurtigt og du spiser den hurtigt og er ude hurtigt. 
I: Har du nogensinde købt andet end et måltid hos GRØD? 
R: Jeg har købt to kogebøger. Eller tre. Fordi jeg har købt en til mig selv og to i gave. Jeg har købt 
en til min kærestes søster som bor i Norge, som er lige under 30 som også går meget op i mad. Og 
så er det jo dansk og trendy. Hun blev virkelig glad for den. Og den anden købte jeg til indflytter 
gave til vores venner som bor på Frederiksberg. Det er jo en afslappet gave – det er ikke verden 
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dyreste gave, men det siger jo stadig noget om, at man har lagt mærke til hvad det er for en slags 
person man giver gave til og det siger noget om hvad man selv går op i. 
I: Så kogebogen afspejler på en måde dig og dine interesser? 
R: Jaa. Jeg synes på en måde, ikke at GRØD afspejler mig, men det at jeg køber noget der. Eller 
sådan fordi, at det er da mere cool at gå på GRØD end at gå på en eller anden mainstream café på 
strædet. Det lyder snobbet, men hvis jeg gjorde det, ville jeg nok ikke snakke lige så højt om det. På 
en eller anden måde, selvom det er nedern at sige. Så er man jo alt det man gør, alt det man køber 
og alt det man tager på. Så fx når jeg tager en mulepose med ned og handler, handler det om at jeg 
måske gerne vil spare nogle penge, men også om at jeg ser ud som om, at det er vigtigt for mig, at 
man ikke skal bruge så meget plastik. Eller hvis jeg handler genbrug. Og det er lidt det samme med, 
hvor man tager hen og spiser. 
I: Nu hæfter jeg mig ved det at ”det ser ud som om” – betyder det meget hvordan det ser ud – din 
egen selvfølelse? Eller hvordan det ser ud for andre? 
R: Jo hænger de ting ikke sammen? Jeg bruger min mulepose, fordi det er vigtigt for mig, men også 
fordi at jeg ved hvad et signalerer. 
I: Det var alt. Tusind tak for din hjælp. 
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Appendix 6: Interview with an English consumer 

Interview with a 24-year-old woman living in Leeds. 
 
I: Thank you for doing the interview. As you might already know we are writing our Thesis about a 
Danish restaurant called GRØD and we are investigating whether or not the cafe should expand to 
England.  
We would like to ask you about your consumer habits and your thoughts on Denmark and social 
media and stuff like that. Would that be okay? 
R: Yeah, that’s fine! 
I: Cool, that’s great! So first of all, we have some questions about you. Like how old are you? 
R: I’m 24. 
I: And what do you do?  
R: I do freight forwarding for a company called Leman.  
I: Cool, and where do you live?  
R: In Leeds. 
I: Okay, so we are going to start with the first question now. Do you ever go out to eat? Like in 
cafes and restaurants?  
R: Yes, but normally when it is on special occasions.  
I: And on what occasions would that be?  
R: Like birthdays, I don't know. My uncle, he is going to Australia so we are going for a goodbye-
meal for him, sort of things like that. 
I: And when you do go out like to celebrate or having a farewell party, which factors are most 
important for you, like is it the price, or the location?  
R: Price is a big factor for me, I don't have lots of money, which is why I don't go out very often. So 
that is a big thing for me. Really, that would be the biggest thing.  
I: What about the setting or the mood in the restaurant? Inventory and stuff like that?  
R: I like a friendly atmosphere. Nobody wants to go to a restaurant where you feel like you are 
being stared at. You know, when you walk into a pub and nobody knows you, they just stare at you 
and you feel so uncomfortable. That is awful. Obviously, a nice and friendly atmosphere, if the staff 
is friendly, I would have to say. I want to feel welcome. 
I: So do you ever get takeaway to eat at home? 
R: Yes, now and again, I like on a sunday night, I might get chinese.  
I: Yeah, and what would be the most important factors when you decide what to have at home?  
R: I suppose it would again depend on the price. And, well it just depends on what my boyfriend 
wanted as well. If I wanted Chinese and he wanted curry, you know, it would depend on what sort 
of mood you are in, I guess.  
I: Yeah sure, and how important is it for you that your food, both take-away, restaurant food and 
dinners are nutritious and healthy? Is that important to you?  
R: Not so much. Used to be, but if I go out to eat, I do not want to go out and sit there and eat a 
salad.  
I: How healthy do you see yourself?  
R: Medium. I eat a lot of vegetables, I don't eat a lot of crap, I don't just eat salad but I don't eat 
Mcdonalds every day. 
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I: But it is not the most important factor when you go out? When you go out you just want 
something to enjoy?  
R: Yeah.  
I: So what is your primary means of transportation?  
R: I drive.  
I: And how often do you work out?  
R: Not at all. I used to. This time, last year, I went to the gym 5 days a week and now I don't go at 
all.  
I: Do you use social media a lot?  
R: Yes.  
I: Which social media sites do you use mostly? 
R: Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram, Twitter. Facebook and Snapchat are what I mostly flick 
between.  
I: Do you think that is the same for your friends? Do you guys use the same apps or is there any 
apps that we should know about if we are trying to market a new product on the English market? 
Would you suggest anything else?  
R: I don't know any more. I know Facebook and Instagram is a great way. I don't know if you can 
particularly advertise on Snapchat. Definately Facebook and Instagram.  
I: So do you know any cafes or restaurants that specializes in porridge?  
R: No I do not know.  
I: So you don't eat porridge at all?  
R: I like porridge. There is no reason why I would not eat it. I tend to buy it in the winter. it's more 
something you would have if it is cold and rainy, isn’t it? Like if you want to get warm. It's more 
like a winter thing.  
I: Do you think that's the general opinion about porridge in the UK? That it is like a winter thing 
and maybe not that special?  
R: No, it is a popular thing. Don't get me wrong, we have a lot of porridge in the UK, that's just my 
personal view on it. You know if it is boiling outside, you want a salad, you don't want a big heavy 
meal. I know it is a popular breakfast or supper.  
I: Do you think you have any friends who would like to have porridge for breakfast? Do you know 
any people who actually make porridge themselves?  
R: I have some friends, but it's hard to say when you don't live with them. I know it's popular. 
Actually my X, he used to eat a lot of porridge. Not that i'm going to ring him up and ask if he still 
does, but when I was with him I remember that he liked to eat a lot of it with golden syrup. 
I: What do the Brits usually eat for breakfast? Maybe you can only answer for yourself.  
R: I normally just have some bran flakes. 
I: Now we are going to talk a little bit about Denmark. Have you ever been to Denmark?  
R: No, but i'm dying to go.  
I: Do you know anything about Denmark?  
R: Yes, I know quite a bit. I think I know quite a bit, i'm probably wrong.  
I: What do you know then?  
R: I know a lot from pictures. My best friend, Louise, is Danish. The company I work for is Danish 
so we have a lot of colleagues in Denmark. You all run a lot of bikes overthere. You are always on 
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bicycles, and I know how your flag looks like. I know you are very small on the map. And then you 
had the vikings. Well, I do not know much about the history of the vikings, but I do know that they 
were present in Scandinavia. I actually watch a lot of “Vikings” and “Game of Thrones”. Oh, and 
Nikolaj Coster Waldau from GoT is Danish! He is kind of good looking. 
I: Yeah, he is kind of a national treasure, we are very of proud of him. 
R: I’m sure! 
I: How would you describe Danes?  
R: I work with a lot of them. Humourous. Good to be around. Good people.  
I: Do you know anything about our capital, Copenhagen? Like do you have any impression of how 
the city is like or any idea?  
R: I understand it is very beautiful, especially when it snows. I have seen a lot of pictures, it looks 
like an absolutely gorgeous place. Your tax is very high over there. You don't have, like we have 
potholes everywhere which damages your car, and our roads are very narrow. Don’t get me wrong, 
I don't say we live in bronks, we pay lesser tax. Well I understand it is a very beautiful place. I 
would love to go. I have only heard good things. I know you get really bad snow, that's insane.  
I: Do you know anything about Danish food or Danish restaurants?  
R: Yes, frikadeller! I love it, i don't know what it is, but it is good.  
I: Have you heard about the restaurant Noma and all the Michelin starred restaurants in 
Copenhagen?  
R: Joe and the Juice is quite popular over there, isn't it? No I haven't heard about any of the 
particular restaurants.  
I: Do you have a Joe and the Juice in Leeds?  
R: We have one, I think we have one in Leeds, we do have a couple in the UK, I can't think of the 
top of my head where they are.  
I: Do you think you can describe the image of Denmark in the UK? Do you have any idea of the 
general perception of Denmark?  
R: I think of it as being really sunny. It always seem to be nice whether when my friend goes.  
I: really?  
R: Yeah, when she goes it seems to be very nice. Maybe she just has a light screen behind her. I can 
tell there is a lot of bicycles everywhere. Clean. I image it to be clean. Again, i'm not trying to say 
here is terrible, but I imagine it, because of the taxes, to be cleaner and nicer. Things probably just 
work a little bit better. I just image it to be a nice little place, really.     
I: So you would say that Denmark has a positive image in general?  
R: Yeah, definitely.  
I: Are you familiar with the “hygge” concept?  
R: The what concept, sorry?  
I: It is a Danish word, “hygge”, have you heard about that?  
R: Do you know what it is in English?  
I: it cannot really be translated. But people try to translate it to “cosiness”. Warm and cosy, but it is 
a Danish word that has been kind of popular, people have been found of the word. People who 
know just a little bit about Denmark, they think this “hygge” concept is really Danish. They try to 
imitate it in a lot of places.  
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I: If a cool new café were to open in Leeds for young trendy people, mostly serving porridge, but a 
little bit more nutritious than your average porridge, and you can get Risotto and Indian flavored 
porridge, do you think you would be willing to go there?  
R: I would be interested. I would definitely be curious because it sounds like something different. I 
would definitely be interested to at least go there and have a look and see what was on offer. And 
you know my big thing for everything is price. I got a lot of bills I have to pay out. If it is fairly 
reasonable priced, I would definitely be interested.  
I: And what would you think would be a fair price for a lunch meal, something you could eat at the 
cafe, but you could also order it take-away. 
R: I would say depending on portion size, probably, it is just one meal, probably 4-5 pounds. 
Probably more 4 pounds, but it depends on the size. If i’m just gonna get a little pot, I wouldn't, if it 
was enough to fill me, I would be willing to pay 5, as long as it's going to be enough to fill me.  
I: Do you think price is generally an important factor, for other women in the same age as you? 
R: Yes, because, for example, I have just moved out, so i'm currently working two jobs, and try to 
pay for everything, and trying to save so I can get a bigger house, and I pay out a lot on my car, 
because my car insurance is not very cheap.  A lot of people my age have student loans as well, so 
price is an extremely important factor! Many people are also starting to have families and babies at 
this age. I would say that at my age price is a very important thing. 
I: Do you ever go to London?  
R: I have never been. Again, I would love to go. 
I: Do you think if this new cafe with porridge where to open in the UK, do you think London would 
be a good place? Do you think Leeds would be a good place? 
R: I think London would be a good place. London has a lot of tourists. I mean, Leeds does too, but 
massive in London. And definitely, what you were saying about the different varieties. And you 
said something about an Indian sort of flavour. That could appeal to everyone in London. There 
would be so many different people from all over the place. I would say if it goes well in London 
then maybe expand to Leeds and see where you can go from there.  
I: Do you know anything about this expression “the new nordic”? or “the cool nordic”, have you 
heard that before?  
R: No, I have heard the word “nordic”, but not a new or a cool nordic. When you guys mention 
“nordic”, I think about nordic mythology. One of my favorite movies is the new “Thor” movie, you 
know, the one starring Chris Hemsworth.  
I: Do you know any Danish design?  
R: No, I know IKEA is Swedish. I don't really know, I mean I have seen.  
I: I guess that was it. Do you have anything else you want to comment on?  
R: No.  
I: Thank you so much for your help, we really appreciate it, it was so nice of you.  
R: You are very welcome, I hope everything goes well.  
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Appendix 7: Interview with Lasse Andersen 

Interview with founder of GRØD, Lasse Andersen (secondary data). 
    
I: Hvad er ifølge dig den overordnede vision og mission for GRØD? 
R: At dele en nyfortolkning om grød. At udforske potentialet for konceptet. At blive anerkendt og 
tjene penge. 
I: Hvilke intentioner og forventninger var der til samarbejdet med 7-eleven ift. GRØDs image og 
overordnede vision? 
R: Intentionen er at lave kvalitetsprodukt, som der ikke er lavet før, hverken nationalt eller 
internationalt. Markedet for instant grød halter kvalitetsmæssigt. Derfor vil GRØD, i direkte 
forlængelse af vores mission om at dele nyfortolkningen af grød, vise at instant grød kan laves 
nemt, hurtigt og lækkert. 7/11 har et kæmpe vindue så de er en oplagt samarbejdspartner. Vi håber 
at kunne lave mange varianter og komme mere ind på detail og convenient markedet. 
I: Ser du dette samarbejde som en længerevarende proces med et fortsat samarbejde i fremtiden, 
eller har dette en kortvarig funktion? 
R: Så langsigtet som muligt. Gerne med flere varianter og i flere butikker.   
I: Hvilke intentioner lå bag Syrien-indsamlingen ift. GRØDs image og overordnede vision? 
R: Intentionen var at støtte et godt formål, men samtidig skabe noget PR omkring vores koncept. 
Win-win. 
I: Hvordan har dette projekt opfyldt dine forventninger ift. ovenstående spørgsmål, og er der 
mulighed for lignende projekter i fremtiden? 
R: Det er svært at måle hvor meget PR vi fik, men vi havde god samvittighed bagefter. Hvis vi 
fortsat kan skabe opmærksomhed på os selv (konceptet/virksomheden) igennem velgørende events 
og lign. vil vi fortsat gøre det. 
I: Har der været nogen respons/reaktion på dette fra dine forbrugere - hvilken? 
R: Mange har hørt om det i radioen og nogle enkelte kunder nævnte det i butikkerne dagene efter 
indslaget i Radioen. Alle positivt stemte.     
I: Hvilke intentioner har der været for Roskilde-boden ift. GRØDs image og overordnede vision? 
R: At lave lækker festival mad til mange mennesker til billige penge. Lavpraktisk også at se, 
logistisk og driftsmæssigt, hvordan man serverer 200 portioner på 10 minutter var interessant. 
I: Blev dine forventninger opfyldt - hvordan/hvorfor ikke? 
R: Bestemt. Folk var meget glade og sagde det var det bedste mad de nogensinde har fået på en 
festival. Det er umiddelbart det vigtigste at selvom vi har serveret 4000 portioner grød, at kvaliteten 
stadig er god og folk er glade 
I: Hvad har intentionen været med kogebogen GRØD ift. GRØDs image og overordnede vision? 
R: At formulere ideen ned i en fysisk genstand som folk kan tage med hjem og gøre vores passion 
til dagligdag, ligesom den har været for mig inden vi startede. Den har også skabt mere autoritet 
omkring konceptet.     
I: Hvilken respons har den fået fra jeres forbrugere? 
R: Positiv. 
I: Hvordan er dine forventninger ift. GRØDs image gennem publiceringen blevet opfyldt? 
Hvordan/hvorfor ikke? 
R:: Den er blevet modtaget positivt af både presse og kunder.    
I: Hvilke andre tiltag mener du har været med til at skabe GRØDs image/brand udadtil? 
R: Vores koncept i sig selv har været det største drive. Derudover beliggenhed på Jægersborggade, 
indretningen, service (speciallavede skåle etc.)... 
I: Hvad har intentionerne været bag disse ift. GRØDs image og overordnede vision? 
R: At tage noget der er så traditionelt men nyfortolke, innovere og redefinere konceptet. Så lave en 
identitet som rummer hygge, autencitet og moderne på den enkle og retroagtige måde. 
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I: Overordnet set, har du da en fornemmelse af hvilket brand image GRØD 
har udadtil på nuværende tidspunkt? 
R: Ja, men tror det er ret blandet. Mange fra vores målgruppe, piger 18-35 år, er meget begejstrede 
og jeg tror vores værdi er ret høj hos dem. Hos andre, navnlig mænd, kunne man forestille sig, at 
der er flere fordomme. Men jeg ved det ikke.     
I: Er der en planlagt strategi for hvordan GRØD skal udbrede sin overordnede vision?  
R: Nej   
 
Source: Nørager, Frimand-Meier & Laursen (2013) 
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Appendix 8: Observations 

Observations at the two GRØD stores (Jægersborggade at Nørrebro and at Torvehallerne) at the 

time interval 13.00-19.00 carried out in four different steps in the time interval 13.00-19.00 on two 

weekdays and two days in the weekend in 1,5 hours a time. 

 

The customer group of GRØD consists of both men and women in the ages of 20-35 but 

considerably more women than men. 

 

Jægersborgsagde is very busy around 18.00 for take-away and a lot of people also come there to eat. 

 

Most customers are in groups of 2-5 people. The women dress very much alike, are very similar and 

come in groups. The customers look cool, trendy and very fashionable. They wear casual but cool 

outfits. They look cool but not too “intentionally cool” or like they are trying. A lot of the 

customers wear jeans and sneakers - could be second hand. A lot of them speak English. Have a lot 

of conversations during the their visit at GRØD. Can be both students and non-students.  

 

Consumers are photographing their GRØD meals with their smartphones. They spend a few 

minutes looking at their phone before they start to eat.  

 

Also a lot of tourists - males and females, mostly people in the age of 20-35 years. 

 

A group of 5 fashionable Asian girls (bloggers?) were taking pictures of each other posing in front 

of GRØD and the other trendy shops at Jægersborggade.  

 

Some people come there alone to order food and then take it with them. It seems that groups of 

friends hang out at GRØD store, and stay for a while, even when they are finished eating their 

meals, or maybe they just buy coffee and sit outside GRØD at Jægersborggade. Outside seating at 

Jægersborggade is very busy and almost fully occupied (if it is not raining) even though there are 

seats available inside as well. 
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Appendix 9: The physical appearance of GRØD 

The logo 

 
The physical appearance of GRØD’s restaurants 

 
 
Source: GRØD’s website 
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Appendix 10: The physical appearance of 26 Grains 

 

The physical appearance of 26 Grains’ restaurant 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

26 Grains’ website 

 
Source: 26 Grains’ website 
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Appendix 11: VisitDenmark analysis 

 
Source: VisitDenmark (2016) 
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Appendix 12: GRØD’s meals 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Facebook (2017)  


